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The study's purpose was to create a work which

bridged the fields of children's literature and child de-

velopment within the greater field of education.

The author

wrote a children's book, entitled Family on the Road

,

in

which four child characters, aged five, seven, ten and
twelve years, were portrayed as depicting characteristics of
their varying stages of development.

The author shared the

children's book with fourteen children from the small

California community of Halcyon.

The Halcyon children, aged

four to eleven years, gathered in the author's home for

three storyhour sessions, each session lasting approximately
two hours in length.

The author posed to the Halcyon children questions

which concerned character and plot development in Family on
VI

the_Road, at alternating points between
reading and telling
the eleven chapters of the book.
The author tape recorded
the children s responses to these questions.

Working with transcripts from the three sessions,
the author presented findings which proposed
that the

Halcyon children's responses to Family on the Road
demonstrated aspects of the children's affective, cognitive
and
spiritual development.

The author interpreted the response

findings through the developmental theories of Erik Erikson,

Maria Montessori and Rudolf Steiner.
Characteristic of the study's findings are two sets
of responses to the literature given by eight -year-old

Keisha, which appear to the author to demonstrate aspects of

Keisha's cognitive and spiritual development.
"Imagination is the great power of this age,"

Montessori says of her theory's second sensitive period,
which spans the childhood years between six and twelve.^

Montessori explains that the child develops her or his mind
"by abstracting that which he cannot see or experience," and

then integrates this information with those mental images

already available to the child's mind. 2
^Maria Montessori, From Childhood to Adolescence
trans. A. M. Joosten (New York: Schocken Books, 1973),
p.

37.

^Ibid.

,

p.

39.

Vll

,

.

The question posed to the Halcyon
children concerns
a buffalo's right to live in the
story's truckhome as compared to a pet rabbit's same right. Keisha
responds twice
to the author, "Emily.
That's quite a difference."^
It

appears to the author that Keisha has available
to her mind
images of a buffalo and of a rabbit which relate
to size.

The author proposes that Keisha gleans her
surmisal of dif-

ference from these mental images.

Keisha then appears to use the power of her imagination,

as described by Montessori,

to abstract into her mind

images of a buffalo which include its being a fat creature
in need of water.

Finally,

it appears that Keisha inte-

grates these abstracted images with her original mental
images to create her own answer as to why the buffalo cannot
live in the story's truckhome.

Keisha responds.

"He's probably too fat,"

And then, "He needs water.

Steiner's developmental theory holds that children
are embodiments of "human spirits,

sharing the life and

evolution of an essentially spiritual universe."^

The

middle years of childhood are marked by children's gradual
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, author's
home. Halcyon, California, 28 July 1980.
^Ibid
3

Marjorie Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art (Spring
Valley: The Anthroposophic Press, 1978), p. 5.

viii

.

emergence from

their still spiritual consciousness."^

For

example, Steiner’s theory holds that between the childhood
ages of five and nine "imagination and magic are the clues
2

to consciousness.

And yet, close to nine years of age,

the child awakens to a consciousness where "inner fantasy

and outer reality split from each other.
At eight years, two months,

it appears to the author

that Keisha is demonstrating the Steiner divide between

inner fantasy and outer reality when she responds to a question which asks whether or not character Yianni, who is a

magician, caused it to rain in the story.
"He did," Keisha responds, as if still directed by

her consciousness of magic.
response.
asks,

But Keisha pauses after her

Then, as if manifesting an inner divide, Keisha

"Didn't he?"*^

Similar to Keisha'

s

response examples, were other

Halcyon children's responses to Family on the Road which
seemed to demonstrate aspects of the children's cognitive
and spiritual development, as well as aspects of their

^Albert Cecil Harwood, The Way of a Child (London:
Rudolf Steiner Press, 1967), p. 57.
2

Eva A. Frommer Voyage Through Childhood into the
Adult World: A Description of Child Development (Oxford:
Pergamon Press, 1969), p. 257.
,

^Ibid

.

,

p

.

62

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
LX

affective development, as interpreted
by the developmental
theory of Erik Erikson.
The author concluded presentation of
the study's
findings with a brief account of the
manner by which Family
-- the Road met literary criteria, described by Sutherland
and Arbuthnot,^ as viewed by the Halcyon
children's possible
measure of these criteria.
^Zena Sutherland and May Hill Arbuthnot
Children
and Books (Glenview: Scott, Foresman and
Company iy??).
pp. 21-6.
t'
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INTRODUCTION
The author has had a longtime interest in chil-

dren's literature and sharing literature with children
in

storyhour sessions.

In this descriptive study,

the author

poses that when different aged children are read or told
a story,

the children will respond verbally to that story

with differing perspectives, dependent upon and reflecting
each responding child's stage of development.
For the purposes of this study, the author wrote
a

children's book entitled Family on the Road

created the book with

a

twofold purpose.

.

The author

Firstly, the

book was created to be demonstrative of selected child

developmental stages by its portrayal of four child characters representing stages in early, middle and adolescent
childhood.

Secondly, the author created the children's

book to serve as a stimulus for response in the descriptive study's storyhour sessions.

Bringing together fourteen children, aged four to
eleven years, the author shared her original children's
book with them.

Alternating between reading and telling

the eleven chapters of Family on the Road

,

the author posed

questions to the children concerning the book's character

1

2

and plot developments.

The author recorded all of the

children's responses to the questions.
dren,

The fourteen chil-

gathered from the small California community
of

Halcyon, attended three such storyhour sessions
with the
author, each session lasting approximately two
hours in
length.

with transcripts from the three recorded
storyhour sessions, the author utilized the theories of

developmentalists Erik Erikson, Maria Montessori and

Rudolf Steiner as criteria by which to measure the study
children

s

responses to the literature as reflectors of the

children

s

emotional, cognitive and spiritual developments.

The author found that Erik Erikson concisely por-

trayed his psychodynamic developmental theory in his book

Childhood and Society ^ and Erikson articles published
under the title of "Identity and the Life Cycle.

Con-

sequently, the author elected to restrict her research on

Erikson 's developmental theory to these two sources.
Research sources utilized by the author for

Montessori 's developmental theory included Maria
Montessori 's own written works on childhood and education,
along with a research bonus.

The author was fortunate to

^Erik H. Erikson, Childhood and Society
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1963).

,

2nd ed.

^Erik H. Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle,"
Psychological Issues 1 (1959): monograph 1.

3

attend lectures and have personal discussions
with Margaret
Homfray, a Montessori educator who lived and
worked with

Montessori herself.^
Researching the developmental theory of Rudolf
Steiner, the author utilized Steiner's own works
on child

development and education, works by Steiner theory develop-

mentalists and educators, as well as occasional periodical
articles and lectures on Rudolf Steiner theory.
^Further information on Margaret Homfray is found

in Appendix A.

CHAPTER

II

THE CHILDREN'S BOOK

This chapter shall be devoted to the presentation
of children

s

book, Family on the Road

Chapter

,

in its entirety.

1

Chloe was alone
She could hear the comforting
sounds of Dad working underneath the truck and Mom's
voice as she sat on the ground close by. Chloe squinted her eyes to look out the window, so bright was the
light that bounced off the silver stovepipe.
Certainly her biggest brother Yianni couldn't have been right
when he said it was going to rain today. Chloe got up
and put her hands around the pipe and watched the
changing patterns as she moved her fingers up and down.
Stepping back from the stove, Chloe lifted her arms
above her head and stretched, and then went over to
the wooden drawers that were set into the oak siding
under the icebox. There were five drawers in all, one
for each child in the family and one on top which Dad
and Mom shared.
Because Chloe was the youngest, her
drawer was the skinniest.
Chloe reached for the weathered brass handle and
pulled her drawer completely out from the wall. Balancing it against her middle, she bent her rosy body
down slowly and placed the drawer on the truck's dark
floor.
Stretching once again, Chloe sat down on the
floor beside her drawer and smiled to herself.
"It sure is messy," she said aloud.
"Are you awake, Chloe?" Mom called, climbing up
on the porch.
"Ah-huh," Chloe answered, as Mom came in the door.
Just my body did."
"I didn't really sleep, mommy.
"I see you are going to sort your drawer again,"
Mom said, smiling to remember how Chloe was certain she
didn't need a nap.
"I'm going back outside with your father. Be sure
to call if you want us."
Chloe was glad to be alone again. The truck was
Not at all
so wide and big when nobody else was in it.
.
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time when all four children were in
bed sing®
was
snug
and small.
Th! stained glass windows
The
around the shower were sparkling with the light that poured down from
Da^Ld^
Mom s sleeping loft. Chloe followed the
light over to
the treadle sewing machine beneath It.
She wondered when Mom would be finished
sew^ purple skirt and where it was going to fit in
j
the drawer beside her.
Already the drawer held:
psirs of underpants and undershirts
two pairs of tights and socks
two long skirts and sweaters
two Indian dolls made out of cloth
a tiny doll in a yellow wooden cradle
one marble
seven popsicle sticks
Chloe ’s heavy sweater and poncho were kept on her
special hook among the many coathooks over the shoebox
that was wedged between the sewing machine and one of
the back windows.
Her sleeping bag and Teddy stayed
behind the pillows of the couch until evening time when
Dad pulled the couch out into a sleeping bunk for Chloe
and her big brother Mark.
On the wall above the couch hung a brightly colored
mural, created one day in the California redwoods when
all four children took paint and brush together. When
it was time for the two older children to go to bed,
Dad swung the mural down and steadied it with strong
wooden legs to form an ample top bunk. Every night,
Chloe and Mark waited for the splashes of color to
appear overhead, for that meant the older children
would climb up on their bunk. Mom would sit close to
them on the floor beside the woodbin. Dad would be in
the loft, and everyone would sing grandmother's songs
before going to sleep.
Chloe looked over and saw that Mark's doll Timothy
was on the floor and was not tucked in back of the
couch with Teddy.
She picked Timothy up and scolded
him for jumping off the couch instead of staying behind as he had been told.
Muffled thunder filled the late afternoon air.
Startled, Chloe held Timothy close to her body.
In
the distance Yianni's voice sounded crackly and strangely low, "See you guys, it
going to rain."
Chloe turned and paused before the sewing machine.
Raising to her tiptoes she stared in the mirror.
Still
holding Timothy, she blinked the sleep from her eyes
and then looked closely into their sparkling darkness.
It troubled Chloe that she was the only member of the
family with blond hair. How could she belong to the
^

6

family if everyone else had brown hair, she asked
Mom
over and over again. Each time Chloe asked, Mom
told
her to look into her brothers’ and sister's eyes
and
then find a mirror to look into her own.
Yes, they
were the same dark brown eyes, Chloe thought. Just
like Genie's and everybody's.
Even today.
Chloe folded her articles of clothing with care,
sach to form tidy piles. Picking up her marble,
Chloe rolled it on the dark wooden floor and made a game
of its passing from socks to underwear and around a
stack of sweaters and skirts.
She rested the marble in
the sock pile and formed her popsicle sticks into a
crooked rectangle around the Indian dolls. "Now you
have a room," she said to them aloud.
"Chloe," Eugenia called from outside the truck.
"What are you doing? Dad says we're going to Point
Reyes as soon as we can get ready."
"What?" Chloe called back to her sister.
By this time Eugenia was inside the door, flushed
with excitement and breathing hard from having jumped
onto the porch with one leap.
"Dad says he's done fixing Big Truck and we're going to the ocean.
You better put your stuff away,
Chloe.
Here, I'll help you," she added, pushing her
dark flyaway hair behind her ears and flopping her lean
limber body down next to her sister on the floor.
"Do you remember when you got this?" Eugenia asked,
holding the tiny doll in her hand.
Chloe looked at the doll and said nothing.
"Don't you remember? It was in the white house.
Yianni and I gave it to you two years ago for a birthday present when you were two years old."
Chloe nodded.
"I remember Yianni and I argued over which doll
to get," Eugenia continued.
He liked the one with the
pink ribbon and I liked the one with the blue ribbon.
Finally we decided we'd just take off the ribbon
and
Chloe wasn't listening.
She was trying to sort
things out in her mind.
She didn't remember when the
In fact, every time the
doll came to her at all.
other children talked about the white house, it was a
Chloe enjoyed these long truck
mystery to Chloe.
visits in the northern California valley and the children's walks to see a white house sitting on a hill.
But Chloe never thought of that house as a place in
which she has lived. All she remembered about that
part of her life was that she and her mommy sometimes
were lonely when her daddy was at work and the other
Big Truck was her house and
children went to school.
.

.

.
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always had been.
top

That was that

of^h?o^fnea^U^t?rpi?e^

^

what you did,;; Chloe yelled at him.
fault." Mark shouted back at her
i„„ i,Iliftthe floor.
"YiaAni
pufhed^mf!'™
n"?lanky body through responded, calmly striding his
tall
the door.
"You were hitting
^
me so I simply turned you in another
direction "
almost done, too," Chloe
"We
ad everything just right and you meanwas crying.
old
boys
had
^
to ruin everything."
;;Look

i-

guys please be quiet before
come in and get all mad?" Eugenia pleaded.Mom and Dad
cern^covered the soft features of her face. Honest conMark,
she continued.
"Why don't you tell Chloe
you re sorry.
"Because I'm not."
Eugenia sighed and began picking up the scattered
clothes and toys.
"They're impossible," she muttered,
^^ura was lucky.
She only had sisters."
about anything accept Laura Ingalls
T7-1
Wilder.
Yianni asked.
"It's bad enough that we all
had to cope with your reading the series three times.
And we tolerated your living in a fantasy world when
you were eight and nine. But don't you think that ten
getting a bit too old to be living a hundred years
ago?"
"You think you're so smart, just because you're
twelve and your voice is changing," Eugenia answered,
trying not to get angry.
'Come on, Chloe.
Let's fix up your things and get
them back in the drawer."
"I'm smarter than she is, that's for sure," Yianni
mi^bled to himself as he lifted long legs over the
girls to get to the shower area where he could practice
his multiplying-billiard ball trick in private.
Brown, bare feet dangling, Mark was sulking on
the couch.
"I guess I am sorry, Clo," he said finally.
"That's okay, Mark. We're all done now anyway.
Come on, we better get Big Truck ready to move."
Chloe and Eugenia tied the leather straps around
the sewing machine drawers while Mark wedged the wood
stove's frontpiece into a secure position.
"Ready to go?" Dad asked, filling the doorway with
his tall, strong frame and wiping grease off his hands
and arms
"Yianni 's not helping," Mark answered.
"Yianni," called Chloe.
"Come and put the glass
thing away."

.

8

came out from the shower area with
a twinkle
serious features of his face which told ^
thf^
Chat^^he
had mastered the trick.
said smoothly, as he walked to the
reached for the ship lantern’s chimney
glass and put it amongst the towels stacked
tioor of the small closet over the drawers. on the
family had had to search for just the right Twice the
sized glass
twice the chimneys had tumbled to the floor
and broken when Big Truck swayed on the road.
folded the greasy rag he had been using and put
•+It
on his tool box under the couch.
Then he opened the
door and called out.
Hurry up, Ruth. The kids and I are ready to go."
Mom came through the door, looking small, as she*
carried a pair of well-worn sneakers, a short redhandled shovel and two muddy socks
Mark was relieved that Mom didn't say anything as
she put the sneakers in the shoebox below the coathooks
walked over to stuff the socks in the laundry bag
within the copper washtub set next to the rabbit cage
on the plank shower floor.
"Yianni," Mom said, coming out and tucking loose
strands of long dark hair back under her scarf.
"You
better change Pooch's water when we get to Point Reyes."
"I know. Mom.
You don't have to tell me."
"How come Yianni gets to have a rabbit in the truck
an3way?" Mark wanted to know.
"I'm seven and the youngest member of the National Buffalo Association.
I don't
get to have a buffalo to keep me company."
"Oh, Markie, we've been all over that," Mom answered wearily.
"You've got Timothy," piped in Chloe.
"Why don't you come up front with us, Mark?" Dad
suggested.
Shrugging his shoulders, Mark climbed over the dark
stained partition that separated the truck's living
area from the cab.
Careful to avoid the two sets of
gearshifts jutting up from the floor, he settled himself close to Mom on the wide leather passenger seat.
Next to them in the driver's seat. Dad was deep in concentration as he coaxed the starter once, and then
again.
Mark often wondered what Mom meant when she said
that Big Truck ran on karma as well as on gas and Dad's
loving attention. Looking hard at the stilled lines
in Dad's dark bearded face, for a fleeting moment a
part of Mark understood.
Mark looked up to see raindrops splashing gently on
the windshield.
"The rains have come."
"What do you know," Mom said.
T

•

.
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Chloe and Eugenia scrambled up into the
loft to
dribbling down the plexiglass
”5"^^
dnm^
rhi
dome.
Chloe
followed the winding trails with her^fingers.
Sitting on the couch beside the window,
Yianni
looked up from a book on magical illusions,
pushed
aside the madras curtain and smiled with
self-satisfaction
Deep into his book a moment later, he didn't
even hear
the loud humming of the truck's engine or
the other
three children shouting.
^^sten to Big Truck, hurray! We're on our way to
the beach.
Hurray.
Hurray!"

Ti?

Chapter

2

It was quiet on the beach.
The family were the only
people for as far as you could see and the truck looked
1^^^
ancient ship against the backdrop of blue sea
and sky.
Scattered here and there, tough green grasses
marked windswept dunes that stretched beyond the shoreline for miles and miles and miles
The children did their school work on those days
when the rain was relentless.
"Mommy, I'm ready to read some pages with you,"
Mark might say, climbing up into the loft with his books
to join her.
"Will you read me another myth when I'm
done?"
"Hey, Dad," Yianni would call. "Let's do some math.
I figured out what you were telling me about yesterday."
And the two of them would settle on the couch with workbooks, scratch paper and pencils.
"Let me listen," Eugenia asked, if she wasn't too
deep into her own school work.
Eugenia loved math and
had sped through her California state text so rapidly
that she comprehended Yianni 's lessons with ease.
It
was clear that this sharing did not particularly please
Yianni.
Yet, more often than not, he answered, "Aw,
all right, Genie.
Who knows, you might learn something."
Chloe sprawled on the floor with paper and paints
and made pictures which Mom taped above the half-round
table that hung from chains over the bookcases and rice
barrel.
It was difficult for Chloe to stay quiet while
the others were deep in study, but she looked up and
saw that she and mommy were no longer alone.
Most sunny days, the children played in the water
or roamed among the hills and grasses, discovering
hiding places and making secret trails through the sand.
Chloe had followed after the others on these hikes up
On that morning the children
until a few days before.

"

.
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had ventured farther out than ever
before

Wi

i-h

=

«

stumbled and
called after the others to slow down.
But
they
^ keot
^
hurrying, yelling back to her.
^Come on, Chloe. ^^You’re going too
slow."
Chloe cried, holding back her
tears^ "Ym^
tears.
You guys are being mean."
trudged back and took Chloe 's arm to help
her along^^

with]her'frerhaAd.‘'‘''°"

read7warbeSiSl°"’
"But where's Big Truck?" Chloe asked her.
^^§ht back there like he always is."
"You sure, Genie?"
I'm sure." And they scurried on to
catch up with the boys
Yianni and Mark were sitting on a flat grassy dune
eating the currants that Mom had stuffed into
their
pockets before they left. Mark was explaining to
Yianni that 'American Bison' was the proper name for
buffalos.
"Can you still see Big Truck?" Chloe panted to Mark
as she sat down beside him.
"Sure, Clo.
He's right over there.
See that brown
thing sticking up between those two hills?" he asked,
pointing toward the water.
Look, Chloe," Mark continued, "Poseidon must be
angry.
The waves are huge!"
Chloe^ dug into her poncho pockets.
"My currants
are gone," she whimpered, not even having heard Mark's
talk of Poseidon.
It s all your fault, Yianni," she cried, shaking
her fist at him.
"You're the one who made us walk so
fast
"Stop acting like such a baby, Chloe," Yianni
answered.
"The currants probably fell out when you
slipped in the sand.
It's no big deal.
Come here.
You
can have some of mine."
"How come you're always talking about the Olympian
gods, Mark?" Yianni asked.
"Cause Daddy's Greek. That makes me Greek too."
Chloe went over and sat close to Yianni.
Even
though she was mad at him, she would have liked to sit
in his lap like she always did.
But a few weeks before,
Yianni had informed her that she had outgrown such
childish behavior.
Chloe couldn't figure out why,
especially since Mommy let her sit on her lap and it
.

.

..
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wasn’t much bigger than Yianni's.

Nevertheless Ch^n^
that
sne
shrta!kertrhi"°"y?''"
talked to him, Yianni responded in
ways that hurt

h.a;:
handful of currants into her mouth.
she t
began again.
"Don't talk with your mouth full," Yianni
said.
Liiioe
^^Yianni?

swallowed quickly

|]Yianni?"
"What's the matter now?"

yCan you see Big Truck?"
haven't looked." he answered.
Can you see him?" Chloe persisted, her voice
becoming anxious
Yes, Chloe," Yianni answered impatiently
"He's
over there.
I see him."
"Yianni?"
"What now?"
"Do you still love me?"
"Yeah."
"Even with blond hair?"
"Yeah, even with blond hair.
Now will you
please
j
shut up?"
Chloe put her head on Yianni's shoulder and spoke
no more.
She wished that it were night time and they
were all safe together in the truck, singing grandmother's songs and going to sleep.
Mark broke the silence.
"My currants are gone,"
he said, licking the sticky sweetness off his fingers.
"Let's get going," Yianni said, jumping up to his
feet
"liJhat about me?" Chloe asked, shaken from Yianni's
quick movement
Yianni sighed deeply and shook his head.
"It's all right, Yianni," Eugenia said.
"I'll take
care of Chloe."
The children started out again.
Chloe still lagged
behind, Eugenia continuing to pull her along.
Every
few steps Chloe looked back and tried to get Eugenia
^

t'

^

to stop.

"You're hurting my arm," Eugenia pleaded with her,
but Chloe persisted.
Finally Chloe gave Eugenia's arm
such a yank that both girls tripped and fell in the
sand.
Eugenia jumped to her feet yelling.
"I try to be nice to you and all you do is trip me.
I'm sorry, Chloe, but I've had it." And she stormed off
to find the boys.

"

.
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Chloe sat huddled in the sand and began
to cry
It
was Mark who got back to her first
"What's the matter, Clo?" he asked
^^Big Truck's lost," she sniffled.
What do you mean, Clo?"
stammered between her tears.
"Andhe^t^lost^"'^’^^^^’"
said, joining them and pickarms.
"If you're going to be crying
all the time, we re going to leave you home
from now on."
want to go home," Chloe wailed.
''Well you can't," Yianni said, still holding
her,
but firm with his words.
Chloe struggled and kicked until Yianni had to put
her back down in the sand.
want to go home right now," Chloe demanded. "And
you ve got to take me, Yianni. You're the biggest and
the only one who can find Big Truck when he's lost."
"Look, Chloe," Yianni tried to explain.
"Big Truck
is not lost.
He never moves unless we are all inside
and Dad is driving him. This is the farthest out we've
®ver come on the dunes and you have to go and ruin
everything with your stupid crying ."
Yianni 's words were wasted. Chloe sat in the sand,
sobbing and sniffling, "I want my truck.
I want to go
home
The other three children looked at each other a
long while.
Finally Eugenia spoke.
"I don't think she's going to stop, Yianni.
She
better go back to the truck. We're all going to have
to take her.
You know how Dad keeps saying we have to
stay together."
Yianni hung his head in angry acceptance.
"It's okay," Mark piped in, trying to sound cheerful.
"If it doesn't rain, we can come back tomorrow."
"Chloe 's not coming," Yianni was quick to add.
The journey back to the truck was a solemn one.
Seeing the children's faces when they arrived. Dad and
Mom were careful not to mention their earlier than
usual return.
The silence of the afternoon slipped into evening.
When Mom called the children for supper, Yianni was
nowhere to be found. Up in the dunes, he sat alone
and wondered why everyone in his family was changing.
Yianni looked out toward the water.
It was low
tide.
The waves washed into shore in slow rhythmic
patterns, then lazily withdrew back out to sea.
"Is that you, Yianni?" an echoing voice called.
Yianni turned around toward the voice and saw a
speck of a human body with frantically waving arms
.

.
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Everybody

he saw that it was Eugenia.

worried about you," she cried sfnmb ling up the last dune to reach
him.
Chloe and Mark
D°"'t
yoS evL^cafe?""
The last thing that concerned Yianni
was singing
songs which he felt he had outgrown
long ago.
Eugenia sat next to her brother.
I understand," she said, her
voice quieting.
"Chloe
sure was a little jerk today, wasn't she?"
Yianni remained silent.
"I gotta admit, though,"
Eugenia continued, 'that when I saw her chasing
waves
this afternoon, she looked kinda little.
I even told
her I was sorry about leaving her this morning."
Would you please leave," Yianni spoke finally
"I
came up here to be alone."
Well, I came up to get you.
Mom and Dad are going
to get mad if you stay away much longer.
Mom's reading
to the little kids, but she's almost done and
everybody
to sing.
We've already eaten supper you know "
Who cares."
Eugenia paused and then went on.
1 11 tell you what.
I'll leave right now if you
promise you 11 follow as soon as I reach the bottom
of that second dune.
See, the one that caves in on
top?
If you say you'll come I promise I'll leave you
alone.
I won't even look back.
Okay?"
"Aw, all right," Yianni said reluctantly.
"It
sounds like one of your immature ideas, but I'll do it
if it makes you happy."
"Bye," Eugenia said gaily, skidding down the sand
bank
Yianni was good to his word. Two small figures
wove their individual ways down grass tufted dunes as
the last splashes of a golden sun slipped mysteriously
into the sea.
When Yianni had eaten and all four children were
in bed. Mom and Dad sat on the floor beside them to
sing in the lanternlight
Chloe could hardly keep her
eyes open, yet sang every word of her favorite song,
as if in thanks for being safely home:
Baby fishing for a dream.
Fishing near and far.
Her (his) line a golden moon, I guess.
Her (his) bait a silver star.
s

.

Sail, baby, sail.
Out across the sea.
Only don't forget to sail.
Back again to me.
"Mark," Chloe whispered sleepily.
Grandmother Eugenia is like."

"I wonder what

.

.
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She must ve been like mommy," Mark
answered.
Or me!
Eugenia’s voice trailed down from the top
bunk accompanied by a muffled laugh from
Yianni
Even though he was teasing her, Eugenia was
pleased
to hear her brother laugh.
Do you think our grandmother likes it when
we sine
^
her songs?" Chloe asked Mark.
"I know she does," Mark answered.
And they all fell
asleep to the hushed sound of waves.
^

Chapter

3

Yianni.
I've got to talk to you right away,"
Eugenia urged as she and the boys started out the door
the next morning.
Don t go too far, kids," Dad called down from the
loft where he had been reading since breakfast.
"We're
going into the Inverness Store this afternoon so we'll
be calling you early."
"Okay," chimed the three, Eugenia tugging on Yianni 's
arm as they leapt off the porch into the sand.
"Wait a minute," Mom yelled after them.
"Here are
some walnuts for your pockets."
"I want some too," Chloe insisted from under the
table where she had settled with The Real Mother Goose
after pulling it out of the bottom shelf of the bookcase
Back inside the truck. Mom reached down and filled
Chloe 's cupped hands with walnuts.
Chloe ate a few of
the nuts, then crawled out from under the table to put
the rest in her drawer for later.
She smiled at the
drawer's new treasures.
Carefully folded into a handkerchief Dad had given her were a delicate piece of
driftwood and two small shells. One shell had brown
bright tones; the other was a foamy blue and white like
the sea.

Shining in the new morning light, Chloe 's marble
caught her eye.
Chloe knew that drawer-toys excepting
her ball were not allowed outside. Yet the marble
looked so clear and pretty in the sunlight, that she
picked it up in one hand and closed her drawer with the
other
"I'm going out to build a castle," she said, as she
passed Mom working at the sewing machine.
I'll watch you from the window."
"That's fine, dear.
Holding the marble tightly in her fist, Chloe openNot able
ed the door and stepped down onto the porch.
to leap off as skillfully as the others, she sat on the
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edge,

sittiJJ^'alon:

slid down till her chubby feet touchhappily toward the water.

^rthe'sLrf

had to"?elllLnni'"''
^^What s bitchy?" Chloe asked him.
'I don't know," Mark answered.
"But I'm sure Genie's
^
^ dolphin like Dionysus
dia the pirates.
"Huh?"
Never mind, Clo. You don't understand the Greeks

gods like I do."
"Want to build a castle with me, Mark?" Chloe asked
her brother.
Nah.
I m going to find Yianni and Genie no matter
what she says." And Mark scampered off.
Not far away in the dunes, Yianni and Eugenia sat
together with their backs resting against a sand bank.
I wanted to talk to you alone," Eugenia began,
because I don t want the little kids to get scared."
Yianni 's mind was on a new levitation trick he was
developing.
He only half heard his sister as she
continued.
Last night when everybody was asleep except me, I
heard some funny noises outside.
I looked out the
window and saw moving shadows that I know were people.
It was creepy, Yianni.
Nobody at all is here except
us.
Who could they be?"
Eugenia didn't wait for her brother to respond.
"You know who I think they are? I think they are
bill collectors.
I didn't tell you but I've been
hearing Mom and Dad talk about money a lot
I read in
this book where a poor family was watching TV and right
in the middle of the show some men came in and took the
TV away without saying anything.
I bet those shadows
are bill collectors getting ready to come and take Big
Truck away."
"Genie, you're really weird.
First of all, I don't
think you saw anything at all.
Second of all. Dad
built Big Truck and it's not like a TV that hasn't been
paid for.
You just like to create fantasies in your
head.
At least you didn't get this idea from a Laura
Ingalls Wilder book.
That's promising."
"Stop using big words, Yianni.
It sounds stupid,"
Eugenia's voice was raising in anger. "I did see moving shadows and there must be something bill collectors
could come and take away from us."
"Look, Genie.
You're beginning to sound like a
soap-opera.
Why don't you just leave me alone to work
out my levitation trick."
^

.

"
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’’What are you guys talking about?" Mark
panted,
running up to where they sat.
||No thing," Eugenia answered.
that's the most truthful thing you've said
yet,^ Yianni added.
You re impossible Yianni," Eugenia stammered, as
she got up to leave.
"I should have known you wouldn't
understand.
You're so wrapped up in your magic you
don t even know what it is to understand reality."
She was careful not to let the tears flow until she
was well out of sight of her brothers.
Inside the truck. Mom had one side seam left to
finish on Chloe s purple skirt.
In the white house on
tli6 hill, Mom had had an alsctiric machina and
littla
time for sewing.
She whizzed through her projects at
an amazing speed.
In Big Truck the children noticed
that they waited long spells for their clothes to be
finished.
Yet no one seemed to mind.
"There," Mom said aloud to herself, as she pulled
the purple skirt out from under the pressure-foot and
tied the last two knots.
"There.
Now it's just the
hemming
She looked out the window and saw Chloe digging
furiously in the wet sand around a waveswept sandcastle.
Looking more closely, she thought she saw Chloe 's eyes
whelling with tears.
"John," she called to the loft.
"I'm going outside.
Running through the sand, she called to Chloe.
"That's all right darling. We can make another sandcastle together."
"That's not the prob...lem," Chloe said, shaking
her soggy hands and pushing her toes deep into the sand.
"What's wrong then, Chloe?" Mom asked, facing her
.

now.

"I lost my marble," she answered, pursing her lips
so as not to cry.
"You mean you brought your special marble out here?"
"It looked so pretty on top of my castle."
"Oh, Chloe.
I'm sorry," Mom said.
"But you know
that Daddy and I have told you that if you bring things

outside, you may lose them."
Nodding her head, Chloe no longer kept back her
tears.
It was hard to keep from crying when Mom was
around, especially when what she said made Chloe feel
worse rather than better.
Chloe sat in Mom's lap, tears fading as the two of
them rocked back and forth and watched seagulls swoop
down into the sea, then dart to the sky to squawking
at each other in the sun.
Returning to the truck, they found that Dad had cut
Mom called
up fresh vegetables, brown bread and cheese.
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^hree older children from the
dunes and the familv
on the truck’s back porch.
When
thfv
"
"
prepared
the truck
fo^trtvel

Storekeeper was like an old
friend^’' The first time
rriend.
they had
store on their way to the coast, pulled up to his general^
he had hLrd Dad Ind
om discussing their need to stay
in town a few days
his aging face were
accentuated
accentuated*°Bllt*'h''d®
Bill had surveyed them up and down
then
looked at the truck surrounded by children.
He
’had
relaxed his face and spoken.
park that thing out back
for the next day or so.
And they had.
store today, the family
noticed a man fishing in the lagoon water that
lapped
against the banks of the store’s big lot.
Not wanting
to disturb him. Dad parked the truck
out front
Mom and Dad were well inside the store before
they
realized that the children had not followed.
^
find them. Mom said to Dad, who was already looking at tools.
Outside, Mom saw all four children hovering around
the tawny haired fisherman who was squatting over
a
large fish laying on the ground.
"Hey, Andy.
You can use my jack-knife if you want,”
Mark was saying as he rummaged through his overalls'
pockets to find it.
"It’s a lot bigger than your knife.”
That s real kind of you, Mark,” Andy said.
"But
I ve been cleaning fish with this knife for
a good many
now.
It seems to work just fine.”
"What kind of fish is it?” Yianni wanted to know.
"Salmon,” Andy replied.
"Does it really weigh twelve pounds?” Eugenia asked.
"Sure does.
It's the biggest single catch I've
landed in this particular spot,” Andy said proudly.
It was clear from Andy's face that he was enjoying
the children as much as they were him, so Mom went back
into the store unnoticed.
Dad and Mom were just about ready to bring their
purchases to the counter when Mark and the girls rushed
into the store.
"You wanted us to remind you that we need new watercolors,” Eugenia said to her parents.
"Thanks, Genie,” Dad said.
"Would you kids please
go find some? We'll be checking out.”
The children found that there was a choice of several
sets.
While Eugenia tried to make a choice, Chloe and
^

Mark wandered off.
Chloe made her way to the wire rack where small toys
hung in packages.
She spied a bag of marbles and looked

"
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them over carefully.
them are as pretty as my orange
one that'Q
lost,- she said to herself and
ran
parents at
the counter to join Yianni and
Andy outside.
fishing display and slid his hands
UD and down over a particularly
up
shiny rod.
"I wonder
if Andy would think this is a
good one " he thought
though? Lh
and
then hurried off to find Eugenia
Eugenia was standing very still behind
a stack of
ange crates, holding the watercolor
set and watching
^
her parents at the checkout counter.
better give them the paints or it will be
too
le-te^,^
Mark said, coming up to her.
responded sternly.
"Where's Chloe?"
think she went back outside with Yianni "
Mark
whispered.
"What's the matter?"
They re talking about money," Eugenia said.
So what?
"I don't like the way Mom and Dad look
when they
talk about money.
That's what.
But you wouldn't understand.
You re too young."
"You're too sen-si-ble," Mark said.
Eugenia couldn't help but laugh.
"I've told you
overhand oyer, Mark. The word is "sensi- tive
^
t care what it is.
Yianni says you're too
much of it. When are we going to give Mom and Dad the
paints? They're almost done paying."
"We're not going to," Eugenia said firmly.
"We
don t need them."
"We do too."
"No, we don't.
There's some left in all the bottles
except the red and blue.
I'll just mix in a little
water and they'll be all right."
."
"But Dad said
"Stop it, Mark.
You're making me mad."
Confused, Mark watched as Eugenia returned the watercolor set and reamined quiet when Dad did not mention
the paints at the counter.
Outside the store, the children said goodbye to
Andy as Dad and Mom set the shopping bags on the floor
of the cab.
In a few moments Mom shouted over the engine noise
to Mark who still lingered with Andy.
"Come on Mark.
We're leaving."
"It's not fair," Mark answered.
"Genie just wasted
my time in the store when I could have been out here
with Andy."
"I can't hear a word you're saying, Mark," Mom
shouted louder.
"All I know is you better get in this
truck right now or I'm going to get angry."

pL^Sr
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guess I better go," Mark said to
hand and smiling a little sheepishly Andy shaking^
don't think it's fair," he grumbled
as he
climbed awkwardly over Mom to sit beside
her in the cab
-Watch the bags," Mom said distractedl^
going ove^
the grocery tally for the third time
in her hla^®
yo“t mother says," Dad added, his mind
on
= knocking sound
a
in the motor.
;;Nobody ever listens to me," Mark
sulked,
heavens," Eugenia sighed from the truck

U'
his

-U^

cabin^^^"^^

^ndy.
Goodbye," the children shouted from
the dome and windows as Dad manuevered
the truck in
reverse and then forward onto the road.
I m going to be a fisherman when
I grow up," Mark
announced.
He looked over at Dad and paused.
maybe I 11 still be a truck man most of the time"Well
and ’a
fisherman part of the time."
turned the truck off the main Inverness road,
a cloudburst darkened the sky.
When the family went
to bed, a^^heavy rain pounded on the truck's flat
roof.
Clo," Mark whispered, nudging her slightly.
"Do
you know that Genie wouldn't buy paints today because
Dad and Mom were talking about money?"
||Huh," Chloe yawned, half asleep.
"You weren't supposed to say anything, Mark,"
Eugenia said angrily as she stuck her head down from
the upper bunk.
"About what?" Yianni asked, poking his head down
too
"Will you guys be quiet?" Eugenia pleaded.
"It's
j us t^^ some thing that's bothering me,
that's all."
^"Well, if you're not going to tell us about it, why
don't you let it bother you tomorrow so we can get some
sleep," Yianni suggested as he scooted back on their
bunk.
"Oh, Yianni.
You're so mean," Eugenia said.
"I
already told you about it and you didn't even care."
"Children.
Will you please stop talking and go to
sleep," Mom called down from the loft.
Except for the sound of rain, the truck was still.
Eugenia lay awake wondering why no one seemed to take
the money problem seriously.
She thought about Grandmother Eugenia, wondering if she would have understood.
But that made her even sadder. Why did Mom have to
talk about her so much anyway and make such a big deal
about their singing songs grandmother taught her when
she was a little girl.
Didn't Mom know how much it
hurt to be named after a grandmother you knew was dead,
and you were never going to see no matter how long you
lived? Tears washing down her cheeks, Eugenia did not
,

"
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sleep for a long long while.

Chapter 4

morning the children scattered
Dad crawled under the truck to check alone^
the
bolts and Mom stayed alone -i-nsiae
inside ana
and
made bread for the week.
later, Mom wiped her hands on the
dishtowel around her waist and surveyed
with pride the
parade of plump brown loaves raising slowly
with the
through the portholes above
the
turned to look out the window over the
stove.
Digging tunnels in the
and C^loe were animated silhouettes framed sand, Mark
in blue sky
distances, Yianni and Eugenia were small
stilled figures sitting together atop a tufted
sand
smiled and climbed up into the loft to read
It was that same universal bolt," Dad said,
coming
into^ the truck before too long.
||What did you say?’’ Mom asked from the loft.
s that same universal bolt that keeps
coming
loose.
Hey, the breads look great.
Let's have them
for lunch.
I m starved."
''I|m glad you found the loose bolt, John, but
don't
be ridiculous.
You know good and well the breads aren't
even baked. As for lunch, I'm afraid I haven't given
^
it much thought."
"Just keep reading," Dad said.
"I'll get lunch and
round up the kids."
And then he paused and his face grew serious
"You know, Ruth," he began again.
"We really ought
to talk to the kids pretty soon."
I know," Mom sighed.
"Perhaps tonight after supper.
Nodding in agreement. Dad prepared lunch.
That evening as the family gathered around the table.
Dad made an announcement
"After we eat," he said, "we're having a family
meeting
"Oh, brother," Yianni commented.
"Be serious," Eugenia said, nudging him.
It was Chloe's turn to clear the table.
When she
finished, Yianni hopped up to do the dishes.
"You can do those later," Dad told him.
"I think
we'd better get on with our meeting"
Most times, family meetings began with each person's
taking a turn to tell something he or she liked about
what was happening in the family, followed by an
f-Ko beach.
the
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he needed

"

t^sly

^ad something

‘’®?“ Slowly, "that we built this
days

togetheras^f ?amily°

guy?

WeU*'"
^°°''

interrS^t??”'*^

p?etty^hird’’lo'^
sot to see y??
® banker,

anymore," Chloe

children couldn't help but laugh demaintain a serious mood^ ’in a
mompnt-^^M
moment, Mom broke into the laughter.
father, children," she said.
"HP
He has ^something important he wants
to say to you "
truck," Dad continued. ‘"We
°
whenever we want, all day long. You
leam at
Your mother doesn t carry the home load your own paces.
by herself
longer
And I m not killing myself at the bank." any
We know all that. Dad," Yianni said.
"Would you
point.
I want to get the dishes over
wiS^'^
^^^^at's a pace?" Chloe asked.
||Time," Eugenia answered her.
you're so anxious to wash the dishes?"
^sked Yianni.
"Usually Mom has to fight you to
^

c

x>r

1

do them.

Chloe said.
"Of course I learn in
Who else' time would I leam in?"
"A teacher's," Eugenia answered her again.
"Only
problem is, you might not learn."
"
Children !" Mom interrupted angrily. "Your poor
father is trying to tell you something very important
you can do is ramble on in other directions."
"What's ramble?" Chloe whispered to Eugenia.
"Be quiet, Chloe," Eugenia whispered back to her
firmly
"Maybe we can bring all this up tomorrow," Dad
suggested.
"No, John.
We've begun now"
It was very still.
The sound of the waves outside
the truck and the children's heavy breathing inside
were all that could be heard.
"Things won't be staying as they are now," he began
hesitantly
Eager, frightened questions filled the children's
minds.
But not one of them spoke.
"Remember how we sold our house and furniture and

my

o^

^

time.
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together?" Dad asked
l°°king hard into their father's
troubll/face'®"
Well that money is running out,"
Dad said
Eugenia gave Yianni a knowing
gUnce.
poor?" Chloe asked meekly.
could
never be poor." Dad answered
1
ft
lifting
Chloe onto his lap.
"We have yoi "
the folktale
often told them of the woman with four their mother
children who
pompous woman's taunts by saying
that^^her children were her jewels.
right, " Mom spoke through their
f-K
thoughts.
We will never be poor.
Our life will just
h^^e^^to change some.
That's all."
•

•

Mark'Isked°^'^
"No, Mark."
what IS going to happen?" Eugenia ventured.
^Probably your mother or I will find a job, Genie."
I m the one who is finding the job,"
Mom cut in
quickly
"I wish you wouldn't say that to the children,
Ruth.
It s not been settled."
"But, John.
You promised!"
"What's going to happen to Big Truck?" Chloe asked
tears coming to her eyes
"It's all going to fall into place, Chloe.
Don't
you worry," Dad answered, holding her closer.
"We
thought we might begin by heading for New Mexico."
"Is that where Uncle Jon lives?" Mark asked.
"Sure is," Dad answered.
Hurray," the children shouted in unison. All but
Chloe.
She had a hard time remembering just who Uncle
Jon was.
The other children knew him well, remembering
with fondness his visits to the white house on the hill.
There was no question but that Jon was their favorite
uncle
"Well," Mom winked to Dad.
"It seems that we've
chosen the right direction."
"When would we leave?" Yianni asked.
"If we're all agreed, we'll head out Monday," Dad
answered.
"There's no point in our traveling on a weekend if we don't need to."
"We're agreed," Eugenia replied quickly, eager to
leave her night shadows.
"I want to go if Big Truck goes," Chloe said.
"When's Monday?"
"In two days," Mark answered her excitedly.
"I
can't wait.
I like Big Truck best when he goes and goes
and goes."
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"I'm game," Yianni said.
s settled then," Dad concluded.
"We leave for
New Mexico on Monday."
,,,,.-''0^ boy," Chloe exclaimed.
And then she paused.
Will my ocean go too?" she asked.
Chapter

5

It rained heavily that night and well into
SaturIt was still drizzling by noon so the
children pulled out their school books after lunch.

day morning.

They had been working for about an hour when there
was a sound of footsteps on the porch. Eugenia's hands
grew cold and clammy around her math book and heart
beat furiously in the pit of her stomach.
She looked
over at Yianni who sat next to her at the table, but he
was deep into a book on Houdini and had not even heard
the footsteps.
There was soft rap at the door.
"Now who in the world could that be?" Mom asked
aloud, laying aside Mark's Language Arts workbook as
she got up from the couch and moved toward the door.
"Don't open it!" Eugenia tried to cry out, but the
words stuck in her throat.
My goodness," Mom gasped, as she opened the door
to behold three bedraggled looking creatures huddled
on the porch, all wet and dripping.
"For heavens sake, come in and get warm," she added,
when she had caught her breath.
The children watched with fascination as three
young people filed in the door and stood, somewhat
awkwardly, just inside.
The first to step in was a tall, slender girl of
about sixteen.
She wore a plaid wool shirt with faded
blue jeans tucked into a pair of hiking boots sporting
bright red shoelaces
Chloe spotted the shoelaces
and liked the girl instantly. Light wavey hair hung
halfway down her back and freckles danced across her
nose.
Dark eyes bright, she looked all around the
truck, smiling at the children and laughing when she
saw something that particularly pleased her.
Though she seemed about the same age, the other
girl was dwarfed by an oversized dark blue ski jacket
and long baggy overalls
She had thick black braids
and clear blue eyes which she guarded, looking either
down at the floor or up at the tall sturdy young boy
whose hand she held tightly. Eugenia looked at her
and was sure that she had a bushel full of secrets in
her head.
.
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'"°''®d his
body™Luredlv^°hTf
ssurecliy, his wide shoulders
y
emohasi^pH Kv
^
‘=^“"8 to h?s bodf
^is Lns
bfoLt"
blond hair pulled
®
i-v>/a

•

taughtly back into a pony tail
s
seemed to emphasize the seriousness
in the^boy
face
jeans and'
his sciffed''tali''bo‘’r
tall boots which squeeked when he
walked
Thp
first to speak.
"Hello " he said
to Mom. reaching for her
outstretched hand ^nd Adding
^
to Dad who sat with Eugenia and
Yianni at the table.
I m Eric and this is Sarah,"
he said, smiling
hand.
"That's
Beth,
he added, gesturing toward the tall,
lighthaired
'

’

.

Hi, kids," he continued, looking
around.
"Jeese
How many of you are there?"
Four," Mark answered quickly from the
couch, think^ ^ig kid like that couldn't
count, but liking his tone in asking
nevertheless.
Why don t you clear your books off the couch,
these young people sit down," Dad said.
i.TT^P^
We re fine on the floor," Beth assured him,
herself down near the potbellied stove. Eric and plopping
Sarah
followed suit.
"J^at are you doing here?" Eugenia wanted to know.
We, ah, sort of got rained out," Eric began.
"We
were
having a picnic."
Beth started to giggle and Sarah nudged her angrily
&
with her elbow.
^^How long have you been here?" Eugenia persisted.
."
Since early morning
"We just got here.
."
Eric and Sarah said in
unison.
It looked to Mom like they hadn't changed their
clothes in over a week, but she remained silent and
listened.
"Some bill collectors," Yianni muttered under his
breath
Eugenia ignored her brother with a shrug and continued.
"How come you're all mixed up about things?" she
asked, looking directly at Eric and Sarah.
"They're always mixed up," Beth giggled, before the
others had a chance to speak.
Eric took a deep breath.
"Look," he said.
"It
might sound a little crazy but we came to see you because Beth noticed a chimney on your truck roof and
we're all pretty cold and wanted to make some tea. We
had a campfire on the beach earlier this morning but
the rain pretty well did it in.
We were hoping we
could boil some water on your stove."
J
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reacS!^d'under\:r\u?k“jleke?"n/pul!:d°'
Jacket and pulled out
ed enamel tea kettle."^

Chlo^shoite^’

^

a scorch-

J«at like you,"

brother," Yianni signed.
,1 be glad to boil water for you " Dad said
taking the kettle from Sarah,
filling^it at the fink
and putting it on the old gas stove.
Beth," he explained, "the chimney
which
vou saw is from our wood and coal
you
heating
stove
We
run this cooking stove off of butane." ^
.You've got just about everything in here
^
^
don’t you," Beth responded.
returning Beth's wide smile.
Why don t you make them some Mu Tea.
John " she
suggested.
"Ooooooh.^ I love Mu Tea," Beth exclaimed.
"I have
macrobiotic and that's all he'll ever
drink^"^
i'°h.

1

.

’

I^What's a makobiodik. Dad?" Mark asked.
It s a person whose diet consists mainly
of rice

and vegetables.
People who follow this diet are usually
^
very serious about it."
^^You can say that again," Beth confirmed.
^^Are V7e makodiet, daddy?" Chloe asked.
"Not exactly," Dad laughed, opening the sliding
cupboard door over the table, scooping out a handful of
from the small crock in the bottom shelf corner
and dropping the blend into the kettle on the stove.
Thanks,
Beth said to Dad.
"This place is really
something."
"We go to school here, too," Mark wanted them to
know.
"Do you go to school?" he asked Eric.
The muscles in Eric's face tightened.
"Of course
I go to school.
What do you mean you go to school
in here?" he asked, eager to take the attention off of
himself.
''We do our math and reading and stuff right here
in Big Truck," Mark answered.
"We're our own teachers.
Mom and Dad just help us if we want them to."
"I wish our school was like that," Sarah sighed
under her breath.
"Yianni.
You didn't show them Pooch yet," Chloe
said.
"Show them some magic tricks. Pleeese."
"Aw, Clo," Mark cut in.
"They don't want to see
Yianni 's dumb old tricks.
I'm sure they'd much rather
have me tell them about American bison, or maybe about
Apollo.
Isn't that right, Eric?"
"Actually, we need to get back," Eric said.
"We
have people waiting for the tea."

^

.
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there are more of you?" Mom
asked

1 i

f

handlAnrhandr^ij

M°“ said,
"^y^don't’'snip^nf”®
5°“®
^
“s
and
meet
our rriends,
fSLdr" R»?h
c
Beth suggested
eagerly.
Sarah looked at her questioninelv htl^
M
§ y>
already cried out, "Me, Me."
echoed, "if Mommy comes too."
"Whv d^°C'
along with them, Ruth. The rain
hoc subsided," Dad
has
said.
"I'll stay here and finish
math problems with Genie."
AllT right. Mom agreed.
"A walk would be fun
Get your raincoats, children." And
the three of them
o?er°the
1

Ji

anymore.

^

"rinto thf

I

have a book I
scrambling

Sensing that something was troubling her
that only
she could work out. Dad did not say a
word.
Eugenia looked up at the darkened sky through
the
dome window.
Drifting gray clouds recalled images of
dark shadows and slowly, slowly Eugenia
matched them
ott with the images of the young people
who had just
left the truck.
It didn't matter that their explanations made no sense at all.
Their presences in the
truck had freed Eugenia of her fear. And that was
enough
Wet and weary. Mom and the two younger children
b^3.iled back into the truck about two hours later
||They are really sweet kids," Mom said to Dad.'
Even if they are ditching school," Dad grinned to
her, whispering so the children wouldn't hear.
,

Chapter

6

"Things do have a way of working out," Mom said
early Monday morning as they finished setting up the
truck for travel.
''My Aunt Kate was hoping we'd make
it down for Thanksgiving.
We'll be in Whittier tomorrow, with two days to spare."
"Are there any kids?" Eugenia asked.
"My cousin lives in IThittier and has two little boys
"Will we get to play with them?" Mark wanted to know

.
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"Most likely."

Dad

your legs, kids,"
^
leaving in about half an hour "
Say goodbye to the ocean," Mom
added

"slid

straiehrir^ho®’'
us."

hands on her hips and looked Mom
^ don't have to say goodbye "
Truck is bringing the ocean with

bugging
her close^^^°^'
looked over at Eugenia expecting to
share
o
Chloe's childlike expressions and Mom's
matching innocence. But Eugenia walked
past him without a glance and went out the door.
Mark flashed by her on the porch. He
ran to the
sund and
in’^ovS'^his^Trdy.*'^^
later, alligator.
Bye, ocean.
Bye,"
he chanted°'^
Inside the truck, Chloe tugged on Yianni's
arm.
I want you to build tunnels with
me," she pleaded.
^^Ukay, Chloe, But only because we're
leaving "
You know, Ruth," Dad said, when the two of them
were left alone in the truck.
"The kids will be seeing
the ocean as we go down 101."
"I know," Mom laughed.
"I just think it's important
that they realize that this is a time of closure."
Ontside, Yianni sat in the sand and mused to himself.
The ocean has been like an old friend," he
thought,
letting me reflect my moods in its waters."
^^What are you thinking about, Yianni?" Chloe asked.
^^Nothin' much.
Just that I like the ocean."
"I like the way it changes colors in the sun iust
for me," Chloe said.
They both gazed out at the water for a minute, then
squatted on their knees and scooped away at the sand,
trying to make their tunnels join into one.
Chloe
stopped, thinking she had reached Yianni's hand.
But
was something else- -something round and smooth.
"Ok, Yianni," Chloe cried, jumping up and down.
"It's my marble, Yianni.
I found my marble!"
Eugenia had climbed the nearest dune and slid halfway dovzn its far side.
She sat where she could see the
water but could not be seen by the others
The ocean had become the one dependable force in
her life.
She identified with the wavecrests as they
came to shore, swinging from stilled motions to turbulence, not knowing which way the force would send
them.
And yet the waves' overall pattern remained constant.
No matter what happened, she could trust their
,,

If
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hour,

dira?ler°dIy°’'\ow^St''w''®-"S
Eugenia did not want to
leave"f?r"New^MexLr’'^

would be too

p^nfS'^tf fee!

^Ss^rdui;-nd

'Eus^""^?t.f
f-ho

e°

an tS

rte

fo?fSater^asSn^t"'
wavef l-tbe

r-"

spoke a word as Dad manuevered
the truck off
remained
s?^L?
way

trthe"G^H°"‘'r
‘^°

perspjf'pinned'!'®

^his thing," the toll-

"irf.?-,‘'?"®®hruck," Dad answered,
And good luck to the
lot of you’'"
down from the jugged hills,
coverln®‘’tho®o^ia”^’^^®‘^
covering the plden-orange tips of
the bridge.
Looking
^®
window, Mark saw Mount Ol^pus and
exLf^erf
7
expected Zeus to appear with thunderbolts
at any
moment.
asleep and Eugenia lay beside her in the
n
up at the sky.
Standing and holding on
the truck's passway between cab
o^d cabin, Yianni
and
watched the City come closer and
closer into view wishing he could remember
more of the
time the family had lived here.
But he had been very
young andonly recalled a few images. Though
he enjoyed
rural living, somehow it was here in the City
that
lanni felt most alive.
His whole body vibrated to
see the skyline of towering buildings and
sense the
high energy people going every which way. Knowing
that
he was different from the rest of his family
in this
uuly^^added to the City's wonderous intrigue.
"Can we stop at the House of Magic? Dad."
"Not today, Yianni."
Never mind.
Someday he was going to live here in
Sen Francisco.
There 'd be plenty of time for magic
shops and magic shows then.
By San Jose, Yianni had joined Mark on the couch
and all the children were asleep.
I^What's wrong, John?" Mom asked.
"The engine doesn't sound right and we're losing
power.
I think we'd better pull into a truck stop
outside town so 1 can get a look at things."
Dad pulled in carefully, edging in and out three
times before positioning the truck perfectly over a
large work pit.
^
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happened?" Mark was the
first

to

"Now look? kid? '"’"I'm
but I want you io prom!??
not bother Lv of ?h?
work^ on tL?7t?uok? "
"

Yianni°?aid"

answered,
y°n.
yourselves and
or

''°

it twic?^" Dad"re?li?H‘'°"^^K
""
down

bad,"
times

I could have said
°“^=tde to hoist

tSe’hea?^ ???k"orc?'
scrambled out of the truck

Mark

Guiding Chloe around the puddles
of erease whirh
dotted the expansive cement a?ea,
E?g?nif
????t?d ^
?
phone booth by the side of the
s4rvif?
Come on Chloe," she said.
names of people who live in San "Let's look at'the
Jose."
back to the truck, shouting.
"Hev”^naH‘'^“r
Hey, Dad.
Guess what? There's
machine.^ It's
no fair you and Mom won't let us a Coke
."
slipped in grease and landed full force
nr.
wanted to cry but he was too
anerv ^Thn
giggling, and besides, the
thing would never have happened if
and dad weren t so hyped up about Cokes dumb old mom
being bad for
you.
couldn t they be like other kids' parents
^y
and understand how good they tasted?
Here, son.
Let's get you up from there."
on the hood of his blue semi, Sam had been
i-Tn-!
thinking about his own boy as he mechanically
wiped
the truck s wide front windows.
He missed his kid so
much, he wondered if the divorce had been
worth it.
Mark fall, he leapt from his truck without
a thought.
"Come on, son."
Sam looked like Hercules to Mark. He was tall, redfaced and strong. Mark didn't notice the slight bulge
in his middle or the receding line of slicked down
hair.
He looked into Sam's eyes and saw a big man who wanted
to be his friend.
Sam had helped Mark up and was wiping grease off
his legs when Dad and Mom hurried over.
"Darn it, Mark.
I told you to be careful," Dad
scolded, angry at having had to leave his work under the
.

truck.

.
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on

S°

this"boy/°"

°?’ ®on>" Sam continued, taking Mark's hand
nana.
"T'm
I m gonna buy you a Coke."
;;rm sorry, but we don't let our
"
children
It s all right, Ruth," Dad interrupted.
Mark couldn t believe how his world
had done a
complete spin in less than a minute. He
held
particularly high as he and Sam passed Chloe his head
and Eugenia
staring outside the phone booth.
On his way back to the work pit. Dad
Yianni
picking up the cards Mom had scattered allpassed
over the
porch in her haste to get to Mark.
"^y are you letting Mark have junk food. Dad?"
Yianni asked.
"Because the energy behind Mark's getting it is
.

.

_

O

^

•

"You're weird," Yianni mumbled, knowing Dad couldn't

hear him.
We want Cokes too," Chloe cried, running to the
®
truck
"No," Mom called firmly from inside
"How come?"
"Forget it, Chloe," Eugenia said, coming up behind
^ don t want to hear the lecture about how the
world isn't divided into four equal parts."
Dad worked well into the afternoon. Mark spent
most of the day exploring Sam's truck and telling Sam
about life in his truck, which Sam referred to as 'Mark's
gypsy wagon'
The fanbelt in Sam's truck was almost worn through
and Harry in the office couldn't put his hands on a new
one the right size.
So Sam and Harry had taken off to
the nearest parts store when Dad finally emerged from
the pit and sighed, "I think we can go now."
"But I haven't said goodbye to Sam."
"Mark, you had plenty of time
"But I didn't say goodbye.
He told me he'd be back
and he's not.
He's my friend. Dad.
I have to say
goodbye to him."
"Why don't we wait a while," Mom suggested.
"It's
not going to make that much difference now, John.
Besides I'd like to see you get a little rest."
"All right," Dad agreed.
Yianni had moved into a second trick and was showing
it to Eugenia.
Mark joined them as Mom and Dad climbed
up on the porch, carefully avoiding the playing cards.
Inside the truck, the parents tiptoed past Chloe who
slept soundly on the couch.
Up in the loft, they
watched the amber rays of sun slip gracefully from the
dome's wide view.
.

.
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2°’"

hour"uter^“''

whispered to Mom an

do?"‘'Marrwailed"''“^

you may not get^to

Ly

goodbyef "^Dad^Iaid^

with,;>^o"d:y;."MoV^dLS^'^^°"
,"No I didn't.

And I’m not accepting anvthinp
my friend and you always say
"
goodbye to
reluctantly taking mL’s hand aSd friends
cuSb^Ag
climbing
into the seat next to her in
the cab.
pulled off Highway 101 at Gilroy to
check the
nT-oco^^ on one of
pressure
the back tires.
Mark spotted a
Volkswagen dealership across the road
and eyed
the
^
line-up of vehicles carefully.
a double-cab," he informed Mom.
a non- listening smile and Mark
remembered
the S-ii
Volkswagon truck which Mom
and Dad had let the children paint
with bright colors
am

s

cried

niLr??

to help pay for Big Truck.

seat and sstarting the motor again.
saat^^and

th^

back into his

^How about stopping around King City?"
Mom suggested.
exciting places," Dad laughed.
Relying on his intuitions. Dad by-passed KinoCitv
Salinas an^fomf'
an isolated road that wound upward into
the hills
He
drove right to a turn- away, cleared under
the shade
cypress tress.
The truck was perfectly nestled
K
when
Dad stopped the motor and looked a bit like
a
Cheshire cat.
"All right.
All right, it’s better than King City,"
Mom conceded, leaning over to kiss him.
The family spent a quiet night under the cypress
trees and were back on Highway 101 by six- thirty in
the morning.
They had just passed through San Luis Obispo a
few hours later when Eugenia and Mark climbed up into
the loft to play their alphabet game.
Peering out from the dome, they shouted out letters
they^^spotted from signs along the way.
’A was in the San Luis Obispo sign.
Can we count it"^"
"Sure."
"Here’s a B.
And look, there’s a C."
"D was easy."
,

"Hey,

I

see F."
E.
... I got it."
See?
In the same sign."
And there’s H. Hey Dad. What does

"You forgot
"G,

too.

Yeah.
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'hal-ki-yon' mean?"

above the

enginfLise''°’'
"H-A-L- ..."
finished.

peaceful.'"

word for

dren"'^®’'®

up to the chil-

"It

2s\"b| rtow^’^oTfLe"^Sng“"^"®"’"

How lovely."
They stopped for two hours in
Santa Barbara and
were^ nearing l^ittier by sundown.
said.
"And
thev'nr^/°°^
8°^'’g
slow, Dad?"
LA trafficf’'Mark^"“
whispered.

"lsn''t°?t

looked in his

side view mirror.
"Mark
Move
K
behind me here and get to the window.
Hurry
There's
a^truck just like Sam's and I think he's
goLg to pLs
’|Sam.

You mean,

Sam," Mark squeeled.

Sam.
Sam," Mark shouted, above the huge roar
ot the approaching truck.
Sam leaned over as far as he could, honked
his horn
and waved and waved, a broad grin covering
his wide
friendly face.

careful, John," Mom screamed above the clatter.
That s my aunt's turn-off."
They made the turn just in time.
"Goodbye, Sam," Mark waved furiously.
"Goodbye
Sam.
I love you."

Chapter

7

"Mom.
Dad," Yianni cried as he and Uncle Gil came
through the door the evening after next.
Uncle Gil's friend, Mr. Gloye, is a neat magician,
and guess what?"
By this time Yianni and his great uncle were inside
the warm living room in the yellow Whittier house.
"He said that the last time a twelve year old
magician came to visit him, it was Dick Cavett!" Yianni
exclaimed.

"
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clocfTn^er'haLs'^"

^

to be famous?" she grinned
1!°^

„„„

^

coupe," Uncle Gil 'affirmed hearily

’® 8°’-''8

"T see

“ d—'t

CkJ
"I know," Mom smiled at her
uncle.

c?ock'seemld to

c?ei^;t“rmf “Ind’^'b""

rZ

"Of all the

’

In our ?!ne o?d trSck""""
Later that night, Yianni lay in the
top bunk and
envisioned himself in a flourescent
green
tuxedo with
a long flowing cape that sparkled
with gold.
Standing
^
of painted silk that was sashed
on
e?rw
green velvet curtains, he humbly bowed
acknowledging the audience of thousands
as they cheered’
and appluaded the performance of his
latest trick
^“Senia
asked fSm^bes^de^hL^"^"''
"Hmm
what clock?"
table.
When Auntie Kate gave
Truck
has good karma to
J:L clock
1
T: s gonna work.
the
"\pLio cares," Yianni answered
distantly and moved
back into his dream.
The truck was silent, save for a gentle creak
now
and then from the floorboards as Mom separated
laundry
by the moonlight that shone into the truck
from the
Outside the air was still.
Only an occasional
^^il from a distant sleepy bird broke the silence.
Mom reached up and nudged Dad who was asleep in the
^
.

.

i-

.

+.

'

loft.

sorry to wake you, honey," she whispered, "but
Pooch is gone."
||What!" Yianni yelled, leaping from his bunk.
Settle down, Yianni," Dad said.
"You'll wake the
other kids
All three were stirring already.
"Where's Pooch?" Chloe asked sleepily.
"I want mv
Pooch."
Pooch is my rabbit," Yianni said checking the empty
9^ge, grabbing a flashlight from his drawer and squeezing past the bunks to the floor.
"I've got bumps on me," Chloe wailed from the lower
.

bunk.
"Oh, John," Mom sighed a moment later, holding Chloe
in her arms.
"I think she has the chicken pocks."
"Me too," Eugenia echoed from the top bunk.
"I've
got them too.
Look."
"Thank God, the boys have already had them," Mom
sighed again.

.
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Hearing the footsteps on the porch, Dad opened
the
Auntie Kate and Uncle Gil stood there in their
bathrobes
thought we saw Yianni wandering around outside "
TT
Uncle Gil spoke first.
^^His rabbit is gone," Dad explained.
And guess what," Chloe chirped out more happily
now.
Genie and me have chicken pops."
"Oh my," Auntie Kate replied when Mom's nod confirmed Chloe 's announcement.
"Oh dear.
We have so
many^^people coming for Thanksgiving dinner tomorrow.
"Oh well," she paused, looking over at Mom's concerned face.
"We'll manage. You'll see."
"I can't find Pooch anywhere," Yianni sobbed,
moving past his great aunt and uncle to climb back onto
the top bunk
"1*11 never be famous without my good old Pooch,"
he wept and pulled his sleeping bag up over his head.
Auntie Kate turned back to Mom. "It's going to
be all right, dear," she comforted.
"You get some rest
now.
Your family and this truck can just stay here in
the driveway until the girls are well and Yianni has
found his rabbit."
"You're welcome to stay as long as you like," Uncle
Gil reaffirmed and Mom's heart remembered how these had
always been her favorite aunt and uncle when she was
a little girl.
Half an hour later it was quiet in the truck once
again.
Only a small clock's ticking mingled with the
stillness of night.
But no one was awake to hear it.
door.

Chapter

8

Thanksgiving day was filled with cousins and second
cousins.
Those children who had not had the chicken
pocks were banished from the truck. Longingly, they
pressed noses against the back windows and watched
the other children play checkers or cards on the bunks
or sprawl on the floor with puzzles, paints or jacks.
All the children begged Yianni to do magic tricks but
he ignored their pleas, sitting up in the loft sulking.
That was when Yianni was not out knocking on doors.
He had covered a radius of four square blocks, but no
At night, Yianni tried to
one had seen his rabbit.
only a matter of time
was
it
that
himself
reassure
before someone would find Pooch and see the tag that was
attached to the thin green collar around the rabbit's
It read:
neck.

,
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POOCH
belongs to Yianni
Big Truck, U.S.A.
^
^
But then
he d shake his head and wonder if
anyone was
going to understand what "Big Truck"
meant anyway
® normal family," Yianni muttered one
who was half-asleep next to him on the
this would never have happened.
Pooch would have
big cage in the backyard, and even if he
got out he'd
at least know where he was.
How's a little rabbit ’like
Pooch supposed to know his way around a big
^ city
^ like
Whittier, anyway?"
Eugenia couldn't hold back her giggle.
’|\'/hat's so funny?" Yianni demanded.
/'I guess I just never thought of rabbits
knowing
their ways around cities," Eugenia answered, still
giggling.
"Well, don't you ever get tired of living in a
truck and being different wherever we go?" Yianni asked
his sister.
I don t know what you mean."
Eugenia was more
serious now as she spoke.
"Well, how many of your friends ever sold their
houses and everything and moved into a truck?"
I don't know.
I never thought about it."
"None, and you know it."
Aw, Yianni.
You're just mad because Pooch is gone.
I'm sorry I laughed.
I'm upset that he's gone too.
you know."
You're right. Gene.
It's kind of fun living in
Big Truck.
I just wish Pooch would come home."
"He will," his sister comforted.
The days in Whittier sped quickly by.
Auntie Kate
and Uncle Gil were like guardian angels hovering over
the truck and seeing to it that the "pocks girls" and
their family had everything that they needed.
Within the week, the family was ready to head out
for New Mexico.
Mom was particularly eager. She wanted
to see her brother.
But it was more than that.
Each
California fall and winter. Mom yearned deep in her
heart for New England color and seasons. New Mexico's
snow would bring her that much closer to her homeland.
As did the nightly singing of her New England mother's
childhood songs;
Oh mother how pretty the moon is tonight.
It was never so pretty before.
Its two little ends are so sharp and so bright,
I hope they don't grow any more.
,

^

If I were up there with you and my friends
We'd fit in it nicely, you see.

.
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“iddle, hold
what a nice cradle would
“i'^dle, hold
And what a nice cradle would

Md

on by both ends
be-e-e-e
on by both ends
be.

’

We'd call to the stars to keep
Lest we should run over their out of our wav
toes
And there we would sit 'til
the end of the dav
To see where the pretty moon
goes.
were up there with
Mommy," Chloe
'The moon sent
me a dream and I saw Pooch!"interrupted
you did, Chloe." Mom answered
softly.'”*
^

,

.

Mommy.

scooted up on the top bunk so that
his head
the
bunk“
belOT
moon doesn't bring people dreams,
Chloe.
They
^
come from your subconscious," he
said.
Chloe looked puzzled.
"Aren't you happy I saw
n
Pooch.
she asked her brother meekly.
wasn't real, Chloe.
Don't you understand."
Yianni was near tears.
"I did too see him,
^ cried.
When we were singing, the moon
A gave me
came and
a dream and I saw Pooch."
Chloe was crying.
"I did see Pooch, didn t I
mommy?
There was a knock at the door. A tall
man stood on the porch holding a frightened grey-haired
white
rabbit with a green collar.
The man spoke to Dad who held open the door.
I m a friend of Eugene Gloye.
He told me you
have a boy here who lost this rabbit.
The name on the
tag IS Pooch."
’

’

Chapter

'

9

"Here it is almost December and it's still hot,"

Mom sighed, pushing her hair behind her ears a few’ days

later in a laundromat in Needles
"Your mom's tired," Dad told the children.
"You
be sure to get back in time for the folding."
"We always do," Mark affirmed gaily as he ran off
with Yianni and Eugenia.
"I'm staying," Chloe said.
"You always do," Mark laughed at the echoing of
his own words as he spun out the door.

.
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After the clothes were sorted and
Mom and Dad sat down to read. Chloe into the washers
took charge.
She’
alternated between watching the clothes
swish
in the

doorway to check that Big
Trilrk still sat across the
Truck
street under one of the few
trees that dotted the block.
machine cycles were completed, Chloe emptied
the washloads into the laundry cart she
had scooted up
in readiness.
Mom smiled to see Chloe check and double
check for remaining articles, exactly as she
herself
each laundry stop.
Carefully Mom hid her glances
K
behind her book so that Chloe would not know that she
was being watched.
need dimes," Chloe beamed.
My goodness. Mom responded. "Did you empty the
washers all by yourself?"
Chloe filled two dryers and let Dad lift her to
deposit the dimes and flick the two start buttons.
By the time the clothes were dried and Chloe had
placed them back into the laundry cart, the three other
children had returned.
Though Mark was designated chief sock roller, everyone helped with general folding. With twelve hands
flying, it didn t take long for neat stacks of garments
and towels to emerge on the laundromat s worn wooden
counter.
The children took their individual stacks and
paraded back to the truck, mindful of their loads as
they climbed upon the porch.
Each child had already
tucked away his or her clothing by the time Mom followed with the remaining two stacks.
Dad lingered long
enough for a final check that nothing was left behind
before coming out of the laundromat and speeding the
family on its way.
It was a long road to Kingman, Arizona.
Cars
whizzing by on their left, the truck struggled to maintain a steady speed of 17 miles per hour.
The last
few miles were the most difficult. The truck hobbled
and sputtered.
"It's the fuel pump," Dad declared when they finally were forced to stop on the highway.
"It's going
'

fas t "

"What if we don't have enough money to buy a new
fuel pump?" Eugenia whispered to Yianni.
"I thought we were going to let Dad and Mom worry
about the money," Yianni answered.
"I can't," Eugenia sighed.
Money was the least of the fuel pump problem. Up
and down the sprawling main streets through Kingman,
not one parts store had a six volt electric fuel pump.

"

.
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excitedly.
pointing
out
of the window
"Tho,-o^='^A„'^
There s one more parts store
See "
;;That's a junkyard, honey/'
a sign that says
’??''•,
'oarts’^SvIr
little building set in the
"
back

"wSt^

^

’

*^°“

®
^alf laughinelv
ingly.
"Rnr
But It sure looks to me like the
place
has
been out of business for at least ten
year^"
I just feel good about it,"
Mom said.
building the floors creaked and seemed
as old as the wizened man who sat
behind the counter
^
didn't flinch when Dad and Mom
was clear that customers were not a common
occurence, nor did the old man give them
much mind.
Most of the shelves behind the counter were
empty
and covered with dust. The counter itself
was greasy
and cluttered with odds and ends of rusted
tools.
i ^uew it was here," Mom beamed,
pointing to a
box ^idst the tools clearly marked '6 volt
electric
^

pump

.

"Didn't even know I had it," was all the man said
when Dad paid him. But then he watched Mom and Dad
hugging each other with joy as they went out the door.
Could be it s just been sittin' here waitin' for
you two all these years," he added with a grin before
sitting back down to puff on his pipe again.
Early the next evening the family settled amongst
towering firs in a county park outside of Flagstaff.
The truck drew children to it like a magnet. A large
group sat on the ground and watched Yianni perform
magic tricks off of the back porch. A smaller group
of children had gathered around Eugenia who sat under
h tree reading On the Way Home by Rose and Laura Wilder.
"Where do you live?" a young boy asked her.
"In there," Eugenia answered, gesturing toward the
truck
"All the time?"
"Uh huh."
"Where do you go to school?"
"In there."
"Where's your math book?"
"In there."
"Can I see it?"

.

.
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Sure

Avoiding the magic show, Eugenia went
into the truck
through the cab, shaking her held.
bookshelves under
the table.
tne
tSlI ®"?here?/®
a®?-/”
piere s a weird
kid out there. He wants
wanes
to see my math book."
outside the questions continued.
What page are you on?"
"
”
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"Did you get them all right?"
"Uh huh."
"
All of them?"
"UTThuh."
"Who says?"
|[My dad."
"Did your mom help you?"
helps me with my English."
•nu’
Oh.
... Want to go for a walk with us?"
Eugenia left her books under the tree and followed
after the group of children, smiling all the way.
On the road the next morning, rain splashed down
onto the truck and dribbled down the front windshield.
Chloe crawled into Mom's lap to watch. And then it was
gone
"Where did the rain go, daddy?"
I'We moved out of its path, Chloe."
||Go back and get the rain, daddy.
Please."
"The mountains and trees are gone as well," Mom
sighed and hugged Chloe close.
Tough grey- green bushes had pushed their way up
through the sun-baked earth and scattered across for
miles and miles.
"Look over to your left, kids," Dad said.
"That's
the painted desert.
Every night the Indians go out
there with buckets of pink, purple and orange paint and
carefully brush those designs on the rocks."
"Really?" Chloe asked
"He's only teasing," Eugenia was quick to add.
"Well, who does paint them?" Chloe wanted to know.
"God."
Except for the soft constant rumble of the truck or
the occasional movement of one of the children getting
a snack from the cupboard over the table, all was quiet
most of the afternoon.
Toward dusk Mark cried out from the loft. "Look,
Dad.
There's the sign."
Dad stopped the truck so that all in the family
could get out and touch the red and black letters that
read:
WELCOME TO NEW MEXICO.
After supper and singing that evening. Dad drove a
•

AO

-«

fsL:p'^in''?hrirT^L‘':hirh/*r^'
a small tovm church
parklng^lot

after the children wer4 inched
for th^nieht
®“
««''« lulled' to sllep
bv
a®®®'
^
truck's big wheels'^
"^Ar
''° °®‘* “^^h tears®in
her
eyes
'^e
night.
''Sno; a? Ls?^'’
Dawn's light was just filtering
into the truck
when Dad finally stilled the
truck^s Sid SngiSS
stirred.
"What happened? Where are we?"
he
asked^^^
'

softlv°“'"u"'^®
softly.
We re '?°"c®
in Santa Fe

,

Mo™ called back to him
my darlings 1"

Chapter 10

chio?S™^;iSS'”=''
There he stood, tangles of sandy hair
framing deep blue eyes, long New England and beard
nose and warm
opened his arms to gather all
he children to him at once.
And then came the
Uncle Jon. Are you a real mailman with a questions
sack
back and everything? ... Did our mom really
kick out all of your baby teeth. Uncle Jon?
How
come the streets in Santa Fe are so tiny. Uncle
Jon?
still have the old truck named Georgie,
*1
IT
house on the comer really
*.*
the oldest house in the whole country, like
Dad says?
the present I made for you. Uncle
T
Jon?
Children, Mom interrupted.
"Please leave your
uncle alone. The poor man just woke up."
"That's okay," Jon said to his sister.
"Why don't
you and John go fix the kids something to eat while I
answer them the best I can."
So Mom and Dad made oatmeal in the small kitchen
that separated the old adobe's two rooms.
Open shelves
held crockery pots full of nourishing foods. Colorfully embroidered curtains hung around windows that
faced the morning sun.
As they watched the sunlight
brighten the vigas over their heads. Dad and Mom had
no idea that morning oatmeal from this kitchen would
become a family pattern in weeks to come.
.

’

’

.

.
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It's cold here," mom called out to
her brother.
It s supposed to get worse," Jon
replied.
And so It did. Within three days the
truck sat
lonely on the old narrow street while
the family created
^
space in Jon's back room. New Mexicans
were
struggling with the heaviest snows and lowest
tempera^
tures in forty years
For four California children, the experience
was
a great adventure.
Each morning when they awakened,
they rolled their bags and placed them with
their pillows
and clothes in neat piles so that there would
be ample
space for games, drawing and school work. Uncle
Jon
was off on his mail route when Dad and Mom
cooked breaktast in the bright, sunny kitchen. At the end
of the
day, if It wasn't too cold, the children
sat on the
^^ont stoop and awaited their uncle's return.
Even though Mom and Dad only let them out in the
cold for short intervals there was plenty of time to
make angels in newfallen drifts throw snowballs build
snow people and knock down sucking icicles from the
adobe's flat roof.
When Dad and Mom needed something from the store,
all four children walked together.
Even Chloe had
learned that the store was not far away.
"The money we get for shopping is going to run out
pretty soon," Eugenia said to Yianni one day as they
walked into the store.
"Here we go again," Yianni sighed.
Well, haven't you noticed how Dad has us buy papers
all the time and then checks the want-ads?"
"Yeah.
I think it's great.
He'll get a job and
we can stay here.
I like New Mexico."
"It's not that simple. Mom doesn't want Dad to be
back to work.
She says he's all burned out from the
.

,

,

,

bank."
"So?"
don't you see? Mom's the one who needs to get
She has a masters degree, you know."
"Yeah.
So what's the big deal?
You're not going
to come off like one of those ladies libbers, are you?"
"Oh, Yianni.
I'm just worried, that's all. And
for your information, anybody who knows anything knows
that it's called 'women's liber-a-tion!
"What's a master's degree?" Mark asked, having come
over from dreaming at the candy section.
"It's a M A," Yianni laughed.
"Mom's a ma."
"Very funny," Eugenia frowned.
"What it means,"
she explained to Mark, "is that Mom went to a lot of
schools to learn all about little kids."
she do that for?" Mark wanted to know,
"What
she
had
us to teach her?"
"when
"So,

a job.

'

'

i
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Even Eugenia couldn;t help but laugh
A week later the children were asleep at that.
in the back
room while Dad, Mom and Uncle Jon all
raid

in the front

this, Ruth," Dad said, showing Mom
an
Albuquerque newspaper ad that read:
Pueblo of Acoma
seeks Head Start Director,
write them right away," said Mom. And she
did
there was a phone call for Mom and
themselves on the road to Acoma
job-" ^ark asked Eugenia
..TTu
Where are we going to live?"
We can still live in Big Truck, " was her reply.
Hmm.
I see what you mean, Mark.
Maybe we could
find a trailer park."
"Yuk," Mark responded.
"A lot of nice people live in trailer parks, Mark "
his sister replied.
"It's not the people," Mark said.
"It's Big Truck
himself.
He d look so.
.well.
.weird in a trailer
park."
"I think you're right," Eugenia agreed.
And they
both were silent.
^

^

_

.

.

Chapter 11

After Santa Fe, Albuquerque seemed desolate. Once
outside of the city, however, bumt-orange mesas graced
the land in splendor under a sky of boundless blue.
Dad found the Acoma turn-off without any trouble.
After winding under a bridge, the road went directly
to the Head Start buildings.
The squat wood-framed
structures looked out of place in a setting of adobe
and stone dwellings.
Mom spotted the office door and went inside. A
pleasant faced woman greeted her and asked her to return in half an hour.
Continuing up the road past an
old stone church, the family stopped in a rocky area,
scattered with low trees. The children scrambled out
of the truck and were delighted to find an outhouse
close by.
Dad and Mom followed with lunch makings and
cleared an eating spot among the rocks
They had not quite finished their lunch when an
old beige station wagon pulled up near to where they
were eating.
"You can come on down now," the pleasant faced woman
called out from the car to Mom.
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How d she know where you were'^" Yianm'
m
do™ t^e road
5°dd
that whenever
,,,,
on
Indian land, the person's presence a non-Indian
Is felt and
exact whereabouts is known," was
her reply
everybody?" Yianni asked.
"It seem^s^

quiet^

Mom laid
feel thei."

a quiet people, Yianni,"
us.
I ian

Usually when Mom talked like that, Yianni
cnougnt
thought
she was strange, but not today.
here," he said dreamily, "I like it
here
a lot/'^^*^^

cal/he^^^^Ln^rFe^”’

"°'^dd

the
^
greeted Mom eagerly outside the office door.job?" Eugenia
dear.
They will be phoning me at
rt
T
your^^Uncle
Jon
s.
Where are the others?"
They re inside with a neat teacher named Donna "
Eugenia lead Mom into one of Head Start rooms
where Dad, the other children and Donna sat
talking
around a child-sized table.
Before they left, Donna
turned to Mom.
"I have to tell you one more thing," she said
her dark clear eyes twinkling.
"Usually white people
come here to see us real Indians.
Today, all the
Indians have come out to see the real hippies!"
^|What s a hippie?" Chloe asked.
"I never did know the answer to that," Mom laughed,
swooping Chloe up into her arms.
Dad and Mom chuckled over Donna's account all the
way back to Santa Fe. The cold spell had broken and
the family could stay in the truck, as long as the
wood fire burned constantly.
Two windswept mornings later. Uncle Jon's phone
rang again for Mom.
The interview had gone well.
Mom needed to meet the Head Start parents who would
make the final decision. Eugenia was elated.
Back the hundred or so miles they went. This
time Mom felt completely comfortable with the people
and followed Mark's suggestion to state openly that
she and her family would need to live there in the
truck if she were hired to teach at Acoma.
Such a
proposal, the people said, would have to go before
Tribal Council.
Back to Santa Fe once again.
It was the day before
Christmas when Mom received her third and final call
from the Pueblo of Acoma. Eugenia held her breath and
stood close.
*

'
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"The people want you to teach
their children

"

‘hat
truck'stay on Acom^laS“"‘=^'
J^^jistmas Eve the family went for a walk
o
through
Santa
Fe s Old Town with Uncle Jon.
Everywhere they
sitting in sacks of sand burned
brightly
porches, sidewalks and steps.
It
seemed
M
reflected the pLcefiineirof
tL chn
the
df s eyes, especially Eugenia's.
children
beginning to ache when
liftPd ho/lifted
her into his strong arms. Just before Uncle Jon
she fell
rhythm of her uncle's walking, Chloe
^
heard Mom's voice.
"^be candles are called firolitas,
children.
They
the baby Jesus who was bom on a night
like
When the children were warm in their beds.
Dad
placed seven firolitas on the truck's back porch.
The
family went to sleep with light all around
them.

r
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CHAPTER

III

THE METHOD
As has been stated,

the children's literature book,

entitled Family on the Road, served a twofold developmental
purpose.
Firstly, the book was created to be
demonstrative
of selected child developmental stages
by its portrayals of
four child characters representing stages in
early, middle
and preadolescent childhood.
Secondly, the book
was uti-

lized as a stimulus for response.

A group of fourteen

children responded verbally to the book's content,
revealing
through their responses aspects of their own developmental
stages

Literature as Developmental Portrayal

Perceiving the children's book as demonstrative of
children's developmental stages, it is interesting to note
that the book's earliest draft was a family non-fictional

account, more concerned with detail in action than character

development.

As such,

the author became aware that the

literature did not meet the criterion of this first develop-

mental purpose with adequate clarity.

Consequently,

the

author chose to interweave purposeful fiction into ensuing
drafts.

For example, in the non-fictional draft, the ages
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of the book's children are
three, five, six and eight.
To
widen the scope of developmental
portrayal, the author
changed the ages of the children
in ensuing drafts to become
five, seven, ten and twelve.
The method for creating the
children's book. Family
o n the Road as developmental
portrayal, can be reviewed
quite simply.
The subjects were the child
characters in the
book:
Chloe, aged five; Mark, aged seven;
Eugenia, aged
ten; Yianni, aged twelve.
The author's design was to portray these four child characters
within the context of the
material, which was the framework of
the literature itself.
During the writing procedure, the author
utilized three
tools as guideposts in her character
developments.
These
were the areas of child thought perspective,
child action
and child interaction with others.
,

iii^strate,
Chloe,

a new five,

development.

the author strove to have character

represent aspects of early childhood

Exemplifying the author's tool of character

thought in this representation, we turn to the first
chapter
of the children's book.

Chloe

s

In this chapter,

the author created

thought patterns to weave around the manner in which

Chloe perceives her truckhome changing sizes, a teddy-bear

who jumps off couches and a confusion in thought when
Chloe

s

siblings speak of a family happening which accurred

clearly before Chloe

's

birth of conscious memory
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While character Chloe's perceptions
were created by
the author to rely on early
childhood immediately- given
perceived appearances of things (such
as the changing size
of her truckhome)
ten year old character Eugenia
was cre-

,

ated to reflect a middle child perception
which makes
inferences about the reality that underlies
appearances.
In the children's book's Chapter

3,

the author had

character Eugenia see shadows outside the
truckhome immediately upon overhearing her parents discussing
money.

In an

aspect of middle childhood fashion of thought, the
author
then had character Eugenia transform these shadows
into her
own reality of manifested concern. Finally, the
author

proceeded to utilize all three of the above mentioned tools
of character development.

Chapter

3,

Throughout the remainder of

Eugenia's thoughts, actions and interactions with

her siblings were created to be Eugenia's dwelling upon her

inferred self-conviction that the shadows were bill collectors come to disrupt her family's harmony.

A fair portion of seven year old character Mark's
thoughts, actions and interactions were created by the

author to demonstrate middle childhood's emotionally healthy

moving into more controlled behavior.

Juxtaposed to early

childhood character Chloe, who fearfully and physically
tugged away at her sister in Chapter
that Mark's Chapter

3

2,

the author saw to it

outbursts toward the same sister were

.
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valid indeed, but were followed then by
a self-restraint in
Mark s behavior.
In this and other such book incidents,
Mark sulked, but he did not strike out
physically, as did

his younger sister.

The author worked at creating twelve year old
char-

acter Yianni as exampling some of the developmental
changes
that may come with preadolescence.
Throughout the
chil-

dren

s

book, many of Yianni

*s

thought patterns were created

to focus upon bewilderment at how his family and the
world

around him seemed to be changing.

utilized Yianni

s

Additionally, the author

actions and interactions to assert the

adolescent need for independence.

In Chapter 2 of the book,

Yianni went off by himself, ignoring family tradition and

responding harshly to his sister who arrived to plead for
s

return.

Yianni demonstrates an adolescent seesaw-

ing between striving adulthood and regression into childhood,

such as his actions in Chapter

7,

upon the loss of his

rabbit

And so it had been shown that the author's method
for creating a children's book as developmental portrayal

included four different aged child characters as subjects,
who were created by design as developmental representatives
of early childhood, middle childhood and preadolescence.

With the children's book's framework serving as material,
the author's writing procedure included an emphasis upon

1

.
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child thought, child action
and child interaction with
others in its creation of the
character
subjects.

Literature

Turning now to this work's
literature as an instrument of developmental measure,
we look at the book Family
on the Road in terms of its
role with fourteen children,
aged between four and eleven years
,

To offer some background to the
method, the work's
germ idea stemmed from the author's
longtime interest in

children's literature, both from the
creative writing stand
point and from the vantage point of sharing
literature with
children.
In relationship to the latter, the
author's
interest has been with family grouping storyhour
sessions.

Active in storyhour sessions for many years
with her own
and neighboring children, it occurred to the
author that
different aged children in any one session might be
respond
ing to the same literature with different
perspectives

,

due

to each child's own developmental stage.

And so the author created this reflective study,
designed to utilize the piece of original children's literature as a stimulus to which fourteen children responded
verbally, revealing aspects of their differing develop-

mental stages through same responses.
In the study, Erik Erikson's developmental theory

served to interpret the children's affective developments.

.
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as reflected through their study
responses.

The interpre-

tation of responses in terms of the
children's cognitive
developments was made through the developmental
theory of
Maria Montessori. Finally. Rudolf Steiner's
developmental
theory was used to interpret the children’s
responses as

reflection of their spiritual developments
The Sample Children

The fourteen children were gathered in, and primarily from,
ings.

a small California community of thirty-one dwell-

The community of Halcyon is located fifteen miles

south of San Luis Obispo, California and was founded by a
small group of theosophists in 1903.

At the time of

Halcyon's founding, the founders lived more or less communally.

At the time of the reflective study, approximately

eighty years after the community's founding, the residents
sought financial support independently (predominantly as

working class persons and teachers)

,

and yet maintained an

emotional support system which lent a real sense of oneness
or family to the community.

The author feels qualified to

so attest because she and her children were members of the

Halcyon community at the time of this reflective study.
The gathering of Halcyon children (including two

visiting cousins and three visiting friends from the nearby
outer neighborhood) was for the author an ideal family

grouping of children from which to do her work.

The sample

.
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children were as follows:
NAME

AGE AT TIME OF STUDY
Years

Arrow

Months

5

5

Carrie

10

5

Christy

11

8

Connie

10

5*

Harmony

8

3

Jason

4

1

Jenny

10

2

Keisha

8

2

Leeann

9

6

Mary

5

11

Michelle

9

1

Peter

8

7

Riche

10

3

7

5

Shannon

*Connie and Carrie are fraternal twins
Though the sample children numbered fourteen in
total,

there were thirteen children present at each of the

three actual sharing sessions.

Both visiting cousins,

Peter and Riche, attended the first session.

However,

rather than continue participation in the study with their
cousin Jenny, eight year old Peter chose to spend mornings
of the two following sessions with his and Riche's older

cousins at their Halcyon home.

The author honored Peter's
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choice, pleased both that Peter was
honest in his decision
and that the study still had two
participating eight year
old children, Harmony and Keisha.

Although the study had been gathered informally
by
intent as described, the author had been
concerned that
there was not more younger child representation
in the

group.

It was with great delight,

then, that the author

greeted Mary, aged five years and eleven months, the
second
two sharing sessions.

Thus it was that at each of the

three sessions, thirteen children were present.

Prior to approaching the children as to their
interest in participating in the study, the author spoke to
all of the children's parents, explaining the study and the

children's roles in it and seeking permission for the children's participations.

When verbal permission was so given,

the author spoke to the children themselves.

When the

children expressed interest in participating in the study,
the author returned to the parents and asked for and was

given their signatures on permission forms the author had

created for the purposes of the study.

And so, the reflective study's design involved first
the writing of the children's book. Family on the Road

creation of which is described above.

Secondly,

,

the

the design

involved gathering the fourteen Halcyon children, also
shown above.
Then,

the author held three storyhour sessions in
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her Halcyon home, each two
hours in length. These were
held on the mornings of July
28, July 30 and August
1, 1980
respectively. Alternating between
reading and telling the
eleven chapters of Family on the Road,
the author posed to
the Halcyon children questions
that related directly
to

the book's plot and character
developments.

All posed

questions and their responses were
recorded.

Upon the three sessions' completion,
the author
categorized and differentiated the children's
responses to
the literature, utilizing the theories
of Erik
Erikson,

Maria Montessori and Rudolf Steiner as
developmental criteria, as described above.
In response data for each of the three aspects
of

development--affective

,

cognitive and spiritual--were

analyzed further by child age because of the developmental
^^^si^ces

.

The results were a categorizing of data for

each developmental focus (interpreted by the theories of
Erikson, Montessori and Steiner respectively)

,

which in-

cluded a further categorizing into early childhood, middle

childhood and preadolescent reflections.
The study's bridge between the three developmentalists and the fourteen Halcyon children, then, was created

through the questioning and ensuing responses.

Screening out aspects of the three developmentalis ts
theories may reveal some of the logic behind some of the

questioning.

For example, Erikson gives as partial
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description of his Initiative
State of Childhood, a learning that leads away from a
child's limitations into the
realm of a child's future
possibilities ^ Throughout the
book, the child characters were
created by the author as
striving for their future possibilities.
Most
.

pointed,

perhaps, was the portrayal of
character child magician
Yianni.
With the hope that the study's
children could identify personally with and respond
to such striving, many of
the study's questions focused upon
Yianni and his siblings
Striving for their future potentials.

Montessori states that interpretation is a
question
of mental concentration. 2 That the study's
children might
well reveal cognitive stages through interpretation,
the

author created the study's questions open-endedly
enough to
allow ample child interpretation.
Steiner theory states that young children feel so

intensely themselves, that in their perceptions, they give
this characteristic to nature.

speaks to them,

It is as if the world

says Steiner theory.^

Consequently, the

author felt that questions such as one concerning children
saying goodbye to the ocean, were apt indeed.
^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle,"

p.

76.

2

Maria Montessori, The Advanced Montessori Method
Translated by Arthur Livingston (Cambridge, Mass.: Robert
Bently,

Inc.,
3

•

1964), p.

173

.

Marjorie Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art (Spring
Valley: The Anthroposophic PressT 1978)
pi 3T1
,

.

.
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It was hoped by the author
that not only would the

developmentalists shed light on the
children's responses as
developmental measures, but that the
study would
in turn

bring to life the theories of Erik
Erikson. Maria Montessori
and Rudolf Steiner by the responding
verbalizations of the
study's very alive family grouping of
children.

The author received responses from
the children

which were not predicted.

Some were reflective of the study

children's moral developments, such as
responses to the
question on character Mark's telling his parents
that

brother Yianni was not helping to ready the
truckhome for
travel
Interestingly, in her original conception of the

reflective study, the author had planned to include a
focus
on children's moral development, as interpreted through

Lawrence Kohlberg's developmental theory.
the study progressed,

As her work with

the author chose to delete the moral

development focus, convinced that portrayals of affective,
cognitive and spiritual aspects of children's development
was a large enough scope for the study.
Not wishing to exclude from the study the children's

responses reflecting stages of moral development, however,
the author found that these responses integrated well into
the response data interpreted through the developmental

theories of Erik Erikson and Rudolf Steiner.

Another instance of unpredictability in the study

:

:
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came when the second sharing
session on July 30, 1981 was
abruptly halted by a phone
call announcing that one of
the
study's children's pet bird
had just been killed by a cat.
The children's response
patterns which ensued proved a
beautiful inclusion for the study,
relating particularly to
children's spiritual development
as interpreted by the
developmental theory of Rudolf Steiner
and offered in the
Discussion Chapter of this work.

The Study Questions
The author's questioning technique
is at the crux
of both materials and procedure within
the context of total

methodology for the descriptive study.

Indeed, accompanied

by the literature itself (and it shall
be shown how the
children's book is integral to the questions),
the questions

themselves served as the study's materials.
The following questions were proposed to guide
the

inquiry

Session

1:

Upon reading literature chapter

1

1 - When Chloe was in the truck alone,
she thought that the
truck was bigger than when the family was in the truck at
night.
What do you think?
- What do you think that
Chloe meant when she woke up and
told Mom that she hadn't slept, only her body had?

2

- Chloe scolded teddy bear Timothy
because she thought
that he had jumped off of the couch.- What do you think?

3

4
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-Why do you think that Chloe became confused when
her
sister Eugenia asked Chloe questions about
living
7
in
the
^
white house on the hill?
6

8
^
and
9

you think that Mark made a point of
Mom
Dad that his brother Yianni was not helping telling
to get
ready to travel?

Laura Ingalls Wilder was very important to Eugenia
you know why this might be?
-

-

bit,

Do

Do you know why it was important to Yianni that his
rabPooch, lived in the truckhome with them?

Mark became angry because Yianni had his rabbit in the
t^o.ckhome yet Mark was not allowed to have a buffalo in
the truckhome.
What do you think about this?
-

,

- Why do you think that Chloe became
upset when she looked
in the mirror and saw her blond hair?

Session

2:

Upon reading literature chapters 2, 3 and
Upon telling literature chapters 4 and 5.

6;

“ In the first chapter that I read, do you know
why Chloe
was so concerned about not being able to see her truckhome?
1-

Why do you think that going further away on the dunes
seemed to Chloe that she would not be able to return to her
truckhome?
2

-

What do you think that Chloe meant when she said that
Big Truck was lost?
3

-

Why do you think that Chloe did not understand Yianni
when he tried to explain to Chloe that the truck could not
move unless Dad started the engine?
4

-

5

-

Why do you think that Mark talked about Poseiden?

- Do you think that there are gods who live up on a mountain?

6

7 - Why do you think that Yianni went off by himself without
any supper?

8 - At the end of the first chapter that I read, Mark
answered Chloe that he felt that their grandmother who died,
liked to hear them sing. What do you think?
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What do you think was upsetting
Eugenia in the second
chapter that I read to you?
9

-

10

When the characters spoke of the
their own pace, what do you think that children learning at
they meant?
-

11

- Do you think that
the girl who pulled a teakettle out
from under her coat was a magician, as
Chloe thought?

think that Mom meant when she told the
cniidren to say goodbye to the ocean?
13 - How do you think that Mark felt when
he slipped on the
grease at the truckstop?

14 - When Mark saw his friend Sam on the freeway,
how do
you think that he felt?

Session

3:

Upon reading literature chapters
Upon telling literature chapters

7

8,

and 11;
9, and 10.

“ Why do you think that the
broken clock began to tick at
the end of the first chapter that I read to you?

1

-When Yianni said that he wished that he had a normal
family, what do you think that he meant?
2

- What do you think that Chloe meant
when she said that
the moon sent her a dream?

3

- Do you think that Chloe saw the rabbit Pooch,
as she
said she did?

4

When he said that dreams come from the subconscious,
what do you think that Yianni meant?
5

-

6

-

Why do you think that Chloe copied Mom at the laundromat?

Why do you think that the boy wanted to see Eugenia's
math book?
7

-

What do you think that Chloe meant when she asked Dad to
go back and get the rain?
8

-

- When Chloe saw her Uncle Jon's hair, why do you think
that she was so excited?

9

10 - Why do you think that Mom was looking for a job instead
of Dad?

^
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didn

t

think Chloe meant when she
have to go to school to learn about said that Mom
children?

y?" hhink that Mark thought that the trucKhome
truckhome
would look weird in a trailer park?
13 7 When Mom saw peacefulness in the children's
eyes
is it that you think sha saw?

’

what

Development of the Question
The author utilized the six elements of questioning

methodology found in Fox, The Research Process in
Educa tion.^ The elements are: 1) the context of the
question;
2)

the content of the question; 3) the question itself;

4)

the provision for answering; 5) the manner by which the

response will be recorded;

6)

the nature of the researcher-

respondent interaction.^
The first element of questioning methodology refers
to the importance of considering the context of the ques-

tions in terms of the respondents' perceptions.

As such,

context includes why respondents feel the questions are
being asked and what they believe will be done with the
data

.

When the author visited prospective children for her
^David J. Fox, The Research Process in Education
(New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, Inc.
pT 526.
1969)
,

^Ibid.
3lbid.

,
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study, she spoke to the children
at each home, explaining
to them that she was a student
in school writing a paper
about children.
She further explained to the
children that
she had read a great many books
about children and now needed them to be her teachers.
She told them that they could

help her learn more about children if
they would come to her
home for three storyhour gatherings.
She would share with
them a book she had written and then ask them
questions
about the book's story.
The author concluded her explanation to the children by telling them that she
would tape

record their answers and then use the recordings to
finish

writing her school paper.
Referring to content, the second element of question
ing methodology. Fox acknowledges that seldom may a

researcher utilize all questions that she or he might propose as appropriate.

Speaking to the issue of question

choices. Fox refers to the importance of establishing a blue

print for the questioning instrument itself, describing the

blueprint as that which "defines the several aspects of the

problem area about which information is needed."^
Information sought in this descriptive study is
children's revelations of aspects of their developmental
stages through representative responses.

As such,

author's children's book. Family on the Road
^Ibid.

,

p.

554.

,

the

itself,

.
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offered a partial blueprint.

As has been stated, four

children, aged five, seven, ten and
twelve respectively,
were the book's main characters. Many
of the author's
questions to the study's children honed
into the developmental reflections portrayed by the book's
child characters.
Case in point is the first question posed
to the study's

children on July 28, 1980.
Lending background to this first question, John
Flavell, in his book Cognitive Development

,

H.

speaks of

Piagetain preoperational thought in a section on "identities,

describing a qualitative identity in reference "to

the child's cognitive isolation or differentiation of
a

permanent quality of an object."^
The author created five year old character Chloe

with Piagetain theory clearly in mind.
of Family on the Road

truckhome.

Chloe

's

,

In the first chapter

Chloe was alone in her family's

As mentioned,

the author's description portrayed

preoperational perception of the truckhome which

disallowed quantitative measurement and allowed instead a

viewing distinctly qualified by Chloe
the truckhome.

's

own experience with

It was big when Chloe was in it alone;

was small when Chloe

's

it

whole family was in the truckhome at

night
^John H. Flavell, Cognitive Development (Englewood
Cliff, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc
73.
1977)
p
,

.

,

,

.
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Following the developmental focus for blueprint,
then, and utilizing the book's developmental
portrayal

as

assistance, the first question to be posed the
study's children on July 28, 1980, was, "When Chloe was in
the truck
alone,

she thought that the truck was bigger than when
the

family was in the truck at night.

What do you think?"

Fox proposes that his blueprint concept aids the

researcher by giving the researcher a parameter by which she
may discern and thus eliminate those questions which
seek a common kind of information.^

The author deleted

such questions whose responses might have offered similar

developmental insight.

For example, the author had planned

originally to pose to the study's children a question concerning character Chloe

's

concept of distance, found in the

children's literature book's Chapter

2.

Screening this and

other proposed questions prior to the storyhour sessions

with the study's children, the author decided that the above
stated question on Chloe

's

perception of the truckhome's

size related to preoperational measurement adequately for
the study's purposes.

And so, the author deleted the

question related to character Chloe 's concept of distance.
The author appreciated and honored questions posed
by the study's children themselves.

When she deemed it

appropriate to the study's purposes and time was of essence,
^Fox, Research Process, p.

557.
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the author deferred her own choice of questions
to those

posed by the children.
For example, after reading Chapter

1

of Family on

the Road to the fourteen Halcyon children on July
28, 1980,
the author had planned to ask the children a question
con-

cerning character Yianni's relationship with his rabbit.
Pooch.

Chapter

1

of the book portrayed clearly character

Yianni's role as a magician.

Another focus in the chapter

was Yianni's periodic references to the possibility of rain,
a

possibility which becomes reality in the book's story-

line

.

When the author began posing the planned question

concerning the relationship between character Yianni and his
rabbit on July 28, ten-year-old Carrie interrupted the

author with the question, "Did he (Yianni) make it rain?"

Without hesitation, the author deferred her question to
Carrie's, instantly deeming it a more meaningful probing for
the descriptive study.

The ensuing responses from the

children offered reflections of Rudolf Steiner's concept of
spiritual development.
Similarly, the author seldom hesitated to allow

discussions which ensued from the questions posed to Halcyon
children.

In part,

such decision stemmed from the author's

choice to maintain an open environment for sharing with the
children.

Yet,

in most cases,

such discussions brought forth

from the children responses of apt developmental reflection

.
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for the study.

For example, on July 30, 1980, the
study's children
responded to a question related to character
Mark's reference to Poseidon, the Greek mythological
god of the sea. At
that point in the storyhour session, the
author sensed from
the Halcyon children a stirring of interest
in Greek mythology and did not hesitate to allow a few
moments' discussion
of Zeus and other of the Olympian gods.

The discussion

served as an unplanned channel for ten year old
Riche to
share his interest in and knowledge of Greek mythology,

an

interest and knowledge which proved useful to the study's
,

when reflected through Erik Erikson's developmental

theory
That same July 30 storyhour session served to demonstrate another questioning technique the author chose to
utilize.

Though she preplanned the order of questions to be

posed prior to each session's beginning, the author allowed
for a differing order of questioning whenever it seemed

appropriate and useful to the study.
Example in point followed the above mentioned discussion of Greek mythology.

In their discussion,

the Halcyon

children linked rapidly the concepts of Olympian gods, one
God and God in each person's heart.

The author sensed a

perfect climate in which to introduce a question planned for
later in the session which concerned itself with the seeming

presence in the book of the character children's deceased
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grandmother.

In this and other similar instances
of sensing

appropriateness, the author felt that such
rescheduling of
questions assisted the study's purposes.
The third element of questioning methodology
places
emphasis upon the question itself, listing
criteria, some of
which shall be discussed here. First, Fox
states, "The
label question' is applied to all verbal stimuli
to which
a verbal response is sought."^

Because all questions posed

to the study's children were related to and
proceeded by

the author

the Road,

s

reading or telling of chapters from Family on

the study's children's book as read or told was

integral to the very questions themselves, as so defined.
Obvious acknowledgement of this integrality was shown

through such study questions as, "In the first chapter

I

just read, do you know why Chloe was so concerned about not

being able to see the truck?"

When outlining questions to be posed before each
storyhour session with the children, the author sequenced
the questions in direct relationship to the children's book's

plotline sequencing of events to be shared in that particular session.

For example, on July 30, 1980, a group of

questions were planned to relate to character Chloe

's

con-

cern over an inability to see her truckhome, brother Yianni's

growing anger with sister Chloe due to her concern, and
^Ibid.

,

p.

534.
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finally, Yianni

'

s

seeking a measure of resolve by
going off

by himself--all in that chapter

2

plotline order.

The author sought clarity of language
when composing
questions.
Her longtime experience with children
(twentyfive years of teaching and parenting)
served as a guide to
language usage. An example was the importance
the author
put on assuring that the language used in her
questions to
the children was in no measure a "talking
down" to children.

Interestingly, the author posed questions a bit

differently than they were prepared and written on
occasion.
Citing again a portion of the first question posed on July
28,

1980,

the question portion was prepared as follows:

"When Chloe was in the truck alone, she thought that the
truck was bigger than when the family was in the truck at

night."

When the author actually posed this portion of the

question to the study's children, she said, "When Chloe was
in the truck all by herself,

she thought that the truck was

a lot bigger than when all the family were in the truck at

night."

Upon reviewing the tape of the July 28 session,
later the same day, the author attributed her variation in

language to her own training in storytelling, which allows
ample usage of adjectival phrases.

The author decided that

such language variation in her questions would be acceptable
in the study as long as such variation did not alter the

question's focus or intent.

.
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The one area with which the
author needed to exercise
deliberate restraint is the area
which Fox calls -freedom
from suggestion.-^ Because
developmental variation was
sought through the children's varying
responses to questions
on the literature, and especially
since it has been shown
that the literature itself reflects
developmental variation
through the portrayals of child characters,
it could have
been a temptation to "set up" responses from
the children.

Within the issue of question construction,
for example, instead of asking if children agreed (or disagreed)
with a
child character's developmentally marked thought,
action or
interaction,

the author sought to utilize such language

construction as, "T^at do you think?"
(When one or more of the study's children did re-

spond with a classic developmental representation, the

deliberately calmed her demeanor.

Such calming was

most challenged by the study's four year old Jason, whose
responses and actions were so completely and delightfully

characteristic of his stage of development!)
The fourth element of the questioning methodology

considers the provision for answering.

The author made use

of the response format which Fox refers to as "the limited
free response" method.
^Ibid.

,

p

^Ibid.

,

p.

.

^

532
534.

As stated above,

the author allowed
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certain questioning and responding
direction that came from
the study's children themselves.
However, the author considered her response environment
to be "limitedly free," in
that firstly, the questions themselves
offered boundaries
of responses by suggesting areas
of content, and
secondly,

the author did bring divergent
responding back to the

questions as such times that she deemed
it necessary.
For example, questions which focused
upon book
character Yianni, often made references to
his being a magician.
When such referencing enticed the children
into
discussions on magic, the author allowed a small
measure of

such discussing, after which her own responses
were directive in their bringing the discussional focus
back to the

question on character Yianni, as originally posed.
That the study

s

children duplicated one another's

responses from time to time was quite acceptable to the

^^bhor

.

She maintained an attentiveness which the author

believes allowed her to discern when such duplication

stemmed from a child's seeming to reach out with acceptably
safe responding, for example.

Similarly, the author felt

that she was able to discern duplication responses which

seemed to be direct emulation of other children, especially
in a case of a younger child's repeating a response offered

by an older child.
In some cases,

duplication of responses seemed to

the author to offer a sought-after emphasis from the study's
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children.

Such seemed the case, for example, in the first

sharing session when the responses were directed
toward the
question of character Mark's wishing to have a buffalo
in

the family's truckhome because brother Yianni was
allowed to

have a rabbit there.

In that instance,

the duplications of

responses were numerous and animatedly offered.

It seemed

bo the author that the study's children were wishing to

emphasize their predominant point, which said, "that's quite
a difference!"

Indeed.

The author used form and sensitivity in attempts to

create an environment for sharing where all participating

children might have similar opportunity to respond.
form,

For

the author asked that any child who wished to respond

to please so indicate by raising her or his hand.

By her

choices as to when to call upon which children, the author

hoped to manage as even a distribution of responses among
the children as was possible.

The author used her sensi-

tivity to double-check her choice of child participators,
to assure that no child felt overlooked.

Because the study's group was comprised of children
of mixed ages,

the author was alert not to allow the younger

children to be intimidated by the older children.

One means

was the author placing herself within the sharing circle as

close to the younger children as was possible.

The author

felt that this was the optimum position for her using her

sensitivity to tune into and acknowledge quickly the younger
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children's verbal and non-verbal
participation clues.
For example, during the session
on July
30,

1981,

five year old Arrow's hesitant yet
persistent edging forward
toward the author seemed indicative
to the author that Arrow

wished to add his expression to the
responses toward character Chloe's concern that her truckhome
was lost.

Though
she seldom was so direct, the author
asked, "Do you think
that the truck was lost. Arrow?"

Arrow nodded with vigor.

Whether or not his re-

sponse was truly indicative of an aspect of his
developmental
stage is less important here, than is that Arrow
was given
the opportunity to respond and did so with seeming
delight

at having been recognized.

Soon after, and during the same

storyhour session. Arrow ventured verbal responses.
More often, the author used less directive requestioning, especially when focusing upon the study's more

reticent children.

In the same July 30 session, the author

picked up what she thought to be non-verbal signals from
Connie that she wished to respond to the same question about
Chloe's concern that her truckhome was lost.

Ten year old Connie is a fraternal twin whose twin
sister Carrie proved to be the more verbal participator in
this study's storyhour sessions.

In the prior first session,

Connie had responded two times, for example, compared to
Carrie's eight first session responses.

Consequently, and

representative of the author's wish to facilitate responses
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from the more reticent children,
the author responded to
what she perceived to be Connie's
desire to add to the
already numerous responses to the
question of Chloe's concern.

"Does anyone else have an idea on
this?" the author

asked.

Connie responded, explaining that Chloe
thought that
her truckhome was lost because "she
didn't know any better."

Concerning the fifth element of questioning
methodology, the author tape-recorded all three
of the storyhour

sessions with the Halcyon children, typing
out transcripts
on the same days as the individual sessions.
The sixth and final element of the questioning

methodology concerns itself with the nature of the researcher-respondent interaction.
calls the

The author utilized what Fox

personal interaction" method of questioning.^

The author and children sat face to face by way of a circle
on the floor when the children's book was shared and the

questions posed and answered.

Looking to the advantages of the personal interaction method of questioning, Fox states, "If this relationship is an empathetic one in which the respondent feels

relaxed, confident, and accepted, the relationship itself

will help motivate him to respond more fully and frankly
to the research questions."

^Ibid., p.
^Ibid.

538.
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The author knew most of the
children well.
She
would like to believe her relationship
with these (and all
children) to be empathetic.
Throughout her work in education, the author has prided
herself upon creating sharing/
learning environments where children
may feel relaxed, confident and accepted. To put this
into developmentalist
Erik Erikson's words, the author has
hoped her work with
children to be "the free collaboration of
people who feel
equal in worth although different in kind
or function or
age."^ As such, the author further hoped
that, during the

three storyhour/questioning sessions of this
study, the

researcher-respondent interaction reflected such an environment
.

And so the author's methodology for utilizing literature, Family on the Road as an instrument of
developmental

measure has been shown.

First,

the author described the

fourteen sample children and the manner by which they were
gathered.

Secondly, the author explained the study design

which involved three sessions where the author shared the
literature with the sample children, upon which the author
then asked the children questions concerning the literature.
Thirdly, the author described how the children's responses
to the questions were utilized as data that reflected

developmental differences among the sample children.

Here it

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 82.
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was explained that such differences
were interpreted through
the developmental theories of
Erik Erikson. Maria Montessori
and Rudolf Steiner. Fourthly and
finally, the author’s
design questions were given, along
with a detailing of
question development which incorporated
the questioning
methodology itself.

CHAPTER

IV

LITERATURE REVIEW

Few links between the fields of children's
literature and child development exist in the
literature.
One

example is an ongoing study attempting to measure
the
impact of a philosophy curriculum upon the
reasoning powers
and reading skills of school aged children.

The study's

curriculum, published by the Institute for the Advancement
of Philosophy for Children, introduces philosophical
con-

cepts to the school children by means of presenting lit-

s^sture which has been created for that sole purpose.^

In

grades kindergarten through second, the philosophy curric-

ulum introduces its concepts to the children through
children

s

stories.

A series of novels are used for philo-

sophical introduction in grades third through twelfth.

Quoting the fifth/sixth grade Philosophical Inquiry
teacher's guide that accompanies the curriculum novel,

Harry Strollemeir

'

s

Discovery

,

the authors of the study

write that "the philosophical content of the novel is put
into practice through discussion plans and activities."^

^Matthew Lipman, Ann Margaret Sharp, and Frederick
Oscanyan, Philosophy in the Classroom, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia:
Temple University Pres^s, 1980), p. 51.

S.

^Ibid.
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Later, when referring to all of the
literature curriculum
tools, the authors state that these "are
children's books
that are to be both read and discussed."^
Though discussional foci clearly differ, the reader is asked
to note

how the purpose in creating children’s literature
in the
philosophy curriculum study parallels the creation of
Family on the Road in this study.

A 1970 New Jersey experiment, utilizing the above
mentioned philosophy curriculum, "demonstrated that a nine-

week program could produce in children impressive gains
not only in reasoning but in reading as well."^

The author

of this study refers the reader to Appendix B of Philosophy
in the Classroom for further results of philosophy for

children experimental research.^
In an article entitled "Children's Responses to

Literature," Catherine Studier offers an outline for
teachers to conduct "action research

...

to learn how

their students respond to literature and how to use this

information in the classroom."^
Studier refers to the procedure used in her own
doctoral dissertation study which involved eighty-nine
^Ibid.

,

p

.

^Ibid., p.
^Ibid.

,

pp.

65

217.

211-24.

^Catherine E. Studier, "Children's Responses to
Literature," Language Arts 58 (April, 1981), p. 425.

.
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fifth grade students responding to
realistic fiction and
fantasy. 1 In both her dissertation
study and her suggestions to teachers, Studier proposed reading
a carefully
selected book aloud to a group of children,
to be followed
immediately by instructions to the children to
write free

responses to the book.
In the above mentioned article, Studier
explains

that student responses reveal individual differences,
an

important focus in the work of this author.

Studier fur-

ther relates in her article that differences in student

responses to literature "provide the groundwork for an
f^d.ividualized approach to children's literature in the

classroom.

One conclusion offered by Studier in her disserta-

tion work, is a statement "that the fifth graders in this
study proved to be insightful in their comments.
the students," continues Studier,

Many of

"challenged issues con-

tained in the books and did some thoughtful speculating
about them."^

^Catherine E. Studier, "A Comparison of the
Responses of Fifth Grade Students to Modern Fantasy and
Realistic Fiction," (Dissertation Abstracts International,
1979, 39, 7201A-7202A)
2

p.

Studier, "Children's Responses to Literature,"

428.

^Studier, "Responses of Fifth Grade Students."

^

.
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The final study to be cited here, focuses
upon
inference and relates the fields of children's
literature
and child development. A.B. Burgdorfs
dissertation study

introduced literary selections of prose and poetry
to 432
children who were divided evenly among grades four,
five

and six.

One half of the children read the literary

selections themselves; the remaining half of the children

listened to the literary selections as they were read
aloud.

All of the children were interviewed individually

on questions related to author purpose and style, literature setting, plot and character development, as well as

value judgments related to portrayals in the literature
itself.

Burgdorf found that scores on drawing inferences
from literary selections were significantly higher when

children listened to stories read to them than when the
children read the stories themselves and that an ability to
draw inferences was significantly higher in grade five as

compared with grade four and in grade six as compared with
grade five.^

Burgdorfs study seems

to lend credence to this

study's methodology of reading aloud and telling children
^A.B. Burgdorf, "A Study of the Ability of Intermediate-grade Children to Draw Inferences from Selections
of Children's Literature," Doctoral dissertation, Ball
State University, 1966 (Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 27,
2003A-2004A)

^Ibid.

.

.
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Family on the Road, as well as
matching this
study's focus upon responding
children's developmental
differences
All four cited studies utilized
children in school
settings.
Lipman and Burgdorf’s works emphasized
philosophy
and inference abilities when reviewing
children's responses
to literature.
Sturdier 's two works focused upon children's
responses to literature as possible guidelines
to creating
language arts curriculum for children. The
author learned
from the four studies that the fields of
children's lit-

erature and child development are being bridged
with seeming
success
The remainder of this chapter shall deal with
the

literature from which this author drew her bases of developmental interpretive material for her study.

There shall

follow, then, a section devoted to a review of relevant

aspects of each of the three developmentalist s whose theories

were utilized in this study: Erik Erikson, Maria Montessori
and Rudolf Steiner.

Erik Erikson

's

Theory of Affective Development

The author utilized relevant portions of Erik

Erikson 's Eight Ages of Man psychodynamic developmental
theory as

a

mediation between the study of chhildren's re-

sponses to the children's book and revealed aspects of
their stages of emotional development.

The author found

s

.
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that Erikson concisely portrayed this
developmental theory
xn his book Ch ildhood and Society
and articles published
under the title of "Identity and the Life
Cycle." Consequently, the author elected to restrict
the research on the

Erikson theory to these two concise sources
The author chose as appropriate to her study
a

concentration upon that aspect of Erikson'

s

work which

describes probable emotional states resulting from
a child's
ego integration with family and other social
institutions,

rather than upon those varying probable circumstances
leading up to the emotional states.

The author limited her exploration of Erikson
stages to those developmental periods relevant to the

study's children, given above as being aged four to eleven
years.

Basically,

these ages in childhood are represented

by Erikson'

s

Industry.

Yet, as shall be shown in a diagram, Erikson'

Stages III and IV, those of Initiative and

theory includes a concept that each stage incorporates the
stages of earlier years as well as looking to future stages
on occasion.

Stages

and II, those of Trust and Autonomy, as well as

I

Erikson'

Consequently, some descriptions of Erikson

s

Stage V, that of Identity, shall be included here

and throughout the remaining portions of this study.

Perceiving healthy personality development, Erikson
states that "each item of the healthy personality

.

.

.

systematically related to all others, and that they all

is

.
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depend on the proper development in the
proper sequence of
time."
Erikson seems to feel that this proper
development,
in the healthy child,

is a natural process.

He says, "But

here it is important to realize that in the
sequence of his
most personal experiences the healthy child, given

a reason-

able amount of guidance, can be trusted to obey inner
laws
of development." 2
In Erikson'

s

Eight Ages of Man theory, each age,

or stage of development, is described by two alternative
basic attitudes.

For example, in Stage

basic attitudes given by Erikson'

s

I,

the alternative

theory are the attitudes

of basic trust and of basic mistrust.

Upon meeting the

challenges of each developmental stage, a person's emotional trust is with one or the other of the alternative

attitudes.

For the purposes of this review, as well as

for the entire study itself, the emphasis will be more

with Erikson 's attitudinal choices reflecting healthy
emotional development, such as the choice of basic trust
found in Erikson'

s

Stage

I.

In what he has termed proper developmental

sequencing,

then, Erikson looks first to the healthy

attitudinal choice of basic trust, the roots of which are
found in infancy.

In some developmental sequencing,

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p.
^Ibid.

,

p

.

52

74.
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Erikson's two early childhood stages look
to the healthy
attitudinal choices of autonomy and initiative.
As this study's youngest children fall
under its

age classification, we shall focus now
upon Erikson's

Stage III, the Stage of Initiative.

Acknowledging Erikson's

concept that each of his stages may incorporate
aspects of
those preceding and following stages, we begin the
focus

upon the Stage of Initiative through Erikson's diagram

offered below:

First Stage
(about first year)

Earlier form
BASIC TRUST

Second Stage
(about second
and third years)

Later form

Third Stage
(about fourth
and fifth years)

Later form

of

of

AUTONOMY

INITIATIVE

Earlier form

AUTONOMY

BASIC TRUST

of
BASIC TRUST

Earlier form

of

of
INITIATIVE

Later form
of

INITIATIVE

AUTONOMY

Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 54.
In the Stage of Initiative, which is shown above
as becoming apparent in a child around his or her fourth

year,

the basic alternative attitudes are those of initia-

tive and guilt.
On the positive side of emotional initiative

development, the child's new locomotive and mental powers

^

)
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give the child a growing sense of
competence.

Emotional

growth moves from the realm of a child's
limitations into
realm of the child's possibilities.
The child gains emotional competency in
peer relationships during the Stage of Initiative as
he or she

gradually enters into the infantile polotics of
nursery
school, street comer, and barnyard," says Erikson.^

(The

author feels compelled to add community storyhour to
the
listing

.

In relating emotionally with others, a child's

relationship with her or his parents is primary during the
Stage of Initiative.

It is in this particular period of

development that a child wishes to be like his or her
P^^^snts

.

As Erikson tells us

,

the child sees parents as

"powerful and beautiful," and as such, the child "identifies" with her or his parents, playing out the idea of

what it would be like to b^ her or his parents

.

Initiative Stage children's emotional projection
into future roles is seen further in the manner by which

these children attach themselves to teachers, parents of

other children and to persons representing specific occupations which the children can grasp.

Erikson tells us

that this stage's children are eager to make things and to

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p.
2lbid.

,

p.

74

.

76

.

,
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manipulate toys which may represent to
the children future
roles as well.^
Concluding this focus upon viewing emotional
development through modeling behavior perceived
in the Initiative
Stage child, Erikson says in overview,
"Being firmly convinced that he
a person, the child must now find
out
what kind of a person he is going to be. And
here he
hitches his wagon to nothing less than a star."^
closure to description of emotional devel-

opment in Erikson theory's Stage of Initiative, Erikson
speaks for the child him/herself: "I am what
I

I

can imagine

will be.
As stated in the Method Chapter of this work, the

^^thor chose to include aspects of Erikson'
moral development.

s

concept of

Erikson theory says that conscience is

established in the child during the Stage of Initiative.'^

Erikson describes conscience development to be such a
strong force in this developmental period of childhood,
that children of this stage can be observed who "over-

control and overconstrict themselves to the point of selfIbid.

P-

Ibid.

P-

Ibid.

P.

00

CNI

Ibid.

P-

00

O

OO

74.

.
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obliteration; where they develop an over-obedience
more
than the one the parent wished to exact.

When a child is working through his or her own
moral development through finding his or her
parameters of
goodness,
for example, Erikson lends understanding
to a

self-righteousness which may ensue in the child: "The

resulting self-righteousness--of ten the principal reward
for goodness- -can later be most intolerantly turned
against

others in the form of persistent moralistic surveillance

Before moving into description of Erikson theory's
Stage of Industry, it is important to note that Erikson

stresses that no positive senses achieved during the devel-

opmental stages he denotes are achievements, "secured once
and for all at a given stage."

Rather, a child's balance

toward the positive senses "will help him to meet later
crises with a better chance for unimpared total develop-

ment

.

Such balance proves particularly useful for the

Industry Stage child.

Erikson begins this Stage IV

description by explaining a seeming dichotomy between the
Stage of Industry's emotionally healthy focus and demands

made upon this Stage's children from this society's institutions of learning.
^Erikson, Childhood and Society

,

p.

257.

^Ibid.

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 61.

.
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Erikson explains: "Thus the inner stage
seems all
set for the entrance into life, except
that life must

first

be school life."^

Initiative in hand, the healthy child

faces school, which Erikson describes as
a "culture all by
itself, with its own goals and limits, its
achievements

and disappointments."^

In the school setting,

then,

the

child risks falling prey to the Stage of Industry's
attitudinal alternative, a sense of inferiority.

Assuming once again, however, that the child in
this period of development is staying with the healthy

alternative of industry, we begin by noting that this of
Erikson'

s

stage describes emotional growth with children

in the middle years of childhood, approximately between

the age of six years and the beginning of puberty.

In the

Stage of Industry, the child ventures into a greater
society, which includes neighborhood and school.

child flies on her or his wings

.

Here the

Here such flight "becomes

significant in its ways of admitting the child to an understanding of meaningful roles.

Working with the emotional strength of this stage,
the child of middle childhood learns to receive recognition

by producing things.

As Erikson tells us,

^Erikson, Childhood and Society
^Ibid.

,

p

.

259

^Ibid.

,

p

.

260

,

p.

"His ego

258.

.

.
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boundaries include his tools and skills."^

Within these

boundaries, the child develops the emotional
pleasure of
work completion. 2 In short, the healthy child
of
this

stage indeed develops a fine sense of industry.

Bringing closure to description of emotional development in Erikson theory's Stage of Industry, Erikson
speaks for the child him/herself: "I am what

Though the study

s

I

learn.

children were aged between four

and eleven years, several of their responses to the literature foreshadowed aspects of Erikson'

of Identity.

s

Stage VI, the Stage

Consequently, a brief overview of that stage

shall be given here.

Erikson himself begins the overview: "With the

establishment of a good relationship to the world of skills
and to those who teach and share the new skills, childhood

proper comes to an end.

Youth begins."'^

The Identity Stage youth finds him or herself

seeking identity as he or she emotionally bridges child-

hood and adulthood.

Part of this bridging is described by

Erikson as facing the "physiological revolution" of puberty
as well as facing that "all the sameness and continuities"

^Ibid.
2

,

259.

p.

Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 86.

^Ibid.

,

p

^Ibid

,

pp

.

82

.

.

88-9

.
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irslisd on in oarlior stagos must ba c^UGstionad onca
again. ^

At this staga, young paopla saak naasuras of thair

own idantity and "ara now primarily concarnad with what
thay appaar to ba in tha ayas of othars as comparad with

what thay faal thay ara, and with tha quastion of how to
connact tha rolas and skills cultivatad aarliar with tha

occupational prototypes of the days."^
Included in his descriptions of the Stage of Identity, Erikson offers statements of apt overview with which

the author has chosen to close this portion of the chapter.

Speaking of the healthy integration in the form of ego
identity which takes place in the Stage of Identity,

Erikson says, "I have tried to demonstrate that the ego
values accrued in childhood culminate in what
a sense of ego identity

.

.

.

.

Thus,

at the end of each major crises,

I

have called

self-esteem, confirmed

grows to be a conviction

that one is learning effective steps toward a tangible
future,

that one is developing a defined personality within
o

a social

reality which one understands."

Maria Montessori's Theory of Cognitive Development
The author utilized relevant portions of Maria
^Ibid.

,

p

.

89

^Erikson, Childhood and Society

,

p.

261.

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle,"

p.

89.

.
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Montessori's theory of child development as a
mediation
between the study of children's responses to the
children's
book and revealed aspects of their stages of
cognitive
development.

As was stated in the Introduction,

the

author's research sources for Montessori's developmental
theory included Montessori's own written works, accompanied
by lecture and discussion notes from meetings with Margaret

Homf ray

a Montessori educator who lived and worked with

,

Maria Montessori herself.
Montessori cognitive development theory views the
developing child in terms of three six year periods of

mental growth.

The first period spans from birth to six

years of age, the second from six to twelve years of age

and the third from twelve to eighteen years of age.^

Following general description of Montessori theory of cog-

nitive development, the theory's first and second periods
of mental growth in childhood shall be reviewed.

Montessori theory holds with the belief that the
child's mental development begins with a knowledge of his
or her environment.^

In questing environmental knowledge,

the child is assisted by his or her hand, a human instrument

greatly respected in Montessori theory.

Montessori lends

^Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind trans
Claude A Claremont (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
,

1967), p.

20.

^Ibid.

,

p

.

24.

,

.
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description: "The human hand, so delicate
and so complicated, not only allows the mind to
reveal itself but it
enables the whole being to enter into
special relationship
with its environment."^

Montessori's theory of cognitive development
puts
much trust in the child's will to learn.
After observing
children repeating a single exercise over twenty
times,

Montessori observes: "That which moves the child
to this

manifestation of activity is evidently a primitive
internal
impulse, almost a vague sense of spiritual hunger;
and it
is the impulse to satisfy this hunger which then
actually

directs the consciousness of the child to the determined

object and leads it gradually to a primordial, but complex
^spss^ted exercise of the intelligence in comparing,

judging, deciding upon an act, and correcting an error.

And finally, in this context of the child's continuous
to learn, Montessori explains

:

"To have learned some-

thing is for the child only a point of departure."^

Turning now to the cognitive development of young
children in Montessori theory's first period of mental
^Maria Montessori, The Secret of Childhood trans
Joseph Costelloe (Notre Dame Indiana Fides Publishers,
,

M.

,

Inc.,

1966), p.

:

100.

2

Maria Montessori, Spontaneous Activity in Educa tion, trans. Florence Simmonds (New York: Schocken Books

T^),
Anne

E.

p.

153.

^Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method
George (New York: Schocken Books 1964)
,

,

,

trans.
p.

367.
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growth, Montessori informs us that "the child
can absorb

much more instruction, much more culture, at an
early age
than later.
Montessori educator, Margaret Homfray

tells

us,

that in acknowledgement of this, traditional
Montessori

schools have several instructresses, each of whom
speaks a

different language to the children at all times of con-

versing with them.

In such a Montessori learning environ-

ment, a young child can absorb as many as four languages
at the same time.^

It needs be noted, however,

that

Montessori theory also holds that during the developmental
period between the ages of three and five years, the young
child may learn to utilize words

,

the meanings of which

she or he may not understand.^

Montessori speaks of the young child as having a

memory that functions differently from the memory of the
older child.

In her first Children’s House, Montessori

dictated long words to children, upon which the children

reproduced the words phonetically with the moveable alphabet curriculum materials created by Montessori.

From this

^Maria Montessori, Reconstruction in Education
India: The Theosophical Publishing House,

(Aday, Madras,
1942), p. 8.
2

Lecture with Margaret Homfray, Allan Hancock
College, Santa Maria, California, 25 April 1979.
3

Maria Montessori, The Discovery of the Child:
Revised and Enlarged Edition of the Montessori Method,
trans Mary A. J onns tone (Aday Madras India Kalakshetra
Publications, 1948), p. 324.
.

,

,

:

.
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activity, Montessori surmised that the young child's
mind
has a capacity to "sculpture images."

That is, each dic-

tated "word, the sounds that compose it and their
correct

succession remained complete" in the child's mind.^

Such

impressioning of the young child's mind accounts for the
importance of clear cognitive input in Montessori 's theory.

Worded a little differently, Montessori writes of
the same dictation incident and ensuing surmisal of the

young child's mind: "Evidently the word, in all its details,
was sculptured in his memory.

...

It created a kind of

vision in the mind, and the child reproduced this clear
and fixed vision with certainty."^

Entering the second Montessori period of mental
development, the six year old child "no longer is receptive,

absorbing impressions with ease, but wants to understand
for himself."^

Montessori further explains that, in the

six year old child, "an inner change has taken place, but

nature is quite logical in arousing now in the child not
only a hunger for knowledge and understanding, but a claim
^Maria Montessori, The Formation of Man trans
A.M. Joosten (Adyar, Madras^ India The Theosophical Publishing House, 1955), p. 36.
,

:

2

Maria Montessori, Childhood Education
Henry Regnery Company, 1974)
(Chicago:
Joosten

,

trans. A.M.

,

p.

36.

^Maria Montessori, To Educate the Human Potential
no trans. (Adyar, Madras, India Kalakshetra Publications,
,

:

1948), p.

5.

.
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to mental independence."^

This independence of thought

P^®P3.res the child for learning to deal with the abstract.

Of the seven year old child, Montessori cognitive
theory says that "he has become a strong being, a being who
is entering into a new world,

the world of the abstract."^

Montessori theory further contends that between the ages
of seven and twelve, the child has a new awareness of cause

and effect and that she or he learns through the power of

abstracting by utilizing her or his imagination.^

When Montessori theory speaks of "imagination" in
the context of learning theory, it is important to under-

stand that it is not referring to the definition of "imagi-

nation" which includes any measure of fantasy.

definition is most concrete.

Rather, the

Simply defined by Montessori

educator Margaret Homfray, "Imagination is the power to
see what is not before your eyes."^

Speaking again of the cognitive development of the
seven to twelve year old child, Montessori explains that
this aged child learns to become exposed to the concept of

^Ibid.

,

p

.

6

O

"^Maria Montessori,

trans

.

From Childhood to Adolescence
Schocken Books 1973) pT

A.M. Joosten (New York
^Ibid.

,

p.

:

,

,

39.

^Lecture with Margaret Homfray, Allan Hancock
College, Santa Maria, California, 22 September 1979.

,

23.
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any given whole by carefully tuning into
those aspects of
that whole made available to him or her.
Then, by creating

missing links to that whole through the power
of his or
her imagination, the child abstracts an integration

of that

which has been seen and that which has not been seen,
to
construct an image of that whole in his or her mind.^
Because the child's power of abstraction through

imagination is so strong in this second period of mental
growth, Montessori suggests that the child be offered ample

opportunity for balance through exposure to physical as
well as mental activity, lest the child's thoughts "have
the tendency to lose themselves in abstraction by reasoning

without end."^

Montessori offers an overview description of the
second period child aged six to twelve years: "Mentally,
he is in a state of health, strength and assured sta-

bility

.

In closure, Margaret Homfray speaks for Montessori

cognitive theory: "Children are thirsty to understand the

whole world.
^Maria Montessori, From Childhood to Adolescence,
p.

39.

^Ibid.

,

p.

24.

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind

,

p.

19.

^Lecture with Margaret Homfray, Los Verdes
Montessori School, San Luis Obispo, California, 6 May 1980.

.

.
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^dolf Steiner's Theory

of Spiritual Development:

The author utilized relevant
portions of Rudolf
Steiner’s developmental theory as a
mediation between the
study of children's responses to
the children’s book and
revealed aspects of their stages of
spiritual development.
As was stated in the Introduction,
the author’s research
sources for the developmental theory of
Rudolf Steiner

include Steiner’s own works on development
and education,
works by Steiner developmentalists and educators,
as well
as occasional periodical articles and
lectures on Steiner

theory
Basic to Steiner theory is a belief that children
(as well as all human beings)

®P^^^bs

,

are embodiments of "human

sharing the life and evolution of an essentially

spiritual universe- -a universe out of which the world of

matter had evolved.’’^

Believing that human life in

physical form upon the earth is a manner by which the

human spirit evolves, Steiner perceives the process of
growth and development in the child as bearing testimony
to this evolution as well as to "the spirit's progressive

mastery over its instrument,"

o

the human body.

Child growth is a twofold process.

As the child

grows and develops physically, so also does he or she
^Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art, p.

^Ibid

.

,

p

.

6

5.

.

.

.

.
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develop his or her inner or spiritual
nature.

Steiner

theory states "that the visible, physical
development of
the child runs parallel with his invisible,
inner development, and is wholly and intimately connected
with it."^
As the child’s body grows and develops, there,
so

also is the child awakening to the potentials of
her or
his consciousness.
This process of formation occurs in

rhythms of approximately seven year cycles and is called
by Steiner the process of "awakeness

Steiner theory sees human growth and expression of
to be seated in the three capacities of willing,

feeling and thinking.

^

During the first seven year cycle

of childhood, the foundation is laid for a strong will.^
The physical basis for the power of willing is found in the

system of movement which is manifested externally by the
child's movement of his or her limbs.

This explains a

^

young child's seeming need for continual movement.
In the second seven year cycle of childhood,

^Waldorf School Association of Ontario, Inc.,
Waldorf Education for Tomorrow (Thornhill: Waldorf School
Association of Ontario, 1970) p 9
,

.

2

A.C. Harwood, The Way of a Child (London: Rudolf
Steiner Press, 1967), ppT 24-5

^Ibid.

,

p.

24.

4

Rudolf Steiner, The Education of the Child (London
Rudolf Steiner Press, 1927) p7 43
,

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

15.

.

.
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Steiner's theory perceives the child's center
of consciousness as moving away from the limbs to the chest
area,

including the hearts and lungs

.

Drawing from and develop-

ing the centers of feeling, the child enters
"a stage of

unparalleled artistic imagination."^
then,

In middle childhood,

the child tests and tries his or her emotions as he

or she encounters relationships with others.
The true birth of thinking takes place in the third

seven year cycle of development, occuring at the onset or

within the trusts of puberty.

Steiner explains that "the

ascending stream of consciousness has reached as far as
the head.

Then is the true beginning of intellectual

thought
Of the three seven year developmental cycles in

Steiner spiritual theory, the first and second shall be

reviewed here.
Steiner's theory holds that in the first seven

year cycle of childhood, the child is still so closely in
touch with her or his spiritual origins that "the child is
in fact asleep and deeply dreaming

.

.

.

and all his

conscious experience is bound up with the system of

^Stephen Davis, "The Life and Times of Rudolf
Steiner, Part 2: Waldorf Education," New Age March 1978,
,

p

.

56

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

33.

,

.

.

.
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movement
As said above,

the spiritual directive in early

childhood is with the power of willing.

As such, it is

supposed by Steiner's theory that the child's learning to

walk and to speak are not only related to learning through
movement, but are supreme manifestations of human will
.

.

activity.

2

Steiner developmentalist Albert Harwood tells

us that the child's inner force behind these two accom-

plishments of walking and speaking comes "from those divine

universal powers which have formed his body and given it
life, with which his sleeping consciousness is still in

communion.

With the above belief system comes such descriptions as Harwood's likening the child learning to speak,

stretching out his hand and naming each

to Biblical Adam,

of the creatures of the earth, as if for the first time.^
As if in preparation for arousal from the con-

sciousness sleep of the early years of childhood, the child
of about five "now begins to ask those philosophising

^Harwood, The Way of a Child, p. 25.

^Rudolf Steiner, Lectures to Teachers (London:
Anthroposophical Publishing Company, 192!^), p. 41.
^A.C. Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood
45
p
(London: Hodder and Stroughton, 1958)
‘^Ibid.

,

p

.

50

.

,
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questions which he may spend the rest of his life
answering.
.

.

.

’Who made God?'"^

The six year old child feels a

universal kinship with nature.

"It is as if the world

speaks to him," say Steiner educator Marjorie Spock.^

Steiner

theory calls the second seven year cycle

s

of spiritual growth in childhood "the descent into matter,"
the descent by which children are brought from "their still

spiritual consciousness to an understanding of the material
earth.

If

3

Early childhood’s sleeping consciousness is

coming to an end.
The child discovers the earth, yet is still a part
of a universal wholeness, which continues to link the child

with nature.

Not until the age of nine or ten does the

child really learn to distinguish himself from his environ-

ment," explains Steiner.^
says,

Worded another way, Steiner

"World and child, child and world are all one before

the tenth year."^

Steiner then explains that, with the coming of the
tenth year, comes also an attitudinal change from which
^Ibid.

,

p

.

54.

o

Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

,

31.

57.

p.

^Rudolf Steiner, The Kingdom of Childhood: Seven
Lectures and Answers to Questions trans Helen Fox
p. 44.
(London: Rudolf Steiner Press, r9’64)
.

,

,

^Steiner, Lectures to Teachers

p.

54.

.
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the child becomes more and more a self-contained being upon
the earth. ^

Steiner developmentalist Eva Frommer adds,

"The first direct experience of his own self arises in the

child during the tenth year, a first sensation of aloneness
of potential loneliness in the real world.

.

Put into

simple words by Spock, "Inner and outer worlds are now

distinct in the child.
The child comes into a stronger and more definite

relationship with the outer world around the twelfth year,
says Steiner.

Thus, comes for the child, a newfound

grasping of "social" and "moral impulses,"^ sometimes
resulting in the child's mind becoming "a little critical."^
Such might explain many a preadolescent's attitude toward
life.

More generally now, during the childhood years

between the ages of seven and fourteen, "the age of dreaming is passing, and a new age that will one day culminate
in the attainment of full waking consciousness begins to

dawn."^

That full awakening is the birth of intellectual
^Ibid.

^Eva A. Frommer, Voyage Through Childhood into the
Adult World: A Description of Child Development (Oxford:
Pergamon Press, 1969) p"! 64
,

^Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art

^Steiner, Lectures to Teachers

,

,

p.

p.

61.

94.

^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood
^Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art

,

p.

50.

,

p.

122.

.
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thought denoted by the third cycle of growth in Steiner
theory.

Until such awakening and as stated above, the

second seven year cycle of growth in Steiner childhood
theory

,

has as spiritual directive the development of the

centers of feeling.

As Harwood says, "For the child in

the middle period of childhood,

almost meaningless.

.

.

.

life without feelings is

How quick are they to feel

sympathy with a lonely tree, a dying plant, a hurt animal;

how readily they seize upon any peculiarity which gives
the smallest excuse for laughter."^

Frommer notes that this cycle of childhood is

marked by great strides in language development, due in
part to the child's use of words to express newfelt feelO

ings and embrace new kinds of relationships

Bringing closure to this review of the first two
spiritual cycles of childhood in Steiner developmental
theory, Harwood explains that when a child asks, "Where

did

I

come from?" she or he is not wishing a lesson on the

facts of life.

Rather,

the child's question manifests the

child's need to be assured of her or his linkage with

spiritual worlds.
^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

^Frommer, Voyage Through Childhood
^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

,

91.

pp.

,

p.

55-7.

75.

.
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In conclusion,

the author has prasented four

studies linking the fields of children's literature
and

child development.

Additionally, the author has given

reviews of the three developmentalists

'

theories which

she utilized to interpret the Halcyon children's responses
to the children's book:

Erik Erikson for the children's

emotional development discernment, Maria Montessori for
the children's cognitive development discernment and

Rudolf Steiner for the children's spiritual development
discernment

CHAPTER

V

THE FINDINGS
Findings shall be presented in the three
following

chapter divisions: Early Childhood, Middle Childhood
and
Preadolescence.

Within each division, the author shall

focus on aspects of Halcyon children’s affective,
cognitive

and spiritual development, revealed through the children's

responses to the story. Family on the Road

.

As stated in the Method Chapter, the author gathered

children who lived in or were visiting the small California

community of Halcyon.

The only age requirement was that the

children were between the ages of four and eleven.

Conse-

quently, the children were not divided evenly among early,

middle and preadolescent childhood groupings.

An unequal

representation of the three childhood groupings shall be
apparent in the numbers of response examples which are pre-

sented in each of the three finding divisions.
The crux of the study's findings will be presented
in the Middle Childhood Division,

as ten of the fourteen

Halcyon children contributed responses to that division's
findings.

The Middle Childhood Division is the most richly

exampled, and therefore, the division offering the most

credence to the study's focus of interpreting aspects of

102
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children's developmental stages through
the children's responses to literature.
The author looked to the study's three
developmental

theories in determining which childhood ages
would denote
each of the three chapter divisions.
Erikson's Stage of
Industry is marked by a child's beginning school.

Erikson

refers to the child's exposure to "the three R's,"^
so the

author assumes that Erikson is referring to the six-yearold child of first grade.

Erikson does not use the termin-

ology of this chapter's divisions, but the author makes the

assumption that Erikson's Stage of Industry marks what this
study refers to as "middle childhood." Therefore, children

younger than the six-year-old Stage of Industry child, would
be considered representative of early childhood.

Similarly, Montessori's second major sensitive

period of cognitive development begins at six years of age

.

Again, Montessori does not use the same terminology, yet the

author assumes the second major period to mark the transition
from early to middle childhood.

Finally, Steiner's second

cycle of development begins at "the seventh year." 3

The

author assumes those children under seven to be representative of early childhood.
^Erikson,
2

With Erikson, Montessori and

Childhood and Society, p. 258.

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind,

p.

19.

^Steiner, The Education of the Child,

p.

25.
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Steiner's developmental divisions as
guides, the author
chose to approximate the years between
four and seven to be
those ages of Halcyon children
representing the Early Childhood Divisions of findings. The Middle
Childhood Division
includes Halcyon children aged seven to
eleven years.
The age division between middle childhood
and preadolescence was discerned less clearly. For
example,

Erikson's Stage of Identity is marked by the onset
of "puberty and adolescence."^ Montessori's third major
sensitive

period of cognitive growth begins at twelve years of
age.^
"With the age of puberty," the child enters Steiner's
third

cycle of development.-^

The impression left was that pre-

^dolescent findings would be those responses of Halcyon

children which marked an apparent change in attitude or
thought which hearkened to the attitudes and thoughts de-

scribed by the three developmentalist s in their later

developmental periods.

In this study,

the two children

contributing such responses to the findings were aged ten
and eleven.
The author allowed overlapping of the age divisions
in her presentation of the findings.

Children clearly in

one period of development, on occasion responded such to
^Erikson,
2

"Identity and the Life Cycle,"

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind

,

p.

p.

20.

Steiner, The Education of the Child, p. 47.

89.

.
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represent another period of development.

For example, both

children whose responses were presented
as representing
preadolescence, also contributed greatly to
the middle
childhood response findings
Early Childhood (Ages Four to Seven)

Affective Development
The theory of Erikson will be used to help
clarify
the Halcyon children's emotional, or affective,
responses
to the literature.

According to Erikson, four-year-old

Jason's opening responses during the first storyhour session
seem to reveal Jason's growing competence, characteristic
of
the Stage of Initiative.

To the first study question posed

by the author, Jason is the first of the Halcyon children to
respond.

"Yeah, yeah," he cries.

"Yeah, yeah."^

Erikson says that the Initiative Stage child's new

locomotive and mental powers give the child
of competence.
ous ."

a

growing sense

"His learning now is intrusive and vigor-

With his "yeah, yeah's," Jason seems confident as

he reveals having learned quickly and vigorously the study's

expectation of responding to the literature.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, author's
home. Halcyon, California, 28 July 1980.
The reader is asked to refer to Appendix B for transcripts of the Halcyon children's responses to the above and
other questions utilized by the author in the findings.
2

Erikson,

"Identity and the Life Cycle,"

p.

76.
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It seems to the author that Jason is characterizing

what Erikson terms "a sense of unbroken initiative.”^
in the same first session,

Later

the author asks if the children

think that character Yianni made it rain.

Jason responds,

"Yeah,” even though there is a chorus of children responding,

"no.”

Still later in the same session, Jason's re-

sponse seems to represent healthy early childhood initiative.

The question concerns character Mark's feeling that it is
unjust that he is not allowed to have a buffalo in the

family truckhome, whereas his brother is allowed a pet rabbit.

Here again, Jason is the first child to respond

verbally.

Though several of the Halcyon children are laugh-

ing at the question, Jason responds by asking,

why is that?

"Well, then,

Why is that?”^

The author feels that Jason's question illustrates

Erikson 's description of the Initiative Stage child in relationship to language and understanding.

Erikson says that

"his sense of language becomes perfected to the point where

he understands and can ask about many things just enough to

misunderstand them thoroughly.”^
^Ibid.

,

p

.

From his questioning

75

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Ibid.

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle,”

p.

76.

.
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response, it seems that Jason misunderstands the buffalo
issue

Later in the same discussion, Jason adds further

seeming misunderstanding.

One Halcyon child has posed that

perhaps the buffalo is too ugly for the truckhome.

There

has been no mention of a fish whatsoever, and yet Jason's

response it, "Too ugly for the fish."^
Erikson explains another affective aspect of the

Initiative Stage child.
a person,

^

"Being firmly convinced that he

the child must now find out what kind of a person

he is going to be."

2

Within this context, five-year-old

3
Arrow represents an emulation of "ideal prototypes," char-

acteristic of the Initiative Stage child.
Most of his life prior to the storyhour sessions.

Arrow had known and admired magician Yianni, upon whom the
story character, Yianni, is based.

(The author can so

attest because she has personally witnessed Arrow's admiration of Yianni.)

When a question is asked about character

Yianni 's perception that everyone around him is changing,
most of the responding children disagree with Yianni
ception.

Not Arrow.

's

per-

Like Jason, Arrow affirms his position

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 74.
^Erikson, Childhood and Society, p. 258.

.
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with a hearty, "Yeah."^

The author feels that it is as if

Yianni has to be correct, in Arrow's estimation.

A perhaps stronger example of emulation is Arrow's
response to the question concerning Yianni
ready the truckhome for travel.
pass judgment on Yianni

's

's

not helping

Other responding children

failure to participate.

Arrow

replies with what the author assumes to be the logic of a

child admiring a magician.

Yianni does not help, "'Cause

Yianni is doing his tricks." 2
The author feels that it may be that Arrow himself
dreams of becoming a magician like Yianni.

After all,

Erikson continues his statement about the child finding out
what kind of person he or she shall become, by saying, "And
3
here he hitches his wagon to nothing less than a star."

Erikson says that early childhood's Initiative Stage
child "gradually enters into the infantile politics of

nursery school, street corner and barnyard."^
adds community storyhour to Erikson

's

listing.

The author
By their

eager responses during the Halcyon storyhour sessions, both

Jason and Arrow illustrate Erikson

's

theory that, at the

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, author's
home. Halcyon, California, 30 July 1980.
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 74.
^Ibid.

,

p

.

76
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Stage of Initiative, "the child is at no time
more ready
.

.

.

to become bigger in the sense of sharing
obligation

and performance than during this period of his development."^
The impression left is that Jason and Arrow's re-

sponses to the literature have revealed aspects of their

early childhood Stage of Initiative, as explained by
®

theory.

Jason seemed to demonstrate his growing

sense of competence by eager and forthright responses to

questions posed by the author.

Arrow seemed to demonstrate

the emulation of a prototype in his responses to questions

concerning magician, character Yianni.

Finally, both chil-

dren seemed to demonstrate widening their community circle

and apt performance within this circle by virtue of their

active participation in the Halcyon storyhour sessions.
Cognitive Development
The theory of Montessori will be used to clarify
the younger Halcyon children's cognitive responses to the

literature.

According to Montessori, the young child "ab-

sorbs images to assist the inner development of his rea-

son."

Emphasizing how impressionable is the young child's

mind, Montessori explains that these images are

^Erikson, Childhood and Society

,

p.

"

sculptured

258.

Montessori, The Secret of Childhood, p. 77.
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in his memory."^

The child absorbs "sculptured" images,

then, and utilizes them to reason questions with which he

or she is faced.

The Halcyon children are discussing a question

which 's problem

is

why story character Mark

to have a buffalo in the family truckhome

.

is not

allowed

Four-year-old

Jason seems to be using sculptured images to assist his

reasoning process.

Even though Jason's first response was

to question why the buffalo was not allowed to live in the

truckhome, it is as if Jason later utilizes absorbs images

within his mind of a buffalo and a truckhome and then offers
a reasoned response,

as described by Montessori's theory.

"The buffalo would mess their house up," responds Jason.

2

Five-year-old Arrow appears to reason similarly to
the buffalo question.

Either during the story reading or

from his environment, like Jason, it appears to the author
that Arrow has absorbed images of a buffalo and a truckhome

which portray some measure of size in Arrow's mind.

The

author feels that Arrow reasons from these images that the

buffalo cannot live in the truckhome because "he's too

big."^
^Montessori, Childhood Education

,

p.

36.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
19 80.

^Ibid.

Ill

A new eight, Keisha seems to give another
example of
solving a question’s problem through using
absorbed mental
images as relate to size.
The question to the Halcyon
children concerns why story character, Chloe,
believes that
her truckhome will take the ocean with them as
the story
family travels.
It would seem from Keisha 's response
that

Keisha has absorbed images of both the truckhome and
the
ocean as being large.

Keisha responds to Chloe 's logic by

agreeing that the truckhome would carry the ocean "because
the truck's so big."^

Montessori says that
.

.

.

a

child’s "reasoning process,

gains strength at the expense of the images it re-

ceives from its surroundings."

Jason and Keisha respond

to the storyhour sessions seeming to reveal aspects of

their imaging from their surroundings and using these images
to assist their answering of posed questions.

Interestingly,

though posed during different sessions, both response examples to be given here, relate to questions concerning the
use of the term "karma."

Jason’s response follows the author’s asking the

children what they think was meant in the story when the
father told the children that the truck ran on karma as

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
2

Montessori, The Secret of Childhood,

p.

76.
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well as on gas.

Jason is the only Halcyon child who re-

sponds to this particular question.

As if utilizing his

absorbed images of traveling vehicles, gleaned from
his
surroundings, Jason responds simply, "Cars can't talk."^

Keisha responds to the author's asking the children
what Carrie means when she explains that the truck has

good karma.

a

Like Jason's response above, Keisha 's response

seems to bypass the focus of "karma" to focus upon an

imaged reality about traveling vehicles, again, assumingly

gleaned from Keisha 's surroundings.
truckhome, "It goes."

Keisha responds of the

2

At about six years of age, Montessori says that the

child accepts absorbed impressions with less ease as he or
she is no "longer content with accepting mere facts.

At

five years, eleven months, Mary is close to six years of
age.

The storyhour question conems a dream which Chloe

affirms to be reality.

The Halcyon children are recalling

the dream verbally and Mary responds,

"And it was Pooch.

The discussion then centers on whether or not Chloe, in her

dream state, actually saw the rabbit. Pooch.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
o

''^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

home. Halcyon, California,

1

author's

August 1980.

^Montessori, To Educate the Human Potential

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,
1980.

1

,

p.

5.

August
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Mary's later response to the dream question seems
to reflect her not wishing to accept facts offered by Connie

and Christy who state that Chloe was imaging that she saw

Pooch and that Chloe saw Pooch in her mind.

Montessori con-

tinues description of the six-year-old child by saying that
the child has a "claim to mental independence."^

It appears

to the author that Mary believes that Chloe actually saw the

rabbit Pooch, even though she was in a dream state.

Mary

stands firm her mental ground, even as the older Halcyon

children continue to disagree with her.

As if to demonstrate

the mental independence described by Montessori, Mary re-

sponds with a definitiveness.

"She really sees Pooch."

2

The author has presented examples of Jason, Arrow,

Keisha and Mary responding to the literature and seeming to
reveal aspects of their early childhood cognitive development, as explained by Montessori

's

theory.

Jason and Arrow

appeared to demonstrate their reasoning process through
sculptured images as they responded to a question concerning
a buffalo living in the truckhome.

Keisha appeared to dem-

onstrate the same reasoning process as she responded to a
question about the truckhome carrying the ocean.

Keisha and

Jason relied on images from their surroundings to respond to
^Montessori, To Educate the Human Potential

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

,

p.

6.

August

1980.

\
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questions about the truckhome's characteristics.

Finally,

Mary seemed to assert her mental independence as she responded to a question concerning Chloe's dream.
Spiritual Development
The theory of Steiner will be used to clarify the

younger Halcyon children's responses to the literature.
Steiner states that "several faculties of the Soul--Thinking,

Feeling and Willing," mark the spiritual directives of

the three cycles of growth from childhood into man or woman-

hood.^

Speaking of early childhood more specifically,

Steiner says that "during the first seven years of childhood,
the foundation is laid for the development of a strong and

healthy Will

.

When a question is asked as to whether or not character, magician Yianni made it rain, the question is met

with a chorus of "no's" from many of the Halcyon children.
Not from Jason.

Jason repatterns his own response mode of

"yeah," this time the more noticeably, due to the fact that
m3
Jason's "yeah," is following after many responses of "no."

The author feels that Jason's early childhood will development is well affirmed by his "yeah" responses.
^Steiner, The Education of the Child

,

p.

43.

^Ibid.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
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Mary's firm response to the question concerning
Chloe's dream seems to affirm her healthy early childhood

will development, as well as her mental independence, as
shown.

Mary's response to the dream question may exemplify

another aspect of Mary's spiritual development, as defined

by Steiner.
Steiner's theory contends that the child before
seven years of age is still in touch with her or his spiritual development, as defined by Steiner.

Steiner's theory contends that the child before
seven years of age
itual origins.

dreaming."^

is'

still in touch with her or his spir-

"The child is in fact asleep and deeply

The author believes it is possible that Mary's

contention that Chloe is actually seeing the rabbit Pooch

may reflect an identification with Chloe's dream state because,

in essence, Mary is in a dream state herself, accord-

ing to Steiner theory.

Another aspect of this spiritual dream state theory

may be reflected through a response made by Arrow as he responds to the same question concerning Chloe's dream.

Steiner developmentalist Frommer explains that because the
child begins her or his life in the spiritual state of sleep,

through the gradual emergence into a waking consciousness
(which comes in later* childhood)

,

the young child needs

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

25.

\

.

.
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"continual reinforcement of existence."^

Arrow does not

agree with Mary's appraisal that Chloe actually saw the
rabbit Pooch.

It may be that Arrow seeks reinforcement of

his existence on the physical plane, and as such, places
Chloe

'

s

dream in the past tense when he responds to it,

clarifying the dream state as being separate from physical
reality.

responds

"Emily.

Emily.

I

think she had a dream," Arrow

2

Arrow and Michelle offer responses which the author
interprets to be examples of spiritual development mani-

fested through rhythmical language.

Harwood explains that

the rhythmic system of the young child is imderdeveloped

3

Consequently, part of early childhood's spiritual will

attainment includes practicing and bringing into control
the rhythms of body and speech.

The author introduces the question of Chloe

's

dream

by recalling that it occurred after the night the children

discovered that they had the chicken pocks.

Arrow inter-

prets the author and chants, "chicken pops.

Chicken pops.

(Chloe had used the term "chicken pops" in the portion of
^Frommer, Voyage Through Childhood

,

p.

37.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

August

1

August

1980.

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

22.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,
1980.
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the story the author had just read; Steiner
explains that
"the child is a perfect mimic.
Later, the author's

question refers to the sound of a clock in the
truckhome.
Before she has even mentioned the clock per se, Michelle
interupts by responding, "tick, clock.

Tick, clock.

The author feels that Arrow and Michelle's responses reveal
a

rhythmical sense of speech, well attained.
It has been shown

how Jason, Mary, Arrow and

Michelle's responses to the literature have seemed to reveal aspects of their early childhood spiritual development,
as explained by Steiner's theory.

Jason and Mary seemed to

demonstrate strong will development by holding firm to their
response convictions.

Mary seemed to reveal a possible

identification with a spiritual dream state, whereas Arrow

appeared to the author to demonstrate
his presence on the physical plane.

a

need to acknowledge

Finally, Arrow and

Michelle seemed to demonstrate through rhythmical responses
a well attained sense of rhythmical speech.

Middle Childhood (Ages Seven to Eleven)
A Steiner developmentalist calls the middle child-

hood years the heart of childhood."

3

^Steiner, Lectures to Teachers
2

The author calls this

,

p.

42.

Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

August

1980.

^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

,

p.

71.
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chapter division the heart of the findings.

Ten of the

fourteen Halcyon children contributed responses representing

middle childhood development.

Therefore, this division is

the largest and best exampled of the chapter's three finding divisions.

Affective (and Moral) Development
The theory of Erikson will be used to help clarify
the Halcyon children's affective and moral responses to the

literature.

Speaking of healthy affective development with-

in the childhood span between six years of age and puberty,

Erikson refers to characteristics of his Stage of Industry
Not surprisingly, this stage's focus is upon the child's

industrious behavior, the ensuing inner satisfaction with
such behavior and the recognition the child and his or her

behavior receives from others.

All of these are tools to-

ward building a strong sense of ego in the child.

During

^

the second storyhour session of the study, ten-year-old

Riche exemplifies healthy characteristics of Erikson

's

Stage of Industry.
In Chapter

2

of Family on the Road

,

character Mark

beheld the turbulent ocean and decreed that Poseidon must
be angry.

While the author is reading Chapter

2

Halcyon children, it seems to her that Piche has
^Erikson, Childhood and Society, p. 258

to the
a

strong

.
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desire to express himself.

Honoring this surmised desire,

the author ceases to read, upon which Riche offers to the

group a -great many detailed descriptions of Poseidon and

Greek mythology in general.

Later in the same session, the

author asks the Halcyon children a question in reference to

Mark and Poseidon.

Again, Riche shares his knowledge, this

time not hesitating to complete the author's sentences as
she gives a brief description of Zeus and his hurling

thunderbolts.^

Erikson clearly stresses that school orient-

ed learning is the greatest industry task for this culture's

Industry Stage child.

In his eagerness to respond to the

literature, the author feels that Riche reveals a satisfac-

tion with his mythological knowledge, which the author
assiomes was gleaned through reading or some other academic

learning process.

Erikson states that one way in which the Stage of

Industry manifests itself is while children "are doing things
beside and with others."

3

The very fact that the ten

middle childhood Halcyon children are sitting on the floor
in a circle and participating together during three story-

hour sessions, seems to the author a manifestation of

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.

^Erikson, Childhood and Society
^Ibid., p. 258.

,

p.

258.
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of Erikson

*

s

theory, as stated above.

Generating his enthusiasm for knowledge of Greek
mythology, Riche has appeared to the author to demonstrate
the Stage of Industry's focus upon the middle childhood task
of school oriented learning.

The entire group of children

have equally appeared to exemplify Erikson theory of the

Stage of Industry by their very participation together in the

storyhour sessions.
Steiner's theory of spiritual development views the

development of feelings as the spiritual directive for the

middle years of childhood.^

Therefore, Steiner's theory

illuminates aspects of children's affective development as

well as does the theory of Erikson.

For further perspec-

tives on middle childhood affective development, then, the

author refers the reader to the findings related to Steiner's

theory of spiritual development, given in this chapter division,

following the findings related to Montessori's theory

of cognitive development.
As was explained in the Method Chapter, the author

used portions of Erikson

's

theory to help clarify those re-

sponses from the Halcyon children which reflected aspects of

their moral development.

Erikson explains that overcoming

the inner conflict of guilt in childhood is a major role in
a child's

moral development and may be demonstrated by

^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

,

p.

a

75.
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"resulting self-righteousness" in the child.

Both Connie

^

end Keisha respond that Yianni is "lazy,** to a question
that concerns Yianni

*s

truckhome for travel.

not helping to ready the story

2

Deeming another child

**lazy**

*s

appears

to the author as bearing a self-righteous note.
As a child deals with his or her own inner guilt,

the child may become progressively interested in detecting
the misdeeds of others as well as making certain that these

detected misdeeds are made known.

Christy gives the author

the impression that she is tuning in right away to the

question concerning why the boy in the story wanted to see
Eugenia *s math book when Eugenia told him that she went to
school in the truckhome.

**He

wanted to see if she was lying

or something,** Christy responds.

Similarly, Harmony ap-

pears to tune into character Mark when it was he who made

known that his brother Yianni was not helping.

Harmony re-

sponds that **they wanted to find out and tell on each
other.

**^

Connie, Keisha, Christy and Harmony all seemed to

^Erikson, Childhood and Society

,

p.

257.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

August

1980.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
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the author to be demonstrating healthy moral development;
for Erikson states that a child's inner guilt and the en-

suing behaviors which it directs in the child, mark "the

cornerstone of morality in the individual sense.
Cognitive Development
The theory of Montessori will be used to clarify the

Halcyon children's cognitive responses to the literature.

According to Montessori, the middle childhood child "has
become a strong being, a being who is entering into a new
world, the world of the abstract." 2

Montessori explains

that this aged child reasons a mental problem by first ab-

sorbing into his or her mind, images of those elements of
the problem made available to him or her.

This first step

is similar to the reasoning process described by Montessori

in relationship to early childhood cognitive development.

The older child has the added mental tool of imagination.

"Imagination is the great power of this age," says

Montessori 's definition of "imagination" is

Montessori."^

"Imagina-

quite concrete, devoid of any measure of fantasy.

tion is the power to see what is not before your eyes,"

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 80.

^Montessori, From Childhood to Adolescence
^Ibid

.

,

p

.

37

.

,

p.

23.

s
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says Homfray.^

Montessori continues, by explaining that the

child learns through his or her imagination "by abstracting
that which he cannot see or experience."^

So,

with the

power of his or her imagination, the child's mind abstractly creates those elements of a given problem that are not

made available to him or her.

Finally, the child integrates

given and abstracted elements of the problem, and thus,
creates his or her solution to the problem.

Responding to the question related to the buffalo's
right to live in the story's truckhome as compared to the pet

rabbit's same right, Keisha responds twice to the author,
"Emily.

That's quite a difference."

The author assumes

that Keisha has absorbed at some time, images in her mind of
a rabbit and a

buffalo which relate in some measure to size.

From these absorbed images, Keisha seems to glean her sur-

misal of "quite a difference."
Keisha'

s

mental reasoning in relationship to the

buffalo question does not end here.

Keisha is eight years

old and appears to be developing her power of imagination,
as described by Montessori.

Through imagination, Keisha'

mind now seems to abstract further images of the buffalo
^Lecture with Margaret Homfray, 22 September 1979.
^Montessori, From Childhood to Adolescence

,

p.

39.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
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include his being a fat creature in need of water,

then seems to integrate absorbed and created images
to come up with her solution as to why the buffalo cannot

live in the truckhome
sponds.

.

"He's probably too fat," Keisha re-

Later she responds, "He needs water.

Leeann and Carrie's responses to another question
concerning Family on the Road appear to the author to be

revealing similar patterns of thought, which integrate absorbed images and imagination, as described by Montessori's
theory.

To the question of Yianni's meaning that he wished

he had a normal family, nine-year-old Leeann answers, "They

would have a backyard and they could play and stuff." 2
Leeann has appeared to absorb in her mind an image of a
truckhome that does not have

a

backyard, along with a con-

cept that a backyard is an important enough criterion of

"normal" to be focused upon.
to reason,

Leeann then further appears

that with a yard, the truckhome children "could

play and stuff."
As if utilizing her imagination to create a further

image that includes a house with a backyard, and then uti-

lizing her reasoning power to bring resolve to an earlier

mentioned crises in the story--that of Yianni's rabbit being
lost--ten-year-old Carrie's response adds to Leeann'

s,

^Ibid.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,
1980.

1

August
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They'd have a normal house and a backyard where the rabbit
couldn't get lost."^
The author asks the Halcyon children what they

think about Chloe

'

s

solution that the truckhome would carry

the ocean with the story's family as they travel.

The author

feels that Leeann and Christy's responses reveal their rea-

soning through images and imagination, as described by

Montessori's theory.

Both children question Chloe

's

concept.

It is as if no power of imagination can allow their minds to

abstract from their minds' absorbed images of the truckhome
and the ocean, the same solution as Chloe'

Christy re-

s.

sponds by asking rhetorically, "How would it take the ocean?"

Leeann responds by stating simply, "They can't carry it."

Montessori says that

a

2

child's "reasoning process,

which is natural and creative, grows gradually, like a living thing."

Through her progressional responses to the

question concerning Chloe

'

s

concept that the truckhome was

smaller when her family was in it at night, Keisha seems to

demonstrate the natural working plasticity of her middle

childhood mind.
Keisha 's first response to Chloe

'

s

concept is,

^Ibid.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.

^Montessori, The Secret of Childhood,

p.

76.
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"Uh huh.

Yeah.

The people make it littler."

As if re-

vealing a developing reasoning power,
Keisha immediately
asks. "Did they make it bigger?"
The author restates
Keisha
tions

's

question and other Halcyon children
offer explana-

.

Keisha listens with

a

the author assumes that Keisha

seeming intensity, by which
's

growing reasoning power is

working hard to assist her in understanding
the question of
trucksize, through the variously reasoned
solutions offered
by others.

By the time Carrie explains that, "it's
because

when all the people are in it. there’s not as
much space as
there is when they all get out," Keisha appears to
be ready
to bring resolve to her mental questioning and
respond,

"Yeah.

That's true."^

Montessori says that "the known establishes itself in
the child as a complex system of ideas, which system was

actively constructed by the child himself."^

When the

author asks the Halcyon children what Chloe meant in the
story when she affirmed that she didn't sleep, only her body
did, Michelle and Riche's responses give the impression of

reflecting each child's complex system of ideas.
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

Montessori, Spontaneous Activity in Education
p.

162.

,
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Michelle responds first.
eyes didn

down."^

t

"She means her head.

Her

fall asleep, but just her body was laying

It seems that Michelle appraises Chloe's
concept

through two complex ideas of her own, the second of which
is

supported by a premise idea.
to be that,

Michelle’s first idea appears

even though Chloe’s body was laying down, it

does not necessarily indicate that Chloe was asleep.

Michelle

second idea, to complete her system for appraisal,

s

appears to be that Chloe’s own explanation means that Chloe’s

head was not asleep.

Michelle seems to support that idea

by the idea that Chloe’s eyes didn’t fall asleep.

A complex

system indeed!
Riche’s response to the same concept of Chloe’s
seems to the author to reveal Riche’s created mental system

which centers on the development of a single complex idea.
Riche explains that Chloe was "dreaming.

She was asleep,

but her mind was awake because she remembers the dreams and

stuff,"

2

Unlike Michelle, Riche states clearly that Chloe

was asleep.

Riche apparently doesn’t separate body and

head as concisely as does Michelle.

Instead, Riche seems

to conceive a complex idea which separates out mind as an

independent agent in the sleeping process.

Riche’s idea of

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Ibid.
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mind in the sleep state seems to further define
mind as the
receiver of dreams.
In Riche’s thinking, it appears
that

to the extent that Chloe remembers dreams after
sleep, the

state of mind which received the dreams can be considered
to have been awake,

even during "sleep."

(The author under-

stands Montessori's respect for childhood.)

Jenny reveals a complex system of ideas more illusively,

in the author's view, than did Michelle and Riche.

Responding to the question of character Yianni’s belief that
everyone around him was changing, Jenny's response is, "He

used to be little, too."^

Assuming that Jenny's response is

in agreement with Yianni's perception, the author proposes

that Jenny's mind demonstrates two concepts of Montessori's

middle childhood cognitive theory.

First, Jenny's mind has

abstracted through imagination an image of character Yianni
as a younger child.

Then,

integrating the image of Yianni

as a young child with the juxtaposed image of Yianni as the

twelve-year-old character in the story, Jenny's mind creates
the abstract idea that change has taken place in Yianni.

Following Montessori theory and building a complex system
of ideas from that abstraction, Jenny creates a further idea

system which includes the fact that, not just Yianni, but
everyone in the story is changing.
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
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Speaking again of children in the middle
years of
childhood, Montessori explains that
sometimes in their expression of cognitive growth, these children
"begin in
confusion and then move on to the making of
distinctions
and, ultimately,

to creative activity."^

After a question

about Greek god Poseidon, the author asks
the Halcyon children what they think about gods living upon
a mountaintop.

Keisha's response that "they live up in heaven,"
seems to
indicate a confusion with concepts.

After Keisha responds. Riche is quick to affirm.
There

only one God."

s

Heisha thinks for a moment and then

agrees with Riche's distinction.

Keisha begins

.

"There's only one God,"

Then Keisha adds what seems to be her own

creative resolution,

"But He's everywhere."^

The author asks the Halcyon children what Yianni

meant when he said that dreams come from the subconscious.
The author chooses to bring closure to this section of cog-

nitive findings with Carrie's response to that question,
for it is to the author as if Carrie is defining Montessori

's

middle childhood concept of absorbed images and imagination.
"When you see things with your mind," Carrie responds.

^Montessori, The Secret of Childhood

,

p.

52.

2

Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July

3

Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1980.

1980.

1

August
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And so, the author has presented examples of Halcyon
children responding to the literature and seeming reveal
aspects of their cognitive development, as explained by

Montessori's theory.
Four Halcyon children appeared to the author to

demonstrate five examples of Montessori's concept of abstracting solutions from absorbed images and the power of
imagination.

Keisha began by seeming to bring resolve to

the issue of a buffalo living in the truckhome by abstracting

images of the buffalo through the power of her imagination.

Leeann and Carrie appeared to use their imagination to abstract definitions of character Yianni's concept of "nor-

mal."

By questioning Chloe's early childhood concept of the

truck carrying the ocean, Leeann and Carrie seemed to dem-

onstrate their middle childhood strength of abstraction.
The author felt that Keisha demonstrated Montessori's
concept that the reasoning process of a child as a growing
entity, by seeming to reveal her process of growing under-

standing of a concept related to the truckhome

's

actual size.

Three Halcyon children appeared to the author to demonstrate

Montessori's concept of a child's complex system of ideas.

Michelle and Riche did so by explaining Chloe's concept of
not sleeping, though her body did.

Jenny's complex system

of ideas concerned itself with Yianni

one around him was changing.

s

notion that every-

.
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Keisha seemed to demonstrate Montessori's
description of a child's cognitive process from confusion
to creative activity, as she responded to a question
concerning

Greek gods.

Finally, Carrie brought closure to the examples

with her response about seeing in the mind, which hearkened
to the author aspects of Montessori's theory of
cognitive

development
Spiritual Development
The theory of Steiner will be used to clarify the

Halcyon children's spiritual responses to the literature.
Steiner says that the feeling "faculties of the soul" are

awakened in the middle childhood."^

Since children are em-

bodiments of evolving souls, exercising their feelings in
all measure of their lives,

this period of childhood.

is the spiritual directive of

Harwood explains that "this life

of feeling, this soul life," so characterizes this aged

child's development, that feelings manifest themselves con-

tinuously through the child's thoughts and actions. 2
Steiner's theory stresses that the middle years of

childhood are those years when emotional balance is best
achieved.

Consequently, this aged children need to

^Steiner, The Education of the Child

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

pp.

,

pp

48-50.

.

43-4.

.
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experience their feelings and exercise their emotions.^

Middle childhood Halcyon children respond readily to the
feelings and emotions of the child characters depicted in

Family on the Road

,

as shall be shown.

Spock explains this

identification by saying that the child over six attributes
feeling attitudes to others, because this aged child "feels
so intensely himself."

2

The Halcyon children use the words "happy" and "bad"
on several occasions when responding to the story characters'

The author considers these to be feeling denoted

feelings.
words.

For example, when the author asks a question about

Mark's slipping on the grease at the truck stop, Michelle
affirms that Mark felt "bad."

When the author then asks

how Mark felt when he saw the trucker, Sam, looking down
at him.

Harmony responds, "Happy."

Finally, to the author's

question as to Mark's feelings when he saw Sam on the road,
there is a child chorus of "happy's" from the Halcyon

children

3

The Halcyon children give the author the impression
that they are responding from their centers of feeling in

^Waldorf, Waldorf Education for Tomorrow
^Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art

,

p.

,

p.

5.

31

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
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terms of identifying with friendship and sibling relationships which are portrayed in the story.

The author feels

that it seems clear to Jenny why Mark felt distressed when
he could not say goodbye to the trucker, Sam.

made friends," Jenny explains.^

"And they

Eugenia's sibling conflict

with her brothers has been described in the story reading,
prior to the author's asking the Halcyon children why

Eugenia liked Laura Ingalls Wilder so much.

As if tuning

into Eugenia's feelings of sibling conflict. Shannon responds, "Because she had sisters.

brothers."

Eugenia didn't.

She had

To another question which asks why Chloe

didn't listen to her brother Yianni's explanation. Harmony

explains Chloe

'

s

action with a feeling attitude.

she was mad at him," Harmony responds.

"Because

3

Harwood says that "for the child in the middle
period of childhood, life without feelings is almost meaningless."^

The concept of home seems to the author to bring

out feelings in Shannon when she responds to the question

which relates to Chloe 's concern that her truckhome is
lost.

Shannon explains for Chloe, "That was her home and
^Ibid.

Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
"^Harwood,

The Recovery of Man in Childhood

,

p.

75.

^
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she didn't want to stay away from it too long, like she

llhed that, for it to be her home."

Twelve responses later.

Shannon emphasizes her feelings for home again, as she
speaks for Chloe.
sponds Shannon

"Her home is where the truck is," re-

.

Other Halcyon children respond to the same question

with what the author considers to be feeling denoting
phrases.

"They were being mean to her," Carrie responds at

one point, in reference to Chloe
the truck," Keisha adds.

's

siblings.

"She missed

When the author asks of Chloe 's

not understanding that the truck is not lost, Christy and

Connie both respond from the feeling centers of empathy.
"'Cause she was smaller than all of them," Christy says.
"And she didn't know any better," Connie adds.

2

During the middle years of childhood, Harwood explains that children are brought from "their still spiritual
m3
consciousness to an understanding of the material earth."

This is a gradual process which lasts the full middle child-

hood period of development.

The author is intrigued by the

fact that both Harmony and Carrie respond to a question con-

cerning the literature children's grandmother who had died,
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.

^Ibid.

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

57.
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and yet refer to the grandmother in the present tense.

The

grandmother likes for the children to sing the songs,
Carrie explains, "because they're her songs."
"They make her happy.

Harmony adds,

The author proposes that a child

lingering in a "still spiritual consciousness" may not
discern so sharply the differences between a person's energy
who has left the earth and the energy of one who has not.

When the author asks if the children know what

Yianni meant when he said that dreams come from the subconscious, Michelle is the first Halcyon child to respond.

"Yeah," says Michelle quickly, and then pauses.

It seems

to the author that Michelle's first reaction to the question

may be some sort of identif ication--perhaps an acknowledgement of a state similar to her spiritual consciousness, as

described by Steiner's theory.
is

At nine, however, Michelle

moving away gradually from that spiritual consciousness.

After she pauses, it is as if Michelle now acknowledges her
growing separateness from this state.

She has said that,

yeah,

she knows what "subconscious" means.

adds,

"But I don't know what it means."

Now Michelle

Steiner's theory speaks of a child's part in the

universal wholeness.

Spock explains that, as the middle

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
19 80.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,
1980.

1

August

.
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childhood child tunes into this universal wholeness, "it is
as if the world speaks to him."^
is

manifested in the way with which a child communi-

c^tes with nature
a lonely tree,

describes

Part of a child's uni-

.

How quick are they to feel sympathy with

a dying plant,

a hurt animal," Harwood

2

The author asks the Halcyon children a question

which asks why a clock that has been broken for years
to tick in the truckhome.

,

begins

Though the clock and the truck-

home are not animate, as are the tree, the plant and the
animal referred to by Harwood, three Halcyon children re-

spond to the author's question such to give the impression
of personalizing the clock and the truckhome and attributing

them with feelings.

Shannon responds that the clock ticks

because "it likes the truck."
family."

Christy says, "It likes the

Leeann repeats, "It likes the truck." 3
The children's responses to the clock question

appears to the author to lend credence also to Steiner's

theory that, between the ages of five and nine, "imagination
and magic are the clues to consciousness."^
^Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art

,

p.

Keisha offers
31.

^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

,

1

1980.

^Frommer, Voyage Through Childhood

,

p.

257.

p.

75.

August
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two response examples which relate to the
consciousness,
as described.

First, the author asks the Halcyon children

why Mark speaks of the Greek gods.
that Keisha

s

It seems to the author

imaginative consciousness accepts the possi-

bility of Mark's being a Greek god himself.

And so, Keisha

responds, "He wanted to be one too."^

Keisha 's second response example appears to the
author to demonstrate a fading away of the same magical

consciousness which directed her to the first response's
conclusion, given above.

Frommer explains that around nine

years of age, the child "comes to the point in his inner
life when inner fantasy and outer reality split from each

other." 2

The question posed to the Halcyon children is

whether or not they think that character, magician Yianni,
caused it to rain.

As if her middle childhood magical con-

sciousness is still directing her, Keisha responds, "He
did."

But then Keisha hesitates and asks,

"Didn't he?"

seeming now to reveal a splitting within her between accepting inner magical fantasy or chancing to accept an outer

reality,

such as has been described by Frommer.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.

^Frommer, Voyage Through Childhood

,

p.

62.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^
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Steiner's theory includes language and laughter as
two elements of middle childhood development which grow out

from the spiritual directive of feelings.

Language is a

tool by which children reach out to communicate with others,
as they strive to develop their centers of feeling.

Con-

sequently, Frommer notes that middle childhood children

make great strides in language development

.

Carrie's use of words such as "karma" and "elderly"

within her responses to the literature, give the author
the impression that Carrie is making strides to good vocabu-

lary usage.

When the author asks why the broken clock

begins to tick in the truckhome, Carrie answers that "the
truck had a good karma." 2

The author asks the children why

character Chloe enjoys doing things like her mother and
3
Carrie responds that Chloe "likes to be elderly."

In every middle childhood lesson, there should be
"a time for laughter," says Harwood.^

chapters in Family on the Road

,

One of the liveliest

describes episodes at a

truck stop, including Mark's dramatic slipping in the grease.

The Halcyon children laugh and laugh at the description of
^Frommer, Voyage Through Childhood

,

p.

62.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

August

1980.

^Ibid.

^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

,

p.

75.
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Mark and even beg the author to reread that section of
the
chapter, which she does.

Harwood states,

’*How

quickly they seize upon any

peculiarity which gives the smallest excuse for laughter.'*^
Later, when the author poses a question about the grease

incident, the laughter ensues once again.

verbalize for the group.

Harmony seems to

"It was funny," she responds.^

The author has presented examples from the Halcyon

children's responses to the literature which appear to her
to have revealed aspects of their middle childhood spiritual

development, as explained by Steiner's theory.

Michelle,

Harmony and a group of Halcyon children used the words
"happy" and "bad" in their responses, seeming to demonstrate

responding from their centers of feeling.
The development of feeling is the Steiner spiritual

directive for the middle years of childhood.

Therefore,

many of the further examples related to feelings as well.
Jenny appeared to respond in relationship to the feeling of
friendship.

Shannon seemed to respond to character Eugenia's

feelings, due to conflict with her brothers.

Harmony seemed

to tune into Chloe's resistence to listen to her brother,

due also to a situation of feeling.
^Ibid.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
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It appearsd to the author that Shannon's response

to Chloe's concern that her truckhome was lost, dwelled on

the feelings of security in having a home.

The author proposed that Carrie and Harmony might
be referring to the story's grandmother who had died as if
she might still be living.

The author proposed that this

could stem from the children's spiritual consciousness, as

described by Steiner.

Michelle responded as if she knew what

was meant by "subconscious," perhaps hearkening to a similar consciousness awareness.

In the case of Michelle,

however, she quickly reversed her knowing, as if demon-

strating her middle hcildhood moving away from spiritual

consciousness as an active state.
Three Halcyon children's responses appeared to the

author to be personalizing a clock, when they attributed
feelings to it.

As such, the children demonstrating

Steiner's theory of the whole world speaking to children
of their age, as well as middle childhood's consciousness
of magic and imagination.

Keisha appeared to demonstrate

the consciousness of magic by affirming that character

Mark wanted to be a Greek god and that magician, Yianni,
caused it to rain.

But then Keisha appeared to demonstrate

the divide between fantasy and reality, described by

Steiner's theory.

Keisha hesitated and then questioned if

Yianni- indeed caused the rain.
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Carrie

s

good vocabulary usage demonstrated what

seemed to the author the developing use of language,
de-

scribed by Steiner's theory.

Finally, the Halcyon children

as a group gave the impression of demonstrating the impor-

tance of laughter in Steiner's middle childhood theory by

laughing most heartily to a description in the story.

Thus,

the author feels that the Halcyon children have illuminated
for Steiner theory, "the heart of childhood."^

Preadolescence (Ages Ten and Eleven)
The two Halcyon children who contributed responses
to the preadolescent findings are ten-year-old Carrie and

eleven-year-old Christy.

Interestingly, both Carrie and

Christy lent responses which were presented as representative of middle childhood development as well.
The author proposes that such vacilating may be

characteristic both of trying to categorize preadolescence
as a separate period of growth and of preadolescence be-

havior itself.

For example, difficulty in describing

preadolescence as a single period of development can be
found in the fact that two of the study's developmentalists

present developmental childhood spans which overlap into
what might be considered the years of preadolescence.

Montessori's second sensitive period of cognitive development
^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

,

p.

77.

.

.
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spans until twelve years of age

;

^

Steiner's second cycle of

spiritual development spans until fourteen years of age.^
The response findings that follow hope to illuminate childhood characteristics which mark a changing point
in thought or attitude,

discemably different enough from

middle childhood responses to be deemed demonstrative of

a

new growth period in affective, cognitive and spiritual
development

Affective Development
The theory of Erikson will be used to help clarify
Carrie and Christy's affective responses to the literature.

Erikson says that the Identity Stage child faces the
"physiological revolution of puberty," and that "all the
sameness and continuities" relied on in earlier stages

must be questioned once again.

3

At this stage of develop-

ment, the child, or young person, seeks his or her identity
as he or she emotionally bridges childhood and adulthood.

Seeking measures of their own identity, these aged persons
"are now primarily concerned with what they appear to be in
the eyes of others."^

^Montessori, The Absorbent Mind

,

p.

19.

^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

,

p.

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 86.

^Ibid

.

,

p

.

89

29.
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The author asks the Halcyon children why they think
that story character Chloe is upset when she looks in the

mirror and sees her blond hair.
Carrie responds.^

"'Cause she's the oddball,"

The author assumes that Carrie perceives

Chloe as different by virtue of her appearance, and that in
a preadolescent's Stage of Identity perception of difference,

ego identity could be at stake.

"Yeah," Christy responds in seeming agreement to

concern for Chloe

's

difference in appearance, expressed

somewhat uniquely by Carrie.
tail,

Christy continues.

Then, explaining in more de-

"Everyone else has different color

hair and she felt that she was left out."

2

Erikson states that it is "the adolescent who is
eager to be affirmed by his peers."

Interestingly, when

the author asks the children why Chloe is excited when she
sees her uncle's blond hair, Carrie and Christy are the only

two Halcyon children who respond to the question.

The

author feels that this fact, coupled with the nature of their
responses

,

demonstrates Carrie and Christy

Identity Stage development.
Chloe

's

s

preadolescent

Christy responds first to

excitement at seeing her uncle's blond hair.
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July

19 80.

^Ibid.

^Erikson, Childhood and Society, p. 263.

^
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"because it's the same as hers so she won't feel left out,"

Christy says.
Carrie adds

"She's not the only one with blond hair,"

.

When the author asks the question related to Mark's
slipping on the grease at the truck stop, Christy laughs
the loudest of all the Halcyon children.

Christy is still

laughing when the second question related to the incident
is asked.

The author asks how Mark felt when he saw the

trucker, Sam, looking

(down at him.

Harmony appeared to tune

into Mark's feelings of relief and contentedness at seeing

Sam's friendly face.

Christy and Carrie's responses to

the question are of a different nature and give the author

the impression of reflecting their preadolescent concern

with how one might appear in the eyes of others, as described by Erikson.

Responding to how Mark felt when the trucker saw him
in the grease,

Christy says, "Embarrassed."

Carrie's re-

sponse adds the note of Mark's possible non-acceptability

which the author proposes could be a threat to the identity
a

child seeks in preadolescence.

Responding to Mark's

feelings upon seeing Sam, Carrie says that he felt,
"weird.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

August

1980.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
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Christy and Carrie have given the author the im-

pression of revealing aspects of their adolescent affective
development through their responses to the literature,
as explained by Erikson's Stage of Identity.

They first

seemed to demonstrate a possible fear of identity loss

through their empathy for Chloe

'

s

concern that her appear-

ance was different from the rest of the family's.

Then,

Christy and Carrie appeared to demonstrate a concern for
acceptance by others when they supposed that Mark felt

weird

and

embarrassed" when he slipped in the grease.
Cognitive Development

The theory of Montessori will be used, in part, to

clarify Christy and Carrie's cognitive responses to the
literature.

Because Steiner's theory speaks of older chil-

dren's spiritual directive as "a true birth of thinking
.

.

.

a true beginning of intellectual thought,"^ the

author has chosen to interpret some of Christy and Carrie's

cognitive responses through Steiner's theory, as well as

Montessori

'

s

,

when appropriate.

As was stated above, the author selected as pre-

adolescent findings those Halcyon children's responses which
reveal a difference, or changing point in child thought or
attitude.

Consequently, the following responses shall be

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

33.

.
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offered through the perspective of change, clarified by
the theories of Montessori and Steiner.
In the dialogue of responses which follow the ques-

tion of Yianni's not helping ready the truckhome for travel,
the author has presented that middle childhood Halcyon children seemed to respond to the question from their centers
of feeling, as explained by Steiner's theory.

Spock ex-

plains that older children move beyond a perspective of

feeling to one of abstraction.^
Christy interprets Yianni's hesitation to help in
the story differently than do the children who seemed to re-

spond from a middle childhood feeling perspective.

identifying with twelve-year-old Yianni as

a

Perhaps

preadolescent

himself, Christy demonstrates an abstraction beyond feeling

and responds, "He didn't want to do any more stuff than
they did

Montessori has likened the child's reasoning process
to a growing,

living thing.

Combining this theory with

that of Steiner's, it is as if the growth of reason has a

fruition of intellectual abstraction ability which begins
to manifest in preadolescence.

Montessori adds the measure

^Spock, Teaching as a Lively Art, p. 88.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Montessori, The Secret of Childhood, p. 76.
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that

interpretation, in fact, is a question of mental

concentration.

Christy appears to demonstrate mental interpretation when responding to questions concerning story characters Yianni and Chloe.

The author asks the Halcyon children

what they think about Yianni

around him was changing.
hood, Keisha responds.

's

appraisal that everybody

As if representing middle child"I don’t know."

Demonstratively

different is Christy's response of, "Yeah."

Then, it is as

if Christy interprets Yianni 's concept for the group.

"They were all getting older and changing."

Similarly,

the author feels that Christy interprets for the group the

reason Chloe could not understand, with her siblings, that
the truckhome was not lost.

"'Cause she was smaller than

all of them," Christy explains.""

Carrie appears to the author to be exampling mental

concentration through her interpretive ability as well.
The author asks a question concerning the boy asking Eugenia
about her math book in the story.

Carrie interprets an

interesting appraisal of the story's family.

"Because they

^Montessori, The Advanced Montessori Method

,

p.

173.

"^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

30 July

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

1980.

1980.

August
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weren't normal, but they had normal stuff.

Both Christy

and Carrie seem to demonstrate the mental concentration

which Montessori describes.
Through two of her responses to the literature,
Christy gives the impression of movement away from the

middle childhood consciousness of magic and imagination, as
Harwood states that

has been described by Steiner's theory.

with puberty comes "the true beginning of intellectual
Christy's response as to whether or not Chloe's

thought."

teddy bear jumped off the couch, seems to be reasoned with
the clear definitiveness of intellectual thought.

responds, "He fell off.

Christy

He's not alive.

Christy's second seeming demonstration of intellectual thought comes as questioning response to the literature.

Christy's mind seems to be faced with the presentation in
the story of a phenomenon which does not match up with the

intellectual plateau from which Christy's mind is operating.
To the question about the broken clock which began working
in the truckhome,

Christy responds, "But how did it start

ticking?"^
^Ibid.

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

15.

July
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28
1980.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,
1980.

1

August
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Christy and Carrie have given the impression of

demonstrating aspects of their preadolescent cognitive de-

velopment as explained by Montessori and Steiner's theories.
As if reflecting change from their middle childhood patterns

of thought, Christy seems to interpret Yianni's not helping
to ready the truckhome with preadolescent abstraction, as

described by Steiner.
demonstrate Montessori

mental concentration.

Christy and Carrie both seem to
's

theory of interpretation as denoting

Christy appears to interpret and

explain Yianni's concept of people changing, as well as
Chloe's misunderstanding the reasoning offered to her by

her siblings.

Carrie appears to interpret a perspective on

the story's family in relationship to a question of Eugenia's

math book.

Finally, Christy seems to demonstrate moving

from a middle childhood consciousness of magic and imagination to the Steiner described state of intellectual thought.

Christy explains that Chloe's teddy bear is not alive and

questions the validity of a broken clock that ticks.
Spiritual Development
The theory of Steiner will be used to clarify the

Halcyon children's spiritual responses to the literature.
As has been explained and demonstrated by Christy and

Carrie,

"a true beginning of intellectual thought

is the

spiritual directive for the adolescent period of growth in

.
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Steiner theory.^

Steiner states also that the child comes

into a stronger and more definite relationship with the

outer world, around the twelfth year.^

Christy demonstrates

this relationship when she responds to the question con-

cerning Chloe's misperception that her truckhome was lost.

With a clear relationship with the outer world in hand,
Christy is able to explain of the truckhome, "It was just
over the dunes, so she couldn't see it

Steiner says that the preadolescent aged child has

reached a point in her or his development which enables her
or him to better grasp social and moral impulses.^

When the author asks the Halcyon children why Mark's
parents did not interfere when the trucker, Sam, bought

Mark a coke, even though both parents did not allow the
children to consume sugar in the story, Michelle admits,
"I don't know."

Giving the impression of grasping social

and moral impulses described as Steiner to be characteristic
of her age, Christy lends understanding by explaining of
the story's parents,

"They didn't want to be mean.

^Harwood, The Way of a Child

,

p.

33.

O

Steiner, Lectures to Teachers

,

p.

62.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Steiner, Lectures to Teachers, p. 94.

^
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They didn't want his feelings to be hurt."^

Harwood describes the other side of the social and
moral impulse theory, characteristically portrayed by pre-

adolescent aged children.

"There is therefore a real

anticipation of puberty at this time; the limbs begin to
grow a little lanky and the mind a little critical."^
The author discerns a critical tone in Christy's

response to Keisha's description of the man Chloe saw in her
dream,

in the story.

Keisha describes "the old tall man

with the hairy hair," to which Christy shakes her head
and asks rhetorically, "Hairy hair?"

The author discerns

a similar critical tone in Christy's response to the litera-

ture when the Halcyon children are discussing the possibility
of Yianni's having made it rain in the story.

"You think

people make it rain?" Christy asks, then turns her head
away from the other children and sighs, "God," under her

breath

.

Thus,

Christy has appeared to reveal other than

intellectual aspects of her spiritual development, as
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

1

August

19 80.

^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Childhood

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,

,

1

p.

122.

August

1980.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
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explained by Steiner's theory.

Christy seemed to demon-

strate her relationship with the outer world through her

explanation that the dunes obstructed Chloe's view of the
truckhome

.

Christy then appeared to exemplify Steiner's

concept of social and moral impulses by tuning into the

reasoning used by the story's parents in allowing Mark to
accept a coke from a friend.

Finally, Christy seemed to

demonstrate her preadolescent critical mind through her
response to Keisha's description of a hairy man and her
seeming dismay that other Halcyon children could conceive
of a person making it rain.
The author has presented fourteen Halcyon children's

responses to the children's book, Family on the Road

,

which

have given the impression of reflecting aspects of the

Halcyon children's developmental stages of growth.

Response

findings have been given in the three following divisions:

Early Childhood, Middle Childhood and Preadolescence.

Within

each division, response examples have been presented which

seem to reflect aspects of the Halcyon children's affective,

cognitive and spiritual development, as clarified through
the developmental theories of Erik Erikson, Maria Montessori

and Rudolf Steiner.
The author shall offer final examples of the study's

bridging the fields of children's literature and child development by viewing Family on the Road as a piece of

.

.
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children's literature meeting literary criteria.

The

snthor shall show how she feels that the literary criteria
have been sanctioned, in some measure, by the Halcyon

children
It appeared to the author that the Halcyon children

were basically attentive as she read and told them Family
on the Road

.

This appearance of attentiveness, coupled

with the children's seeming eagerness to respond to the
book during the three storyhour sessions, gave the author
the impression that the children enjoyed Family on the Road

Such impression was heightened on two occasions when the

Halcyon children asked the author to reread two portions

Sutherland and Arbuthnot write, "A book is

of the book.

a

good book for children only when they enjoy it."^
The author likes to believe that she created a good

book for children when she wrote Family on the Road

.

The

author shall view her children's book, now, in terms of
six traditional literary elements discussed by Sutherland

These elements are those of setting, point

and Arbuthnot.

of view, characters, plot, theme and style.

2

The author

shall approach each element, briefly, in terms of how it

may have been perceived by the Halcyon children.
^Zena Sutherland and May Hill Arbuthnot, Children
and Books (Glenview: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1977),
P-

5.

^Ibid

.

,

p

.

21

.

.
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Sutherland and Arbuthnot state, "The setting
of the
story should be clear, believable."^ Family
on the Road *s
main setting is the story family's truckhome.
The author
was struck by the fact that not once, during the
three

storyhour sessions, did any of the Halcyon children
question what might be considered a non-traditional home

setting
In addition, many of the children's responses to

the book seemed to reveal a clear acceptance of the truck-

home.

For example, during the first storyhour session,

Carrie commented of the truck, "That's where they live,"^
and during the second storyhour session, Keisha spoke of

character Chloe, saying that, "she missed the truck because she was used to living in it."

O

The reader may

recall from the findings how Shannon seemed to stress
twice,

in one dialogue sequence, the importance of the

truck in terms of its being Chloe

'

s

home.

"Who tells the story?" ask Sutherland and

Arbuthnot when describing the element of point of view
found in a children's book.'^

The first draft of Family on

^Ibid.
2

Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July

3

Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July

1980.

1980.

^Sutherland and Arbuthnot, Children and Books,
p.

22.

i
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the Road was written in the first person, as told
by char-

acter Chloe

.

In ensuing drafts,

the author extended the

point of view to include perspectives of all four of the

book's child characters.

(In reflection,

the author notes

that the book still focuses in large measure upon Chloe

's

point of view.)

From their responses to the book, the Halcyon children gave the author the impression that they tuned into

Family on the Road 's child oriented points of view.

The

author shall example her impression by citing responses
from the first storyhour session which support aspects of

each of the child character's point of view.

Character Chloe believes that her truckhome is
made smaller when the family is in it at night.

substantiates Chloe

's

Keisha

point of view by saying, "Yeah.

The people make it littler."

The book speaks of Mark's

valuing his relationship with the trucker named Sam.
Jenny seems to relate to this valuing when she explains
character Mark's disappointment at not being able to say
goodbye to Sam, when she responds, "And they made friends."
Shannon appears to identify with character Eugenia's

frustration with her brothers by explaining that Eugenia
liked Laura Ingalls Wilder, "because she had sisters.
Genie didn't.

She had brothers."

Finally, the point of

view of magic, which character Yianni brings to the book.

,
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appears to be so supported that, when a cloudburst is
described in the book, Carrie asks of Yianni, "Did he make
it rain?"^

"Whether the story is realistic or fantastic, the

characters must be convincing," say Sutherland and

^^buthnot

.

The author admits to having had an advantage

in portraying Family on the Road characters to the four-

teen Halcyon children.

The book's four child characters

were based upon the author's four children whom most of
the Halcyon children had known for five years prior to the

study

Even so, the Halcyon children gave the author the

impression that the children's characteristics, as portrayed, were received convincingly by them.

For example,

the Halcyon children were not privy to the author's chil-

dren's pre-Halcyon experiences on the sand dunes of Point
Reyes Beach.

And yet, one of the children's episodes on

the dunes fictionalized in Chapter

Road

,

2

of Family on the

was one portion of the book the Halcyon children

asked the author to reread.

The author feels that the

children desired the rereading, at least in part, due to
their appreciating, or finding convincing, the

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
2

p.

23.

Sutherland and Arbuthnot, Children and Books,

.
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characterizations of the book's children.

The author bases

this feeling on the fact that she developed the sand
dune

episode through child dialogue which purposely characterized the book's children, both individually and through

their interactions with one another.

"Linked to the development of the plot are the
characters, who affect what happens by the sort of people

they are and who are, in turn, affected by what happens
to them," say Sutherland and Arbuthnot

.

^

The author is

focusing on this aspect of plot, as Family on the Road is
a

children's book that focuses almost entirely on the four

child characters, what happens to them and how they are

consequently affected.
The Halcyon children seem.ed to respond both to

plotline incidents and to the manner by which the child
characters might be affected by them.

When character Mark

slipped on the grease at a truckstop, for example, the

children seemed to respond to the plotline incident, as

revealed by their laughing, their verbal responses and
their request that the incident's description be reread.

Through their verbal responses, the Halcyon children
appeared to offer varying possibilities as to how character Mark was affected by the truckshop incident.

Two

children, for example, responded that Mark felt "bad"
^Ibid

.

,

p

.

25
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and

sore."

on Mark

As to the affect the trucker's appearance had

feelings as he sat there in the grease, two chil-

s

dren responded that Mark felt "embarrassed" and "happy.

Sutherland and Arbuthnot ask, "What is the main
idea of the story?" p when they discuss the element of
theme.

Family on the Road's theme relates to the concept

that what might seem non-traditional in nature to some persons, might very well seem a perfectly natural state to

others.

Depicting a family living in a truck, primarily

through children's eyes, seemed a natural way to the
author to depict her theme.
Such presentation of theme accounts for Family on
the Road

'

s

first draft having been presented through

Chloe's eyes.

In the book,

it is shown that Chloe had

moved into the truck prior to conscious memory, so indeed,
such a lifestyle was natural to Chloe.

It was the only

lifestyle she consciously knew.
Again, to the extent that it seemed to the author
that the Halcyon children clearly accepted what might be

considered the non-traditional lifestyle depicted in
Family on the Road

,

the author feels that the children

gleaned the book's general theme.
^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
p

p.

26.

Sutherland and Arbuthnot, Children and Books,
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As an added note on theme, Sutherland and Arbuthnot

state that some historical fiction is intended "to high-

light a person, a movement, or a period."^

To the extent

that Family on the Road depicts a freedom of lifestyle per-

haps characteristic of the late nineteen sixties and early

nineteen seventies, the author feels that her book might
be considered,

in some measure, historical fiction.

"Style is very difficult to define," say Sutherland

and Arbuthnot."

This author tunes into two character-

istics of style which Sutherland and Arbuthnot offer as

possible definers.

These are characteristics of "imagery"

and "rhythm of the sentences."

The author strove for a

free flowing style and found child dialogue a useful tool
for creating flowing sentences.

For imagery, the author

looked to images that might be characteristic of children developmentally

,

as well as images that would specif-

ically characterize a particular child character.

Ex-

amples are Chloe's concept that the truck could carry the

ocean and Mark's images of Poseidon which hearken to

Mark's pride of Greek heritage.
It

seemed to the author that the Halcyon children

were most attentive to the reading of Family on the Road
^Ibid.

^Ibid.
^Ibid.
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when the author read those portions of the book which
seemed best to meet the author's goals of fluidity of

sentences and apt uses of imagery.

To this extent, the

author was thankful for the children's input.
The author shall bring closure to this chapter with
one concluding quote from Sutherland and Arbuthnot

:

"Chil-

dren who are encouraged to respond to characters, content,
plot, and theme and to react to the author's use of lan-

guage are being given experiences that can open the door
to a satisfying emotional response to literature."^

^Ibid.

,

p.

517.

CHAPTER

VI

THE DISCUSSION
The author feels that the study met its goal of

bridging the fields of children's literature and child development in one work.

The author created and wrote a

children's book, entitled Family on the Road

,

in which the

four child characters were portrayed purposefully as de-

picting characteristics of their varying stages of development.

Then, the author shared the children's book with

fourteen children from and nearby the small California

community of Halcyon.

The Halcyon children, four to eleven

years of age, gathered in the author's Halcyon home for

three storyhour sessions, each session lasting approximately two hours in length.

The author posed to the fourteen Halcyon children

questions which concerned character and plot development
in Family on the Road at alternating points between read-

ing and telling the eleven chapters of the book.

V/orking

with transcripts from the three Halcyon storyhour sessions,
the author was given the impression that the Halcyon chil-

dren's responses to the book served as measures of the
affective, cognitive and spiritual development.

interpreted the children's responses through the
161
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developmental theories of Erik Erikson, Maria Montessori
and Rudolf Steiner.
It appeared to the author that the Halcyon chil-

dren

responses to Family on the Road

s

Erikson'

s

,

demonstrated

Stages of Initiative, Industry and Identity.

Equally, the author felt that responses from the Halcyon

children demonstrated Montessori

's

first two major sensi-

tive periods of cognitive growth, the first period relating
to the mind's absorbing images,

through imagination.

the second to reasoning

Finally, it seemed to the author that

Halcyon children's responses to the literature demonstrated

characteristics of will, feeling and intellect, described
by Steiner as the directives of the three spiritual cycles
in childhood.

In overview,

the author shall present three Halcyon

children's responses to Family on the Road which seem to

demonstrate aspects of early childhood, middle childhood
and preadolescent stages of development respectively.

The

author shall interpret the responses through the develop-

mental theories of Erikson, Montessori and Steiner.
To begin,

four-year -old Jason's opening response

during the first Halcyon storyhour session, appears to

demonstrate early childhood affective development, as clarified by Erikson

's

Stage of Initiative.

The author asks the

Halcyon children a question concerning story character
Chloe

'

s

concept that the story's truckhome is larger when
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Chloe is in it alone than when the truckhome is filled with
people.

Jason is the first Halcyon child to respond to

this first question of the study.

Jason does so with

a

hearty, "Yeah, yeah."^

Erikson says that the Initiative Stage child's new
locomotive and mental powers give the child a growing sense
of competence.

ous."

2

"His learning now is intrusive and vigor-

With his "yeah, yeah's," Jason appears to be com-

petent as he reveals having learned both quickly and

vigorously the study's expectation of responding to story,
Family on the Road

.

Jason further appears to be characterizing that

which Erikson terms "a sense of unbroken initiative ." 3
Later during the same first storyhour session, the author
asks the Halcyon children if they think that story char-

acter Yianni made it rain.

Jason responds, "Yeah," even

though there is a chorus of other children responding,
"No

.

Still later in the same session, Jason's response

seems to demonstrate healthy early childhood initiative

once again.

The question concerns character Mark's feeling

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Erikson,
^Ibid.

,

p.

"Identity and the Life Cycle,"

p.

76.

75.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.
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that it is unjust that he is not allowed
to have a buffalo
in the family truckhome, whereas his brother
is allowed a

pet rabbit.

Here again, Jason is the first Halcyon child

to respond verbally.

Though several of the Halcyon chil-

dren are laughing in response to the question, Jason
responds verbally by asking, "Well, then, why is that?
is that?"^

Why

Thus, Jason appears to demonstrate Erikson's

developmental characteristic of "unbroken initiative."
Eight -year -old Keisha responds to Family on the
such to give the impression of demonstrating middle

childhood cognitive development as clarified by Montessori's
second major sensitive period of childhood growth.

"Imagination is the great power of this age,"

Montessori explains.

2

Referring to imagination as the power

to see that which is not before your eyes, Montessori fur-

ther explains that the middle period child learns through
his or her imagination "by abstracting that which he cannot
see or experience."

The child's mind abstractly creates

images of a given problem which have not been made avail-

able to him or her.

Then, the child’s mind integrates

given and abstracted images and thus creates his or her
^Ibid.
2

Montessori, From Childhood to Adolescence

^Ibid.,

p.

39.

,

p.

37.

s
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solution to the given problem.

Responding to the question related to the buffalo's
right to live in the story's truckhome as compared to
the
pet rabbit's same right, Keisha responds twice to the

author,

"Emily.

That's quite a difference."^

Keisha has available to her mind images of

buffalo which relate to size.

It seems that

a rabbit and a

From these images, Keisha

seems to glean her surmisal of "quite a difference."

Keisha now appears to use her middle childhood
power of imagination, as described by Montessori, to create
her reasoned solution which answers the question concerning
the buffalo.

Through its power of imagination, Keisha'

mind now seems to abstract further images of a buffalo

which include his being a fat creature in need of water.
Finally, Keisha seems to integrate her original and created

images and comes up with her own abstracted solution as to

why the buffalo cannot live in the truckhome.
ably too fat," Keisha responds.

"He's prob-

And then Keisha adds, "He

needs water." 2
During the Halcyon storyhour sessions, eleven-yearold Christy responds to two questions as if to demonstrate
two aspects of her preadolescent spiritual development, as

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^Ibid.
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described by Steiner's theory.
Steiner speaks of the developing child as maintaining a link with spiritual consciousness from which
she or
he emerged at birth.

Consequently, the child views the

world from a state of deep dreaming.^

As such,

inner and

outer worlds are not distinct in the young child.

As the

child grows and develops, this distinction becomes more
clear.

Steiner states that the child comes into a stronger

and more definite relationship with the outer world, around
o

the twelfth year.

Christy is in her twelfth year and appears to demonstrate this relationship with the outer world by being
the only responding Halcyon child who discerns clearly the

reason character Chloe believed that the family truckhome
was lost.

With seeming clarity of outer vision, Christy

describes the truckhome and Chloe
as depicted in the story.

relationship to it,

's

"It was just over the dunes,

she couldn't see it," Christy responds.

so

And then Christy

explains of Chloe, "She thought it was gone." 3
Steiner states that one manner by which a pre-

adolescent child manifests her or his spiritual development
^Harwood, The Way of a Child
2
3

1980.

I

,

Steiner, Lectures to Teachers

p.
,

25.
p.

62.

Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
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is by the child's ability to grasp social and moral
im-

pulses.^

The author has asked the Halcyon children why

they think that the story's parents did not interfere when
the trucker,

Sam,

bought Mark a coke, even though both

parents are pointedly portrayed in the story as not allowing their children to consume sugar.

Two Halcyon children respond to the question.

first child admits, "I don't know."

The

It is Christy who then

responds, appearing to demonstate her Steiner described

preadolescent ability to tune into the subtle social and

moral impulses from which the story's parents are operating.
"They didn't want to be mean," Christy explains of the
parents.

"They didn't want his feelings to be hurt."

2

The Halcyon children gave the author the impression
that they were demonstrating aspects of their development

through other than direct verbal responses to the literature.

A beginning example is

a

description of Jason's

arrival to the first storyhour session, interpreted through

Erikson's developmental theory.
It is ten minutes into the first storyhour session

with the Halcyon children.
Jason, have arrived.

All of the children, except

The author is thanking the children

for agreeing to be her teachers, as the children busy

^Steiner, Lectures to Teachers

,

p.

94.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,
1980.

1

August

themselves with writing their names on nametags and then

adhering the tags to blouses, shirts or pants.
"Where's Jason?" someone asks?
"I don't know," the author responds,

"but I'm cer-

tain that he'll be here."
The author hears a knocking and runs down the

stairs and opens the door to four-year -old Jason.

Though

clinging to his mother beside him, Jason's eyes are bright
and expectant.

Jason's mother asks if she may attend the

The author assures her that she is welcome.

session.

The reader will recall that Erikson's theory de-

scribes child growth in terms of a series of successive
stages, each stage characterized by a healthy affective

attitude, such as the attitude of trust.

Additionally,

Erikson explains that "each item of the healthy personality
.

.

.

is

systematically related to all others."^

Jason's

arrival and ensuing behavior at the first storyhour session,
seem to reveal his affective attitudes of trust, autonomy
and initiative, those attitudes marking Erikson's first

three stages of development.

Jason pulls at his mother in resistance, halfway
\ip

the stairs.

The second half of the stair climb, Jason

is in front of his mother,

pulling her to hurry.

Jason

and his mother settle close to one another on the couch.
^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 74.

.
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Everyone is introduced.
In developing basic trust, Erikson denotes the ma-

ternal person as the "radius of significant relations."^

Jason appears to be an emotionally healthy four-year-old,
but not too old to want his mother, the symbol of early
trust, close by his side.

For a while.

The author begins reading Family on the Road to the

A few pages into the reading, the author

Halcyon children.

notices that Jason has edged about eight inches from his

mother on the couch.

Another page of reading and Jason

appears to reveal his autonomy by sliding down from the

Tiptoeing over to the tape recorder on

couch altogether.

the floor, Jason examines it,

slowly and carefully.

Back to the couch, Jason plants himself a good four
feet from where his mother is sitting.

Concentration set-

tling upon his countenance, Jason seems to be listening.
The author completes reading of Chapter

1

of Family on the

Road, puts down the manuscript and asks the Halcyon chil-

dren the first question pertaining to the story.

waving his initiative like a flag, Jason
Halcyon child to respond.
"Yeah,

is

As if

the first

"Yeah, yeah," he exclaims.

yeah."^

^Ibid

.

,

p

.
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^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 28 July
1980.

^

.
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The author interprets Jason's investigation of the
tape recorder, in the above described incident, through the

developmental theory of Montessori.

Jason runs both of his

hands across the recorder, then gently touches each control

button with a swirling motion of his fingertips.
says that "the human hand,

Montessori

so delicate and so complicated,

not only allows the mind to reveal itself but it enables
the whole being to enter into special relationship with its

environment

Five-year-old Arrow's behavior at the second storyhour session appears to exemplify Erikson's Stage of
Initiative, as well as does Jason's behavior at the first

storyhour session.
children.

The author is reading to the Halcyon

Arrow's attention, however, seems focused upon

separating the backing from his nametag.

The session be-

fore, Arrow had just completed adhering his nametag, when

his sister. Harmony, noticing that it was placed upside
down, had pulled the tag off of Arrow's shirt and readhered
it,

right side up.

In this session, Arrow finally sepa-

rates the backing and places the nametag on his shirt.
"I did it," Arrow sighs.

Harmony looks over and shakes her head.

"It's

^Montessori, The Secret of Childhood

100.

,

p.

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children, 30 July
1980.
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upside down again," she whispers and reaches over for the
nametag.

This time Arrow pushes his sister's hand away,

deferring to correct the nametag placement himself.
Erikson describes the Initiative Stage child:
"Most of all, he seems to be, as it were, self-activated;
he is in free possession of a certain surplus of energy

which permits him to forget failures quickly and to approach what seems desirable (even if it also seems dangerous) with undiminished and better aimed effort."^

Arrow's

spirit seems in no way daunted by his sister's having taken
off his nametag the first session and readhered it right
side up.

This day. Arrow seems determined to approach the

nametag problem by himself.

Arrow takes off the nametag, looks at it carefully,
then readheres it to his shirt.

Looking at the new place-

ment, Arrow pauses as if to surmise it.

Arrow hesitates,

then removes the tag, turns it the other way around, then

readheres it one more time.
The author observes that the nametag is now placed

right side up on Arrow's shirt.

work is not yet done.

However, Arrow's nametag

Arrow pulls the tag off of his shirt

and readheres it again with a grin.

Arrow repeats this

pattern three times, seeming to affirm Montessori's theory
that for a child,

^Erikson,

"the exercise which develops life,

"Identity and the Life Cycle,"

p.

75.

4

.

.
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consists in the repetition, not in the mere grasp of the
idea."^
As they gather for the third storyhour session, the

author notes a comaraderie among the Halcyon children.

Children arrive in small groups and are recognized with
smiles and "hi's" from those children already present.

Ten

of the fourteen Halcyon children are aged such to fall

within Erikson's Stage of Industry.

Erikson describes this

stage as "a socially decisive stage, as industry involves

children doing things along side of one another.'

O

Sitting

in a circle and responding to Family on the Road together,

the Halcyon children appear to demonstrate Erikson's de-

scription well.
The author offers the concluding example with

tongue a bit in cheek.

The reader will recall that the

community of Halcyon was settled in 1903 by theosophist s
(Interestingly, Rudolf Steiner's philosophy has theosophical roots as well.

3
)

Theosophy embraces such beliefs as

those of karma and reincarnation.

Ten-year-old Carrie

responds to the literature, as if delightfully honoring

both her theosophical community and its larger societal
context
^Montessori, The Montessori Method

,

p.

358.

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 88.

^Stephen Davis, "The Life and Tim.es of Rudolf
Steiner," New Age February 1978, p. 43.
,
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The author has asked the Halcyon children why they
tl^l^k that the

clock that had been broken for years began

ticking in the story's truckhome.
truck had a good karma."

Carrie responds, "The

When the author asks the other

children what Carrie may mean by the truck's having
karma, the children remain silent.

a

good

Carrie herself sets the

task to define "karma" for the group.

As if grasping for

the correct words (and the author laughingly gives assist-

ance credit to the Coca Cola Company)
karma, "It's the,

.

.

.

,

Carrie responds of

It's the real thing.

For a further and more thorough study of children's

responses to literature as developmental reflections, the
author would offer two major suggestions.
a

First, though

community gathering of children served this study's pur-

poses, a further study might select children whose popula-

tion includes more equal representations of children in the
early, middle and preadolescent childhood groupings.

A

balance of children's sexes might be sought as well.
Secondly, a further study might attempt to inte-

grate into its findings, responses to literature made by

children who were questioned individually.

Individual

questioning would disallow a concern that some study children and their responses to the literature might be

^Storyhour session with Halcyon children,
1980.

k

1

August

.
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affecting other study children and their responses
to the
literature

Expressing and integrating into the findings the
developmental theories of Erik Erikson, Maria Montessori
and Rudolf Steiner proved to be a fruitful learning
process
for the author.

By means of her research into the

theories, the author was able to discern each of the three

developmentalist

s

she appreciated,

(a

views of the child with a clarity which

clarity which the author hopes is por-

trayed, at least in part,

in this study).

The author found a linking thread between the

three developmentalists

'

views to be an expressed respect

for childhood in the author's opinion.

The author has

chosen to present here three representative expressions of
this seeming respect.

Erikson begins: "There is in every

child at every stage a new miracle of vigorous unfolding,

which constitutes a new hope and a new responsibility for
all."^

Montessori continues: "The secret of all nature

lies in the soul of a little child."

2

For Steiner's

theory, Francis Edmunds concludes: "A little child gives
us our dimension, balanced within creation."

^Erikson, Childhood and Society
2
3

,

p.

Montessori, The Montessori Method

,

3

255.
p.

376.

Lecture with Francis Edmunds, Unitarian Church,
Amherst, Massachusetts, 5 February 1973.

.
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The author's final demonstration of the study's

attempt to bridge the fields of children's literature and

child development was the author

'

somewhat brief overview

s

of Family on the Road in terms of literary elements out-

lined by Sutherland and Arbuthnot

.

^

The author attempted

to view the elements of setting, point of view,

characters,

plot, theme and style in terms of how the Halcyon children

may have responded to them, as found in Family on the Road

.

The author is deeply thankful to the Halcyon chil-

dren for their responses to Family on the Road

.

Not only

did the children's responses offer a pool from which the

author selected appropriate findings for the study, but
the children's verbal and non-verbal responses served as

literary measures for the author, as a writer for children.
When the Halcyon children seemed to enjoy her reading

Family on the Road

,

the author felt that she had created

good literature for children.

When it seemed that the

Halcyon children's interest had waned, the author looked to

how she might improve those particular sections of her
book
When the author creates books for children in the
future,

she will remember that which the Halcyon children

taught her and which Sutherland and Arbuthnot express

^Sutherland and Arbuthnot, Children and Books
pp

.

21-6.

,

.
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thusly: "A book is a good book for children only when they

enjoy it.”^
The joy of sharing Family on the Road with the

fourteen Halcyon children rekindled the author's knowing
that work with and for children continues to be her life's

work
The author would like to bring closure to this

study by describing an incident which occurred during the
second Halcyon storyhour session, on July 30, 1980.
The author is reading Family on the Road to the

Halcyon children when the phone rings.
mother, wishing to speak to Connie.

It is Connie's

Connie's face drops

and tears well up in her eyes, as she speaks with her

mother.

Connie puts the phone back on the receiver, looks

at the author and speaks,

trying to hold back her tears.

"Our cat killed my bird.

I

A trail of children,

gotta go."

including Connie's twin

sister Carrie, follow after Connie, as she leaves.

The

author waits a moment before breaking the stillness in the
room,

to explain to the remaining children that Connie had

found a baby bird and kept it alive a full week by feeding
it

with an eye dropper.
Connie and the other children return.

Crying free-

ly now, Connie has her bird couched in her hands.

^Ibid. p.

5.

Steiner

.
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theory tells us that "children have naturally an abundant
faculty for wonder and reverence."^

"The child has a

great power, a great inner sensitivity," Montessori adds.

2

The depth of feeling in the room as the Halcyon children

silently behold Connie and her bird, seems to the author
to bear testimony to both of these statements.

"Would you like for us to help you bury your bird?"
the author asks Connie.

Connie nods, and a quiet procession follows Connie
and her bird down the stairs to the outside.
The author shows Connie a spot in the field behind
the goatpen where a Siamese cat, who had lived with the

author’s family, is buried.

The author asks Connie if she

would like for her bird to be buried nearby.

Connie nods

again
The author steps back, except to offer locations
for a
of a shovel, a wood supply where scraps may be found

be
grave marker and a plot of purple Statice that might

transplated to adorn the grave.

Montessori says that the

new awareness
child "looks for what needs to be done in his
of the problem."^

It is as if the Halcyon children see

do it.
what needs to be done and then proceed to
76.
^Harwood, The Recovery of Man in Chil dhood, p.

^Montessori, Education and Peace,

p.

59.

Montessori, From Childhood to Adolescence

,

p.

23
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Giving the author the impression of Erikson industry,

the children seek Connie's choice of exact spot, dig a

grave, create a marker and transplant two Statice plants,

one on either side of the grave.

The children ask Connie

if she would like to write the bird's name on the grave

marker.

Connie nods and a child runs upstairs and finds a

marking pen used for nametags.

Connie writes "PhEniX!!!!"

across the horizontal wooden piece of the cross-shaped
grave marker.
grave,

Connie gently lays her bird in the newly dug

scatters a few handfuls of earth over the bird and

then lets the other children complete the task of burial.

Even though he is speaking primarily of parent/

child relationships, these of Erikson 's words seem to the
author to be an appropriate description of the human interaction during the burial of Connie's bird: "the free col-

laboration of people who feel equal in worth although
different in kind or function or age,

.

.

.

Such companion-

ship is a lasting treasure not only for parent and child

but for mankind."^

The author asks the children if they would like to
sing.

They agree that they would.

Gathering around

Ph£inix's grave, the Halcyon children and the author create
spontaneous chants.

"You see," says Steiner.

Singing is

m2
itself an echo of the world."

^Erikson, "Identity and the Life Cycle," p. 82.

^Steiner, Practical Course for Teachers, p. 47.

.

.

.
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APPENDIX

A

MARGARET HOMFRAY

Margaret Homfray is a living link with renowned Italian
In her youth,
physician/educator, Dr. Maria Montessori.
Homfray was so inspired by a Montessori training course in
London, that she followed Montessori back to Rome for furDeveloping proficiency in Italian, Homfray
ther study.
read and studied all of Montessori 's works in their original language.
After her training in Italy, Homfray taught in Spain,
In the 1930's she
Switzerland and her own native England.
the St.
establishing
in
worked directly with Montessori
institution
primary
the
London,
in
Centre
Nicholas Training
became
co-^
Homfray
Britain.
in
for Montessori education
with
closely
work
to
continued
and
principal of this centre
development
the
in
example,
for
her,
Montessori, assisting
of many now famous and widely used Montessori materials.
At the time of her death in 1952, Montessori gave Homfray
her lecture notes, original diagrams of materials, notes
on infancy and plans for training teachers

Margaret Homfray maintained her position at the London Centre
until August of 1978 when she decided to devote herself to
\^orking more closely with Montessori teachers and students
It has been the author's good fortune that
around the world.
lecture
Homfray came first to the California central coast to
and open a Montessori Institute.
life and
When Margaret Homfray speaks of Maria Montessori 's
is a
curriculi for children, it is clear that she herself
lifetime
gifted educator. Her words and manner reveal her
with
assimilation of philosophical and experiential work grea
this
It is an honor to be in
Montessori education.
woman's presence.
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APPENDIX

B

PERTINENT TRANSCRIPTS
28 July 1980

AUTHOR

When Chloe was in the truck all by herself, she
thought that the truck was a lot bigger than
when all the family were in the truck at night.
What do you think?
Was the truck smaller
at night?
.

.

.

JASON

Yeah, yeah.

KEISHA

Yeah.
The people make it littler.
Uh huh.
Did they ever make it bigger?
.

AUTHOR

.

.

Yeah, yeah.

.

What do you think? Keisha's asking, do people
Leeann, you're
make the truck any bigger.
shaking your head.
.

.

.

don't know the answer.

LEEANN

I

AUTHOR

It's a good question.

CARRIE

What's the question?

AUTHOR

Well, see, the idea is that the truck is
bigger
.

RICHE

.

.

It looks like it's bigger, but it's really just

the same size.

AUTHOR

Riche says it's the same size.

CARRIE

It's because, it's because when all the people
are in it there's not as much space as there
is when they all get out.

KEISHA

Yeah.

AUTHOR

When Chloe woke up from her nap and talked to
Mom about her nap, she said

That's true.

.

KEISHA

Oh,

her body just slept.

.

.

.

s

.
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AUTHOR

MICHELLE

KEISHA

AUTHOR
RICHE

AUTHOR

CHRISTY

AUTHOR

KEISHA
ARROW
HARMONY

Thank you, Keisha.
Chloe said that she
hadn't slept, only her body had. What do you
think Chloe meant by that?

Yes.

:

She means her head.
Her eyes didn't fall
asleep, but just her body was laying down.

:

That means resting.

:

Okay.

:

She was asleep, but her mind
She was dreaming.
was awake because she remembers the dreams and
stuff

:

Chloe scolded Mark's teddy bear, Timothy, because she thought that he had jumped off of
What do you think?
the couch.

:

He fell off.

:

AUTHOR
CHRISTY
CONNIE

KEISHA

He's not alive.

Why do you think that Mark made a point of telling Mom and Dad that his brother Yianni was not
helping to get the truck ready for travel?

:

Because it

:

raining?

'

'Cause Yianni is doing his tricks.

:

I

:

know.

I

know.

Harmony?

AUTHOR
HARMONY

Riche?

He was doing his tricks and because they were
fighting and they wanted to find out and tell on
each other.

:

:

;

:

Christy, what were you going to say?

they
He didn't want to do any more stuff than
did
He was lazy.

anything.
He was lazy and he didn't want to do
tricks.
his
do
and
He just wanted to sit around

.

.
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AUTHOR

Why do you think that the writer, Laura Ingalls
Wilder, was so important to Eugenia?

:

SHANNON

:

AUTHOR

:

Because she had sisters.
had brothers

Genie didn't.

She

Do you know why it was important to Yianni that
his rabbit. Pooch
.

CARRIE

:

AUTHOR

:

KEISHA

:

AUTHOR

:

.

.

Did he make it rain?
Oh.

.

.

.

He did.

.

What do you think, Carrie?
.

.

Didn't he?

Do you think that Yianni made it rain?

(Several children respond "no" in unison.)

JASON

CHRISTY

AUTHOR
CARRIE

KEISHA

Yeah

:

You think people make it rain?

:

.

.

.

God.

Keisha thought maybe he did.

:

Uh huh.

:

He said that it would rain.

It probably rained.

;

Mark became angry and sulked because his brother,
Yianni, has his rabbit in the truckhome, yet
Mark was not allowed to have a buffalo in the
truckhome. What do you think about this?

AUTHOR

(Several children laugh.)

JASON

KEISHA
AUTHOR
KEISHA
CARRIE

AUTHOR

;

Well, then, why is that?

:

That's quite a difference.

:

Why is that?

Why is the rabbit in the truck and not the
buffalo?

;

Emily, that's quite a difference.

;

That's where they live.

:

Jason, why isn't the buffalo there?

.

.
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JASON

AUTHOR

They won't let'em.

:

Why do you think they won't let the buffalo

:

in?

KEISHA

:

JASON

:

AUTHOR
JASON

KEISHA

AUTHOR
ARROW

AUTHOR
CONNIE

JASON

AUTHOR
JASON

AUTHOR

AUTHOR
CARRIE

AUTHOR
CHRISTY

He needs water.
'

Cause

:

What is it, Jason?

;

The buffalo would mess up their house.

:

He's probably too fat.

Thank you, Jason.
water

:

Keisha thinks he needs

:

He's too big.

:

Thank you. Arrow.

:

And too ugly.

:

Too ugly for the fish.

:

For the fish.

:

In the water.

Now where is the fish?

Oh, in the water that Keisha was talking about
Thank you, Jason.
I see.

:

Why do you think that Chloe was upset when she
looked in the mirror and saw her blond hair?

:

'Cause she's the oddball.

;

The oddball?

;

:

Everyone else has different color hair,
Yeah.
and she felt that she was left out.
30 July 1980

AUTHOR

:

read you, do
In the first chapter that I just
about not
you know why Chloe was so concerned
being able to see her truckhome?

.

.
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CARRIE

:

KEISHA

:

SHANNON

She didn't want to get lost.
She wanted to go
home.
They were being mean to her.
She missed the truck because she was used to
living in it.

That was her home and she didn't want to stay
away from it too long, like she liked that,
for it to be her home.

;

AUTHOR

:

LEEANN

:

KEISHA

:

AUTHOR

:

What do you think Chloe meant when she said that
the truckhome was lost?

Because she was far away from it and thought it
was lost.

And she kept on asking.
Do you think the truck was lost. Arrow?

(Arrow nods his head.)

CHRISTY

AUTHOR
CHRISTY

AUTHOR

HARMONY
CHRISTY
CONNIE

SHANNON

It was just over the dunes,
see it.

:

And she thought it was lost?

:

She thought it was gone

;

Why do you think that Chloe did not understand
Yianni when he tried to explain that the truck
wasn't lost--that it couldn't move unless Dad
started the engine?

:

Because she was made at him.

:

'Cause she was smaller than all of them.

:

;

And she didn't know any better.

:

Her home is where the truck is.

Why do you think that Mark talked about Poseidon
and the other Greek gods?

AUTHOR
JENNY
RICHE

so Chloe couldn't

:

He studied it

:

He studied it and he said that he was Greek.

.

.

.
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KEISHA

:

AUTHOR

:

RICHE

AUTHOR

He wanted to be one too.
Riche, did you want to tell us again who
Poseidon was?

The Greek god of the sea.

:

The Greeks believed that the gods caused everything, that they lived on a mountaintop

:

.

RICHE

:

AUTHOR

:

.

Olympus

Thank you. Riche. Zeus was the king of the
gods and whenever he was angry
.

,

RICHE

:

AUTHOR

:

KEISHA

.

.

.

Thunderbolts
Zeus hurled
That's right. Riche. Thank you.
thunderbolts. What do you think? Do you think
that there are gods who live up on a mountaintop?

think they live up in heaven.

I

:

(Several children respond "no" in unison.)

AUTHOR
RICHE

AUTHOR
KEISHA
MICHELLE

AUTHOR
KEISHA

AUTHOR

:

Keisha thinks the gods live up in heaven.

:

There's only one God.

:

Riche says there's only one God.

:

There's only one God.

:

And he's in everybody's heart.

But he's everywhere.

Why do you think that Yianni went off by himself
without any supper?

:

:

He thought everybody was changing.

:

He thought everybody was changing.
(A few children say "no.”)

ARROW
KEISHA

:

Yeah.
I

don

'

t

know

.
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CHRISTY

JENNY

AUTHOR

CARRIE

RICHE

HARMONY

MICHELLE

KEISHA

AUTHOR

Yeah.

:

They were all getting older and changing.

He used to be little too.

:

Remember, Grandmother Eugenia is no longer
alive, and yet, both Chloe and Mark say that
their grandmother liked it when they sang. What
do you think they meant by that?

:

Because they're her songs.

:

:

She's listening from heaven.

:

They make her happy.
She'd be watching over 'em.

:

Like angels.

:

When Mom told the children they were going to
New Mexico, she told them to say goodbye to the
Chloe said that the truck would take
ocean.
the ocean with them. What do you think that
Chloe meant?

;

(Many children laugh.)

CARRIE

CHRISTY

LEEANN

AUTHOR
KEISHA

AUTHOR

It will take the memories

:

How would it take the ocean?

:

They can't carry it.

:

truck
Why do you think that Chloe thought the
could take the ocean with them?

:

Because the truck's so big.

:

when he slipped
How do you think that Mark felt
on the grease at the truckstop?

:

(Many children laugh.)

CARRIE

:

Weird.

.

..

.

.

.

.
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MICHELLE
LEEANN

Bad

:

Sore

:

HARMONY

AUTHOR
HARMONY
CHRISTY
CARRIE

AUTHOR
CHRISTY

JENNY

AUTHOR

MICHELLE
CHRISTY

AUTHOR

It was fianny.

:

How do you think that he felt when he saw Sam
looking down at him?

:

Happy

:

:

Embarrassed

:

Weird
Why did Mark want to say goodbye to Sam?

:

:

Because he had bought him a coke and helped him.

:

And they made friends

Why do you think that Mark's parents let Mark
have the coke, even though they were not allowed
to have sugar?

:

I

:

don

'

t

know

They didn't want to be mean.
his feelings to be hurt

:

They didn't want

How do you think that Mark felt when they saw

:

Sam, on the road?

(There is a child chorus of "happy's.")

1

AUTHOR

MICHELLE

AUTHOR

August 1980

to
Why do you think that the broken clock began
read
I
tick at the end of the first chapter that
to you?

:

:

:

Tick,

clock.

Tick,

clock.

story?
Do you remember the clock in the

KEISHA

It was the little bitty one.

CHRISTY

But how did it start ticking.

\

,
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AUTHOR

:

Do you have any ideas about that?

SHANNON

It likes the truck.

CARRIE

The truck had a good karma.

AUTHOR

Carrie says that it had
know what that means?

HARMONY

It goes.

CARRIE

It's the

AUTHOR

The real thing.

CARRIE

The,

CHRISTY

It likes the family.

LEEANN

It likes the truck.

AUTHOR

When Yianni said that he wished that he had a
normal family, what do you think that he meant?

HARMONY

Like they lived in a house and they had, and
they had a yard.

LEEANN

They would have a backyard and they could play
and stuff.

CARRIE

They'd have a normal house and a backyard where
the rabbit couldn't get lost.

AUTHOR

In that dream of Chloe

.

.

.

a

good karma.

Do you

it's the real thing.

inside feeling.

urn,

do you think that
Chloe really saw the rabbit Pooch, like she said
'

s

that she did?

KEISHA

She said she heard a dream in the moon.

AUTHOR

What about that?

MARY

And it was about Pooch.

MICHELLE

She saw Pooch.

AUTHOR

What happened?

ARROW

Yeah.

.

.

.

.

Hmm.

.

.

And then he came back.

Did Chloe really see Pooch?

.

.

.
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HARMONY
CONNIE
Christy

Hmm.

:

In her mind.

:

She was imagining it

:

MARY

:

AUTHOR

:

She really sees Pooch.

Christy says she was imagining it.
say, Harmony?

HARMONY

:

ARROW

:

AUTHOR
MICHELLE
CARRIE

AUTHOR
CONNIE

CARRIE

AUTHOR
CARRIE

What do you

It's both what Keisha and Christy said.
Emily, Emily.

I

think she had a dream.

Do you know what Yianni meant when he said that
dreams come from the subconscious?

;

Yeah.

:

But I don't know what it means.

when, like, when you're dreaming.
see things with your mind.

Urn,

:

When you

Why do you think that Chloe copied Mom at the
laundromat?

:

:

She likes to be a mom.

:

She likes to be elderly.

Why do you think that the boy in the story
wanted to see Eugenia's math book?

:

Because they weren't normal, but they had normal
stuff

:

He asked where's your school at, and she said
He wanted to see if she was lying or
in there.

CHRISTY

something

AUTHOR
CHRISTY

:

:

When Chloe saw her uncle's hair, why do you
think that she was so excited?
Because it's the same as hers, so she won
feel left out.

t
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CARRIE

:

She's not the only one with blond hair.
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APPENDIX

C

UNSOLICITED CHILD RESPONSE TO SHARING SESSIONS
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